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 Welcome  
Thank you for purchasing the MEAP for Deep Learning for Natural Language 
Processing. This book will teach you to apply deep learning to one of most vibrant 
applications of current AI: the analysis of natural language. The book is addressed to 
anyone who needs a practical guide to current deep learning techniques, from developers 
to students and researchers of computational linguistics.  

While rooted in linguistics, the field of computational linguistics, or Natural Language 
Processing (NLP, for short), borrows many tools and techniques from neighboring fields 
such as computer science, logic, statistics and machine learning. Much of the current 
research in NLP now uses deep learning. It is quite hard to keep track of the many papers 
and software repositories that are being produced in this fast-paced field. You may even feel 
you’re missing out on the cutting edge stuff. This is exactly what this book attempts to 
remedy: it will open up the toolbox of deep learning for NLP practitioners, outlining the 
pros and cons of various actual techniques and architectures. It speaks the language of NLP 
and is actually written by a computational linguist.  

The book is written to be self-contained, but cannot cover all details of deep learning and 
NLP. Two excellent companion books, which can either be used as reference or primer, 
would be Manning’s Deep Learning with Python, and Natural Language Processing in 
Action. All examples in this book are written in Python and the elegant Keras library. This is 
a code-intensive book, with lots of examples of deep learning solutions for well-known NLP 
problems. The book contains references to recent literature and some of our code draws 
inspiration from great public domain software repositories, including the source code 
examples in the Keras distribution.  

Deep learning is under continuous development and may seem like a volatile moving 
target. I hope this practical and hands-on book will help you become proficient in the current 
types of deep learning, and will provide you with a solid basis for keeping up with new 
developments.  

Writing an ambitious book like this one is a daunting task, and is prone to imperfection. 
Your feedback is more than welcome. If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, 
please share them in Manning’s liveBook's Discussion Forum for my book. 

 
—Stephan Raaijmakers 
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1
Language comes naturally to humans, but is traditionally hard to grasp for computers. This book
addresses the application of recent and cutting-edge deep learning techniques to automated
language analysis. Deep learning has emerged in the last decade as the vehicle of the latest wave
in AI. Results have consistently redefined the state-of-the-art for a plethora of data analysis tasks
in a variety of domains. For an increasing amount of deep learning algorithms,
better-than-human (human-parity or superhuman) performance has been reported: for instance,
speech recognition in noisy conditions, and medical diagnosis based on images. Current deep
learning-based natural language processing (NLP) outperforms all pre-existing approaches with a
large margin. What exactly makes deep learning so adequate for these intricate analysis tasks, in
particular language processing? This chapter presents some of the background necessary for
answering this question. We will guide you through a selection of important topics in machine
learning for NLP.

The intended audience for this book consists of anyone working in natural language processing:
computational linguists, software engineers, and machine learning or NLP students. The field of
natural language processing is vast, and comprises a daunting amount of formalisms and
approaches. With deep learning entering the stage, many are eager to get their feet wet, but are
shied away by the highly technical nature of deep learning, and the fast pace of this field, with
new approaches, software and papers emerging on a daily basis.

What you will get from this book is a thorough introduction to deep learning applied to a variety
of language analysis tasks, supported by actual  code. Explicitly linking the evergreenshands-on
of computational linguistics, such as part-of-speech tagging, or query-answering, to deep
learning, will help you become a proficient deep learning NLP expert. Beyond this, the book
covers state of the art approaches to challenging new problems, such as explainable AI and the
role of semantics.

Deep learning for NLP

1.1 Overview of the book
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This first chapter covers

A short roadtrip through machine learning applied to NLP.
A brief historical overview of deep learning.
An introduction to vector-based representations of language.

Figure 1.1 Chapter organization.

You will find a succinct overview of NLP in Appendix 1. Let’s start off with discussing a few
well-known machine learning-based NLP algorithms in some detail, illustrated with a handful of
practical examples to wet your appetite. After that, we motivate the case for deep learning-based
NLP.
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Figure 1.2 Machine learning for NLP.

Current natural language processing heavily relies on machine learning. Machine learning has its
roots in statistics, building among others on the seminal work by Thomas Bayes and LaPlace in
the 18-th and 19-th century ( , ) and the least squares methods for curveBayes LaPlace
approximation by Legendre in 1812 ( ). The field of neural computing started with thelegendre
work of McCulloch and Pitts in 1943, who put forward a formal theory (and logical calculus) of
neural networks ( ). It would take until 1950 before learning machines weremccullochpits43
proposed by Alan Turing ( .Turing

All machine learning algorithms that perform classification (labeling) share a single goal: to
arrive at  of data that is labeled with : labels that indicate a (usuallylinear separability classes
exclusive) category a data point belongs to. Data points presented to a machine learning
algorithm typically consist of vector representations of descriptive traits. These representations
constitute a so-called . The subsequent processing, manipulation and abstraction ofinput space
the input space during the learning stage of a self-learning algorithm yields a .feature space
Some of this processing can be done external to the algorithm: raw data can already be converted
to features as part of a pre-processing stage, which technically creates an input space consisting
of features. The  consists of class labels that separate the various data points in aoutput space
dataset, based on the class boundaries. The essence of deep learning, as we will see, is to learn
abstract representations in the feature space.

1.2 A selection of machine learning methods for NLP

3
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Figure 1.3 From input space to output space (labels).

Training a machine learning component involves learning boundaries between classes, which
may depend on quite complex functions. The burden of learning class separability can be
alleviated by smart feature pre-processing. Learning the class boundaries occurs by performing
implicit or explicit transformations on linearly inseparable input spaces. The following figure
shows a non-linear class boundary: a line separating objects in two classes that cannot be
modeled by a linear function . The function corresponding to this line is a non-linearf(x)=ax+b
classifier. A real-word example would be a bowl of multi-colored marbles, mixed in such a way
that they cannot be separated from each other by means of a straight plate (like a scoop).

Figure 1.4 Non-linear classifier.

A linear function that separates classes with a straight line is a  and wouldlinear classifier
produce a picture like:

4
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Figure 1.5 Linear classifier

We will now briefly address three types of machine learning approaches that have had major
uptake in NLP:

The single-layer perceptron and its generalization to the multilayer perceptron
Support vector machines, and
Memory-based learning.

While there is a lot more to the story, these three types embody respectively the  or neural
,  and  types of machine learning. All of these approaches relate naturally tocognitive eager lazy

the deep learning approach to natural language analysis, which is the main topic of this book.

In 1957, the first implementation of a biologically inspired machine learning component was
realized: Rosenblatt’s perceptron ( ). This device, implemented on physical hardware,Rosenblatt
allowed processing of visual stimuli represented by a square 400 (20 by 20) array of
photosensitive cells. The weights of this network were set by electromotors driving
potentiometers. The learning part of this perceptron was based on a simple one-layer neural
network, which effectively became the archetype of neural networks (see Figure img-perceptron
).

1.2.1 The perceptron

5
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Figure 1.6 Rosenblatt’s perceptron

Suppose you have a vector of features that describe aspects of a certain object of interest, like the
words in a document, and you want to create a function from these features to a binary label (for
instance, you want to decide if the document conveys a positive or a negative sentiment). The
single-layer perceptron is capable of doing this. It produces a binary output  (0 or 1) from ay
weighted combination of input values … , based on a threshold  and a bias :x x θ b

Figure 1.7 Perceptron decision function

The weights  are learned from annotated training data, consisting of input vectors labeledw ,…w
with output labels. The thresholded unit is called a . It receives the summed and weightedneuron
input . So, assume we have a set of weights and associated inputs:v

Then their summed and weighted output would be

3*10+5*20+7*30=310

1 n

1 n

Table 1.1 Weighted input.m
Weight 1 3

Weight 2 5

Weight 3 7

Input 1 10

Input 2 20

Input 3 30

6
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Figure 1.8 Summed and weighted perceptron input

This simplistic network is able to learn a specific set of functions that address the class of 
: problems that are separable in  space with a linear function.linearly separable problems input

Usually, these are the easier problems in classification. Its is quite common for data to be heavily
. Consider undoing a knot in two separate ropes. Some knots are easy and can beentangled

undone in one step. Other knots need much more steps. This is the business of machine learning
algorithms: undoing the intertwining of data objects living in different classes.

For NLP, the single-layer perceptron nowadays plays a marginal role, but it underlies several
derived algorithms that strive for simplicity, such as online learning ( ).ONLINE

A practical example of a perceptron classifier is the following. We set out to build a document
classifier that categorizes raw texts as being broadly about either atheism or medical topics. The
popular  dataset ( ), one of the most widely used datasets for20 newsgroups 20newsgroups
building and evaluating document classifiers, consists of newsgroup (usenet) texts distributed
over 20 hand-assigned topics. Here is what we do:

We make a subselection for two newsgroups of interest:  and .alt.atheism sci.med
We train a simple perceptron on a  of the documents in these twovector representation
classes. A vector is nothing more than a container (an ordered list of a finite dimension)
for numerical values.
The vector representation is based on a statistical representation of words called TF.IDF,
which we will discuss in the Section  below. For now, just assume TF.IDFrepresentations
is one of those magic tricks that turn documents into vectors that can be fed to a machine
learning algorithm.

Don’t worry if you don’t completely understand this code right now. It’s here to give you an idea
of what the code looks like for a basic perceptron.

7
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Listing 1.1 A simple perceptron-based document classifier.

We import a basic perceptron classifier from sklearn.

We import a routine for fetching the 20 newsgroups dataset from sklearn.

We limit the categories of the dataset.

We obtain documents for our category selection.

Our perceptron is defined. It will be trained for 100 iterations.

The familiar CountVectorizer is fit on our training data.

Now, we load, fit and deploy a TF.IDF transformer from sklearn. It computes
TF.IDF representations of our count vectors.

The perceptron is trained on the TF.IDF vectors.

Our test data.

The test data is vectorized, first to count vectors, then to TF.IDF vectors.

The perceptron is applied to the test documents.

Results are printed.

This produces the following results:

from sklearn.linear_model import perceptron                                     
from sklearn.datasets import fetch_20newsgroups                                 

categories = ['alt.atheism', 'sci.med']                                         

train = fetch_20newsgroups(subset='train',categories=categories, shuffle=True)  

perceptron = perceptron.Perceptron(max_iter=100)                                

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer                     
cv = CountVectorizer()
X_train_counts = cv.fit_transform(train.data)

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfTransformer                    
tfidf_tf = TfidfTransformer()
X_train_tfidf = tfidf_tf.fit_transform(X_train_counts)

perceptron.fit(X_train_tfidf,train.target)                                      

test_docs = ['Religion is widespread, even in modern times',
             'His kidney failed','The pope is a controversial leader',
             'White blood cells fight off infections',
             'The reverend had a heart attack in church']                       

X_test_counts = cv.transform(test_docs)                                         
X_test_tfidf = tfidf_tf.transform(X_test_counts)

pred = perceptron.predict(X_test_tfidf)                                         

for doc, category in zip(test_docs, pred):                                      
    print('%r => %s' % (doc, train.target_names[category]))

Religion is widespread, even in modern times => alt.atheism

8
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Apparently, these few short texts can be linearly separated by a simple, weight-based algorithm.
This example is a huge simplification: the topics chosen are quite distinct. In real life, linear
algorithms fall short in separating topics that overlap and share similar vocabulary.

The multilayer perceptron generalizes the single-layer model of the original perceptron to a
multilayer model, with at least 3 layers: an input layer, one or more hidden representational
layers, and an output layer:

Figure 1.9 A multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer (h1…hn).

As mentioned, machine learning algorithms that perform classification (the labeling of objects
with classes) attempt to arrive at linear boundaries between data points. Recall our 

 for such a linear boundary. Imagine you are seeing two objects (like an orange_linear_classifier
and an apple) on a plate, one of which is partially obscuring the other. If you close one eye, you
will lose 3D stereovision, and you cannot separate the two objects in 2D. If you open both eyes,
you will be able to separate the two objects. Support Vector Machines routinely perform this
migration to a higher dimension, separating objects in this space. Their secret weapon: .kernels

His kidney failed => sci.med

The pope is a controversial leader => alt.atheism

White blood cells fight off infections => sci.med

The reverend had a heart attack in church => sci.med

1.2.2 Support Vector Machines

9
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Figure 1.10 From 2D to 3D with a kernel.

A support vector machine is a binary classifier that implicitly maps data in feature space to
higher dimensions in which data becomes separable by a linear plane, called a . Thishyperplane
mapping is implicit, and is carried out by a . This is a function that transforms thekernel function
original input space to an alternative representation that implicitly has a higher dimensionality,
with the aim of disentangling the data and making it linearly separable.

But the migration is implicit in the sense that it takes the form of a similarity function (φ in the
picture above) applied to two feature vectors, just computing their distance. This is cordially
called the , It sounds like sheer magic, but it is actually quite simple. Let’s take akernel trick
look.

You should already be familiar with the dot product of two vectors. If not, please see Appendix 2
for a refresher. To recap, the standard dot product of two vectors  and  is the sum of thea b
cross-product of the two vectors:

Listing 1.2 Dot product in Python.

So, a dot product is just a multiplicative operation on two vectors that produces a single number.

Kernels are generalizations of this dot product between vectors: they compute the dot product
between  versions of these vectors. The nature of alteration is specified by a altered kernel

  . Generally speaking, a kernel function takes two vectors, mixes in a constant (a kernelfunction φ
parameter) and adds some kernel-specific ingredients to produce a specific form of a dot product
of the two vectors.

Let’s return to our orange and apple. The objects are described by pairs of coordinates (x,y),
since the table they’re lying on is a flat XY-plane. Like othertypes of kernels, the so-called 

 maps lower-dimensional spaces to higher-dimensional ones. You may recallpolynomial kernel

def dot_product(a,b):
  return sum( [a[i]*b[i] for i in range(len(a))])

10
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from high school math that a polynomial function produces a value using addition, subtraction,
multiplication or positive exponentiation only. Like . Polynomial kernels work on twoy=4x +10
input values (vectors of numeri values)and usually a constant. They compute a result using a
polynomial.

For instance, a simple  kernel , using a constant , and addressing the twoquadratic K c
two-dimensional XY-vectors describing our orange and apple:

x=( , )x x

and

y=( , )y y

looks like:

Figure 1.11 Quadratic kernel.

Notice the subscripted T? That is vector transposition (see Appendix B), necessary for vector
multiplication. What does the kernel do? It computes a product between two vectors. This
product is a number expressing a relation between the two input vectors. But the tedious
expansion of this kernel shows that we actually operate in a six- (and not even a three-!)
dimensional space: just count the factors separated by the plus sign in the result; we have six
such factors. In this case, the kernel function   computes its dot product between theK implicitly
following vectors:

since the result is the product of these two vectors. But it never explicitly created these vectors.
The whole point of this  is that, hopefully, in the higher-dimensional space that is thekernel trick
playground of the kernel, things become easier separable than in the entangled input space.
Kernels do not explicitly represent this space, they implicitly work in it. You can imagine that,
for long vectors and large exponents of the polynomial, this kernel trick quickly becomes a
practical advantage!

2

1 2

1 2
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In the transformed space created by the kernel trick, two classes are at best separated with
maximally wide boundaries (called ). The data points determining the slope ofmaximum margins
these boundaries are called .support vectors

Figure 1.12 Maximum margins of an SVM. The support vectors are the points on the
dashed lines.

Learning weights that optimize the margins with the least error (as measured on some held-out
test data) is the job an SVM has to solve during training. After training, the support vectors and
the various weights plus biases constitute the model. New input is projected onto the support
vectors, and depending on which side it lands, it receives a positive or negative label (recall that
SVM’s are binary classifiers). So, SVMs throw away a lot of their training data, only keeping
some of it: the support vectors. They can be called  forms of machine learning.eager

The connection between kernel-based machine learning and neural network-based learning is
briefly discussed in the  book. It is based on the intuition that hiddenDeep Learning with Python
layers in neural networks act like kernels in disentangling linearly inseparable input data
layer-by-layer, step-by-step.

12
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Unlike the  types of machine learning that build compact and representative models of theireager
training data, memory-based learning (MBL, ) is a form of  learning: it doesDaelemans et al lazy
not compress training data into generalizations, but instead keeps all training data available in
memory. During classification, the actual processing of the training takes place: input data is
matched with training data by the application of similarity or distance measures. Similar to
Support Vector Machines, distance functions between vectors compute similarities. But here, we
work on explicit vectors, and we do not perform any dimensionality tricks.

A well-known distance function is the IB1 metric, a simplified version of which is:

Listing 1.3 IB1 distance metric.

This metric computes the distance between two feature vectors on the basis of feature value
: exact similarity for symbolic (non-numerical) values. Most MBL algorithms extendoverlap

these distance metrics with feature weighting (e.g. information-gain based weighting) or
exemplar weighting ( ). They partition the search space for matching in sets consisting ofREF
training items with the same distance to the current test item. For instance, sets of distances d ,d

 can be found first, after which the algorithm computes the most frequent class in those sets. It,…
then votes over all classes, to determine the most probable label for the test item. The k
-parameter addresses the amount of distance sets to take into account, which is why MBL often
is -nearest  classification rather than -nearest  classification. MBL hask distances k neighbor
interesting advantages for NLP. Keeping all original training data available for classification
allows handling exceptions in language. For instance, in certain languages, morphological
operations on words, such as diminutive formation, can be arranged in :pockets of exceptions
small families of subregularities. In Dutch, for instance, we encounter

gat  ('small hole')—> gaatje
pad  ('small path')—> paadje
blad  ('small leaf')—> blaadje

Notice the extra vowel in the diminutive form, and the diminutive suffix . We also have a-je
subfamily of patterns like

kat  ('small cat')—> katje
rat  ('small rat')—> ratje

1 2

1.2.3 Memory-based learning

def IB1(a,b):
  return sum( [delta(a[i],b[i] for i in range(len(a))])

def delta(x,y):
   if x==y:
     return 0
   if x!=y:
     return 1

13
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schat  ('(my) dear')—> schatje
schot  ('small fence')—> schotje
schip  ('small ship')—> scheepje
schaap  ('small sheep')—> schaapje
guit  ('little maverick')—> guitje

While  is phonetically quite similar to  (  is pronounced similarly as ), it isschat gat -ch- -g-
inflected analogous to other words prefixed with . But  is not following this pattern.sch- schip

The benefit of using a memory-based learner for highly exceptional data is that exceptions can
-in principle- always be retrieved for labeling a similar exceptional input case. Memory-based
learners have perfect memory: they store everything. But  machine learning models tend toeager
'compile away' these exceptions. They are after string regularities rather than exceptions. Editing
away these exceptions from training data has been found detrimental for the generalization
accuracy (the ability to handle new, unseen cases outside of the training data) of the resulting
classifier ( ). Apparently, the subregularities of pockets of exceptions areDaelemansForgetting
beneficial to keep. One of the challenges for deep learning, an 'eager' form of machine learning,
will be to handle these subregularities in a similar vein.

Figure 1.13 Deep learning.

Deep learning is one of the most vibrant buzz phrases of the past 5 years. Deep learning by itself
is nothing new: it is, in the strictest sense, a neural network with lots of internal or hidden layers
and specific filtering operations. Deep learning deploys constructive ways of dealing with large

1.3 Deep Learning

14
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quantities of information, organized in many layers of representations. While deep learning in its
essential form was invented in the sixties of the previous century, it took three decades before it
was finally ready to use. In this section, we will shed some light on why this happened.

But first: which problem does deep learning actually solve for NLP? Deep learning can be seen
as a very effective statistical technique for working with (very) many parameters. Deep learning
is able to handle effectively millions of parameters, each one encoding an aspect of input data.
Layers in deep learning act as transformations that -step by step- accommodate input data with
the labels we assign to that data; they  the spaghetti of input data in such as way thatdisentangle
labels can be assigned more easily. The fact that we can stack many such declutter steps on top
of each other is a major  of deep learning. For language, deep learning provides two types offorte
advantages:

The repeated application of data decluttering steps proves good for NLP, but this is not
specific for language; it applies to virtual every modality deep learning is applied to.
Deep learning has facilities for handling sequential information, with memory operators
and buffers. This is quite important for language and in this respect, deep learning is a
form of  machine learning, as opposed to the usually  other types ofstateful stateless
machine learning models. These models also usually perform just a single
disentanglement step (like Support Vector Machines).

Figure 1.14 A timeline of neural learning. As we will point out, the gist of Deep Learning
was actually invented in the 1960s.

( I m a g e  c r e d i t s  u n c l e a r ,  m a y b e  
)www.slideshare.net/deview/251-implementing-deep-learning-using-cu-dnn

Central to deep learning is the learning of hierarchical representations of data. Under a vertical
interpretation of a multi-layer neural network, every 'lower' layer feeds into a 'higher' layer.
Layers can be seen as complex functions processing a set of inputs and weights. These weights
encode the importance of the information stored in the network. Networks receive their inputs in
a dedicated input layer, and process that input layer-by-layer, sending it 'upwards' into the
network.

Output layers, finally, produce an outcome: the label the model assigns to its input. All layers
except input and output layers are 'hidden layers' as they cannot be readily observed. As
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mentioned, hidden layers in neural networks disentangle linearly inseparable input data
layer-by-layer, step-by-step.

During training, weights are estimated and fine-tuned between 'neurons', which are the basic
processing units of a neural network. Every layer keeps a record of the weights for the neurons
that feed into that layer. Estimating weights is the essential business of neural networks.

Since the layers in a neural network are hierarchically organized (they are stacked), the
representations they produce can be interpreted as hierarchical representations as well: going
from specific (close to the input layer) to more abstract (close to the output layer). In general, it
is hard to come up with human-understandable interpretations of these representations.

Figure 1.15 Facial data analysis with deep learning. Notice how interesting facial concepts
arise from pixels in the higher layers (honglaklee-diss-2010. Picture from
www.quora.com/What-is-deep-learning-Why-is-this-a-growing-trend-in-machine-learning-Why-not-use-SVMs).

Yet, in the field of image analysis, the weights associated with the layers of deep networks have
been shown to encode interpretable concepts. They can be visualized, and the lower layers
appear to encode pixels, where higher layers represent edges, corners and finally even concepts
like facial objects (see Figure 1). 1

In 1965, presumably the first reference to such hierarchical representation learning was published
by Ivakhnenko and Lapa . Their paper describes a ivaklapa65 group method of data handling
(GMDH): a method for producing outputs by layers feeding into each other, based on the
following formula:

This scary looking formula describes nothing but a function  that computes a complex sum ofY
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weighted combinations (groups) of input values, with every factor  being a weight or a coefficient
. Notice that we have a one-dimensional weight or coefficient matrix , a two-dimensional one a a
, a three-dimensional one , and so on. The weight matrices are usually referred to asa

'polynomial models'. The coefficients can be learned from training data through simple methods
such as  ( ). In a picture:least squares wikipedia:ls

Figure 1.16 A GMDH network.

In 1971, the first "deep" 8-layer network based on GMDH was presented .ivakhnenko1971

Yet, this memorable fact did not coincide with the official launch of deep learning. The
simplistic methods for weight tuning by GMDH were not scalable to large scale training. It took
a while before more scalable weight tuning methods like backpropagation came into being:
around 1970 (see Section 2.4 of  for an introduction toDeep learning with Python
backpropagation).

But even with backpropagation, neural networks suffered from various practical problems,
including the notorious  problem. This problem arises during training avanishing gradient
network. The crucial ingredient of backpropagation is the stepwise minimization of the error
function of a neural network, by taking partial derivatives of the error function of the network,
differentiating for all weights, and moving stepwise towards its minimum. Gradients are a
generalization of the one-variable partial derivative of a function. Setting a partial derivative to
zero finds a local maximum or minimum of a function. If this function is an error function that
computes the error a network makes for predicting certain output based on weights, we can look

i

ij ijk
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for weight adjustments that push the error function ever closer to its minimum. This procedure is
called , and it’s the driving force behind backpropagation. Backpropagation hasgradient descent
built up an impressive track record, and underlies the majority of neural network results.

However, for deep and complex networks, with millions of weights, weight adjustments can
easily become too tiny to be useful: they just vanish, and gradient descent is no longer effective.
Backpropagation deploys the so-called 'chain rule' from calculus for computing the weight
adaptations per layer. The chain rule is an algorithm for computing derivaties of functions that
are applied to functions. Essentially, this is what happens when we apply activation functions to
the output of layers (which themselves apply activation functions to the output of the layers that
feed into them, and so on).

As mentioned, gradient descent uses composed derivatives by working across layers and their
respective activation functions, and makes according weight updates that move the network
closer to perfection. Now, activation functions with gradients in intervals capped by small
numbers (like between 0 and 1) result in weight adaptations that are small by nature, and
repeated multiplication of these small numbers with the chain rule leads to thinning, and,
eventually, evaporation of values. This means that the weight adaptations (which are computed
from the top-most layer of the network, just 'under' the output layer) never reach the layers close
to the input layer, which, subsequently do not get "trained".

So, how did deep learning escape from this conundrum? There are at least a couple of solutions
that have alleviated the problem. The most prominent one is the use of a feature selection/data
reconstruction cycle, as put forward by Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM’s). RBM’s are
complete networks that learn probability distributions from data. They can be stacked on top of
each other, as layers, where every layer is a separate RBM sending its hidden layer data as input
to the next layer, and not through inter-layer connections between hidden layers. This set-up
allows for layer-wise training of networks, and eliminates much of the vanishing gradient
problem, since gradients don’t need to travel far down the network: they are confined to separate
layers. 2

In addition to all this, a new type of activation function has become popular in Deep Learning:
the rectified linear unit . A ReLU is a very simple non-linear function that computes aReLU
maximum of two values, one of which is the input to a neuron.

Specifically

So,  just returns which one is bigger: zero or . It eliminates all values for  below zero.ReLU(x) x x

Now, if we apply this function to every neuron in our network, only the ones with positive values
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promote their values:

This formula expresses the effect of ReLU applied to a sum ( ) of inputs multiplied by
weights, augmented with a bias term. Figure 3 shows hows this works.

Figure 1.17 ReLU operations at work on the final hidden layer output of a neural net.

The ReLU function is differentiable almost everywhere but for exactly 0, and its derivative is
quite simple:

ReLU'(x)=1 if x>0 and 0 else

which has beneficiary effects on the speed and scalability of the network computations during
backpropagation.

A traditional activation function is the sigmoid function:

sigmoid(x)=1/(1+ )e

To witness the dramatic effect the choice of an activation has on the performance of your neural
network, let’s try out an overly deep network on a small snippet of sentiment data.

Scenario: You want to train a deep network on a sentiment labeling task. The task consists
of labeling texts with sentiment labels: 1 for positive sentiment, and 0 for negative. You are
unsure about which activation function you should choose. Can you find out
experimentally the best option?

-x
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Our processing pipeline is as follows:

Figure 1.18 Labeling sentiment with a deep multilayer perceptron (MLP).

Our data, taken from  looks like this: a set of sentences, labeled withPAngLeePlotTokSUBJ
either a zero (negative sentiment) or a one (positive sentiment)

In raw format, our data looks like this. It is tab-delimited data, with a header containing the
names of two columns:

Our model is a ten-layer deep network, listed below. The model is trained on 90% of our training
data while keeping 10% separate for validation purposes.

Review Sentiment
score

smart and alert , thirteen conversations about one thing is a small gem 1

color , musical bounce and warm seas lapping on island shores and just enough science to send you
home thinking

1

it is not a mass-market entertainment but an uncompromising attempt by one artist to think about
another

1

a love affair with a veterinarian who is a non-practicing jew 1

initially reluctant to help , daniel’s conscience eventually gets the better of him 0

his plans go awry , however , when his older brother , keith , returns from prison 0

inspired and motivated , the kids save the day , showing bravery and nobility 0

"text"<tab>"label"
smart and alert , thirteen conversations about one thing is a small gem <tab>1
...
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Listing 1.4 A 10-layer deep MLP sentiment classifier with sigmoid activation
functions.

The pandas library has many handy functions for processing comma-separated
(cvv) and tab-delimited (tsv) data.

Our data is be tab-delimited: sentences separated by tabs from their labels. We read
the data into a 'dataframe' (a primitive of pandas), and extract the "text" field (the
column labeled with "text" in our data) as our document set.

The numpy library contains a function for

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.utils import np_utils
from keras.preprocessing.text import Tokenizer
from keras.layers.core import Dense, Activation

import pandas as pd                                       
import sys

data = pd.read_csv(sys.argv[1],sep='\t')                  
docs=data["text"]                                         

tokenizer = Tokenizer()                                   
tokenizer.fit_on_texts(docs)                              

X_train = tokenizer.texts_to_matrix(docs, mode='binary')  
y_train=np_utils.to_categorical(data["label"])

input_dim = X_train.shape[1]                              
nb_classes = y_train.shape[1]

model = Sequential()
model.add(Dense(128, input_dim=input_dim))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))                          
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('sigmoid'))
model.add(Dense(nb_classes))                              
model.add(Activation('softmax'))                          
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',
              optimizer='adam',
              metrics=['accuracy'])                       

print("Training...")
model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=10, batch_size=32, validation_split=0.1,
    shuffle=False,verbose=2)                              
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Keras has a Tokenizer facility for converting text into numerical vectors, consisting
of unique integers referring to the original words.

We apply the Tokenizer to our documents.

Next, we generate vector representations of our documents. Together, they form a
matrix. The tokenizer builds up a lexicon mapping words to integers, and generates
binary vectors of a fixed dimension, with a '1' for every word in the input
document, counting from zero. So, a '1' on position '3' means that word '2' in the
lexicon is in the document. An example is presented below.

We infer the input size (dimension) from our vectorized data, and the number of
classes.

The network contains 10 Dense layers (standard, fully-connected layers), and
deploys sigmoid activation functions that pass the incoming connections into each
neuron through the sigmoid function.

The output layer is a dense layer with as many neurons as the number of classes.

The softmax activation function generates output probabilities.

We compile the model.

The model is fitted on our data, using 10% of the training data as held-out data for
testing.

Here is an example of a Keras Tokenizer vectorizing text data:

On our data, the model produces the following output:

>>> docs = ['smart and alert , thirteen conversations about one thing is a small
             gem','not very smart movie']
>>> tok=Tokenizer()
>>> tok.fit_on_texts(docs)
>>> tok.texts_to_matrix(doc, mode='binary')
array([[0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 0., 0., 0.,
        0.],
       [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 1., 1.,
        1.]])
>>> tok.word_index
{'and': 1, 'a': 9, 'about': 5, 'very': 15, 'not': 14, 'conversations': 4, 'is': 8,
 'one': 6, 'mart': 13, 'thing': 7, 'thirteen': 3, 'movie': 16, 'small': 10, 'alert': 2,
 'gem': 11, 'smart': 12}

Train on 1800 samples, validate on 200 samples
Epoch 1/10
2s - loss: 0.7079 - acc: 0.5078 - val_loss: 0.6937 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 2/10
1s - loss: 0.6983 - acc: 0.5144 - val_loss: 0.6938 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 3/10
1s - loss: 0.6984 - acc: 0.5100 - val_loss: 0.6955 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 4/10
1s - loss: 0.6988 - acc: 0.5000 - val_loss: 0.6979 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 5/10
1s - loss: 0.6994 - acc: 0.4922 - val_loss: 0.6994 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 6/10
1s - loss: 0.6999 - acc: 0.4989 - val_loss: 0.6986 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 7/10
1s - loss: 0.6999 - acc: 0.4978 - val_loss: 0.6966 - val_acc: 0.5200
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For an introduction to Keras, refer to Appendix 3. The network doesn’t seem to learn at all: its
validation accuracy (the accuracy it attains on a held out test portion of its training data, during
training) does not increase. You can see this in the above listing: the val_acc value remains fixed
at 0.52 throughout training. Further, the accuracy of the classifier (acc) as computed on its own
training data, fluctuates around 50%, and doesn’t seem to get any better.

Now, let’s compare this to a network with exactly the same structure, but now equipped with
ReLU activation functions:

Listing 1.5 A deep MLP sentiment classifier with ReLU activation functions.

This produces

Much better! We now obtain a score of 85% on the 10% held-out portion of our data during
training, and even a 100% accuracy score on our training data (which actually may mean we’re
overfitting out model). (Check that the results of the ReLU network are consistently better than
those of the sigmoid network by running both networks a number of times.)

In the next chapter, we will explore the technology of deep learning further. Deep learning needs

Epoch 8/10
1s - loss: 0.6993 - acc: 0.4956 - val_loss: 0.6953 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 9/10
1s - loss: 0.6986 - acc: 0.5000 - val_loss: 0.6946 - val_acc: 0.5200
Epoch 10/10
1s - loss: 0.6982 - acc: 0.5111 - val_loss: 0.6944 - val_acc: 0.5200

...
model = Sequential()
model.add(Dense(128, input_dim=input_dim))
model.add(Activation('relu'))
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('relu'))
model.add(Dense(128))
...

Epoch 1/10
2s - loss: 0.6042 - acc: 0.6128 - val_loss: 0.3713 - val_acc: 0.8350
Epoch 2/10
1s - loss: 0.1335 - acc: 0.9478 - val_loss: 0.5356 - val_acc: 0.8250
Epoch 3/10
1s - loss: 0.0073 - acc: 0.9983 - val_loss: 0.9263 - val_acc: 0.8500
Epoch 4/10
1s - loss: 1.3958e-05 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 0.9707 - val_acc: 0.8550
Epoch 5/10
1s - loss: 6.7025e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.0057 - val_acc: 0.8550
Epoch 6/10
1s - loss: 4.2353e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.0420 - val_acc: 0.8550
Epoch 7/10
1s - loss: 2.8474e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.0798 - val_acc: 0.8500
Epoch 8/10
1s - loss: 2.0100e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.1124 - val_acc: 0.8500
Epoch 9/10
1s - loss: 1.4673e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.1427 - val_acc: 0.8500
Epoch 10/10
1s - loss: 1.1042e-06 - acc: 1.0000 - val_loss: 1.1698 - val_acc: 0.8500
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data in vectorized formats. How do we turn textual data into such representations?

Figure 1.19 Vector representations.

Most machine learning algorithms work with : fixed-size containers (sequences) ofvectors
usually numerical values. In this section, we address procedures for generating these vectors
from text. From a mathematical point of view, these vectors correspond to points in
multi-dimensional spaces. Machine learning is all about measuring distances between objects
(points) in these spaces, which, for typical machine learning applications like text mining, are
very high-dimensional, and, as such, escape our human intuition in terms of geometry. In order
to convert texts to vectors, quite a number of approaches are possible. There are roughly two
types of vector representations of language:

Representational vectors
Operational vectors

As mentioned, we will focus mainly on representational vectors in this section. These are vector
representations that are not learned from data.

1.4 Vector representations of language
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Representational vectors represent texts by describing them across a number of
human-interpretable . For text, trivially, representing words by characters isfeature dimensions
the most simple form of such a vector. An example would be 10-dimensional character-valued
vectors:

v e c t o r - - - -

But usually, we deploy more elaborate representations. Consider again Dutch diminutive
formation in lexical morphology. Dutch uses diminutive suffixes

hospitaal  ('small hospital')—> hospitaal+tje
woning  ('small house')—> wonin+kje

These suffixes are conditioned on a fixed number of phonetic (sound), morphological (word
formation) and orthographic (spelling) features of the suffix (ending) of a word, plus similar
features of the preceding context. An imaginable feature vector with 12 dimensions (separated
below with commas) plus a class label for the example above would be:

+,h,O,s,-,p,i,=,-,t,a,l,T

with the "+,-" indicating phonetic stress or no stress on the syllables , , and , and thehos pi taal
other features denoting phonemic representations of the characters in the word. The T label
indicates the type of diminutive suffix (here: ).-tje

In our representation, words that are shorter than 12 characters obtain dummy values for absent
dimensions:

=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=,+,v,A,xt,J ( , )'vacht' fur

and words that exceed 12 characters become truncated:

+,G,e,t,-,m,@,=,-,n,i,t,J ('…geetmenietje', from 'vergeetmenietje' ( ))forget-me-not

The bag-of-words representations that we discussed above ( ) are also representational in thebow1
sense that every dimension can be interpreted as representing a clear feature dimension: the
presence (binary-valued, yes/no) of a certain word in an index lexicon.

As an example, the following sentences

Natural language is hard for computers.
Computers are capable of learning natural language.

can be represented by binary vectors as follows. First, a lexicon consisting of the set of different
words is created, each word linked to a unique identifier.

1.4.1 Representational vectors
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Based on this lexicon, we index the two sentences like this:

and

with every 0 or 1 at a certain position  indicating the absence or presence of the -th word in thei i
lexicon in the sentence.

A simple Python example for computing such binary bag-of-words representations is listed in 
. This example creates a count vector for documents in a tab-separated text file, with abow1

structure like:

where the labels are the different classes the different texts reside in. Every document becomes
represented with a vector of fixed size, with at every position a count for a specific word bound
to that position. The algorithm fits a dictionary function called a  (a constructCountVectorizer
native to the SciKit library , see 2) to the documents, capped to the 1,000 most recentsklearn
words. Effectively, these 1,000 words form the lexicon by which texts are indexed, leading to
vectors of maximum size 1,000 (if the number of different words in the underlying documents is 

, the vector size will be ).N<1,000 N

Table 1.2 A simple lexicon pairing words with identifiers.m
are 1

capable 2

computers 3

for 4

hard 5

is 6

language 7

learning 8

natural 9

of 10

are capable computer for hard is language learning natural of

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

are capable computer for hard is language learning natural of

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

text    label
"Natural language is hard for computers."    0
"Computers are capable of learning natural language."    1
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Listing 1.6 Bag-of-words

We import the pandas library, for reading our tab-separated file. We will use
pandas a lot in this book.

From sklearn, we import the CountVectorizer.

We have pandas read our input data into a data frame. This data frame is
essentially a hash, and our column labeled with "text" can be easily retrieved from
it.

We define a CountVectorizer, with no special operations regaring tokenization or
handling stopwords. The lexicon size is set to 1,000, meaning we we have at most
vectors of 1,000 elements long. In our case, they’re much shorter!

We 'fit' the vectorizer on our data, meaning it induces a lexicon from it. This
lexicon contains mappings of words to vector positions. Every word gets a unique
position in the result vectors. We transform (vectorize) our documents in one go.

We print the vectorized documents.

We print the lexicon of the CountVectorizer.

This produces

with two vectorized documents, and a dictionary linking positions (starting at zero) in each
vector to words. For instance, word position zero is for 'are'; only the second document has a '1'
on this position. (If there would be two instances of 'are' in the second document, we would have
a value of 2 here.)

One-hot vector representations of words consist of a sparsely populated -dimensional vector,N
with  the size of a lexicon. Only one of the dimensions has value 1, the dimensionN

import pandas as pd                                                                  
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer                          

trainingdata = pd.read_csv("train.tsv", header=0, encoding='utf-8', delimiter="\t")  

cv = CountVectorizer(analyzer = "word",   \
                             tokenizer = None,    \
                             preprocessor = None, \
                             stop_words = None,   \
                             max_features = 1000)                                    

docvec=cv.fit_transform(trainingdata["text"]).toarray()                              

print docvec                                                                         

print cv.vocabulary_                                                                 

[ [0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0]
  [1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1]
  ]

{u'hard': 4, u'natural': 8, u'for': 3, u'language': 6, u'capable': 1, u'of': 9, u'is': 5,
 u'computers': 2, u'are': 0, u'learning': 7}
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corresponding to a given word. For instance, given a lexicon of 100,000 words, every word in a
document is represented by an unwieldy 100,000-dimensional vector with just one digit 'on'.

Operational vector representations reflect a derived representation of data, as produced by some
algorithm. Typically, these vectors are not human-interpretable as they are produced by
irreversible computations producing numerical vectors.

An example is the  vector representation. With this representation, words are weighted withtf.idf
numerical scores consisting of a product of  and .term frequency inverse document frequency
These scores express a degree of : lower weighted words like  are less salientsalience stopwords
(or 'special').

Document representations based on  weighting help machine learning algorithms to zoom intf.idf
on important words. Virtually every machine learning computes (often implicitly) similarities
between vectors, and stressing important dimensions (like salient words) while downplaying
others (like stopwords) can contribute to fine-grained similarity estimates.

The  quantity expresses the frequency of a given word in the document to beterm frequency
represented:

This simply defines the term frequency of a word  given a document  as the amount of timesw d
the word  occurs in .w d

The  describes the frequency of the word in other documents in ainverse document frequency
given document collection  consisting of documents :D d

The product of these two quantities, , produces a number that balances the frequency of atf.idf
word with the number of documents it appears in:

Whenever the latter number is high (meaning a given word is quite common), the  quantityidf
will approach zero, since  and the ratio of the log will reach 1 when  occurs in alllog(1)=0 d
documents in the collection . The  factor thus effectively suppresses the contribution of theD idf

1.4.2 Operational vectors
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frequency of the word to the  weight. This implies that stop words like  usuallytf.idf the, is, what
(depending on the document collection ) will have low  scores, whereas peculiar wordsD tf.idf
will typically produce high scores.

Binary bag-of-words vectors can be augmented with frequencies:

or with tf-idf:

Another type of operational vectors for texts is produced by neural networks: neural word
embeddings.

Neural word embeddings are easily one of the most important inventions in text mining of the
last decade. These embeddings, commonly known as  models ( ), generateword2vec Mikolov
operational vector representations of words. Embeddings are produced by neural networks that
predict words given a certain context or, vice versa, a context given a certain word. The inputs
and outputs to these networks usually consist of one-hot vectors. For instance, the latter variant
has the following structure:

NEURAL WORD EMBEDDINGS
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Figure 1.20 A shallow neural network for computing skip-gram based word2vec.

with input vectors representing a single word of dimension , a hidden unit of dimension  and aV N
composed output layer of dimension , with subvectors corresponding to predicted contextM
words. Two weight matrices  and  encode the learned weights. Once the network is trainedW W'
on large amounts of words mapping to contexts, the hidden layer serves as a vector
representation of each input word. We will discuss this in much more detail in Chapter 3.

During training, the network fine-tunes hidden layer representations that can represent words in
both a compact and semantically meaningful way: two words that share similar contexts are
associated with vectors that are relatively similar. This is a form of distributional semantic

. Neural networks that create word embeddings are by no means : they are in fact similarity deep
, typically consisting of one hidden layer and one input layer. Word embeddings haveshallow

become very popular as input to deep neural networks, however.

*Let’s assume we are building a sentiment classifier. The classifier needs to work with fixed size
vectors, and every vector represents a short document, say a tweet. *

We are able to generate neural word embeddings for every word in our tweets by using a freely
available large set of 300-dimensional vectors produced by Google on a one billion words corpus
of news texts. One way of combining the separate word embeddings is by : we sum all averaging

-dimensional vectors, again producing an -dimensional result vector, and divide everyN N
component of that vector by , with  being the number of words in our tweet. So, the tweet isK K
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represented with an average word embedding, which, geometrically, corresponds to the centroid
of the vector space spanned by the various word embeddings vectors of its words.

The process is depicted in the following diagram:

Figure 1.21 Averaged word2vec vectors as document representations.

The following code snippet does exactly all that. It starts with defining an array of tweets, in this
case a few tweets by Donald Trump. Subsequently, using the  open source library (see thegensim

), it loads the Google news-based word2vec model stroing 3—dimensional wordAppendix
vectors (it’s huge, so this takes a while). After that, it creates a vector container, to which it adds
an averaged word2vec vector for every tweet. These vectors could serve as training data by
linking them to adequate labels such as topics or sentiments.
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Listing 1.7 Average word2vec vectors

A list of tweets.

We load a pre-trained word2vec model from Google, consisting of
300-dimensional vectors derived from news data.

We create a result vector, consisting of zeros.

We declare a counter for the number of words in a tweet we find in our word2vec
model

To the result vector, we add the word2vec vectors of the words in the tweet, if
those words are in the word2vec model. The gensim method wv defined on
word2vec models performs that check.

We normalize the vector by dividing the aggregated word2vec contributions by the
number of words that were found in the model.

This produces normalized word2vec vectors for tweets. It turns out these representations are
adequate for performing all kinds of analyses, like sentiment classification. More on that later; in
Chapter 3, we will actually build word2vec embeddings ourselves rather than using pre-built
embeddings.

import gensim
import numpy as np

# A list  of tweets
tweets=["With the great vote on Cutting Taxes, this could be a big day for the Stock
         Market - and YOU","Putting Pelosi/Schumer Liberal Puppet Jones into office in
         Alabama would hurt our great Republican Agenda of low on taxes, tough on crime,
         strong on military and borders...& so much more. Look at your 401-k’s since
         Election. Highest Stock Market EVER! Jobs are roaring back!",
...]                                           

# Load Google model of news vectors, 300 dimensions.
model = gensim.models.Word2Vec.load_word2vec_format('GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin',
        binary=True)                           

# Create a result vector

vectA=[]

for tweet in tweets:
    vect=np.zeros(300)                         
    n=0                                        
    for word in tweet.split(" "):
        if word in model.wv:
            vect=np.add(vect, model.wv[word])  
            n+=1
    vect=np.divide(vect,n)                     
    vectA.append(vect)

return vectA
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Either representational or operational, vectors can be sanitized or optimized by a number of
post-processing procedures. We will discusss two of them: dimensionality reduction by hashing,
and normalization.

Large vectors are unwieldy to handle, they take up lots of memory, and may consist of many
irrelevant, sparsely populated dimensions. Imagine indexing documents on the basis of a very
large lexicon, say 100,000 words. This would, even for the shortest text, lead to a vector
representation of 100,000 dimensions. Representing every binary digit (0,1) with one bit, every
vector claims 12,500 bytes, or 12 kilobyte. Now imagine your training data for, say, a topic
classifier, contains 100,000 labeled example documents. This produces roughly a 1.2 gigabyte
dataset, which is a hefty size, even for current hardware. As it turns out, there is a handy option
available for reducing dimensionality through algorithmic processing: the , alsohashing trick
known as .feature hashing

The hashing trick is an algorithm for reducing the dimensionality of large feature vectors, by
applying a hashing function to the features in the vectors. The hashing function maps every
feature to an index, and the algorithm updates the information at those indices only.

Listing 1.8 Feature hashing.

In this code snippet, assume we have an inverted lexicon , which maps an integerInverseLexicon
to a word (rather than mapping words to indices). This inverse lexicon restores for the positive
indices in the binary-valued input vector  a hash value given some hashing function. ThefeatureV
value is capped to fall in the range  (with  the desired size of the output vector).0…vecSize vecSize
In this way, the indexing is performed by the hashing function: similar input values will lead to
similar numerical indices being incremented. The amount of similarity is catered for by the
specific hash function chosen. Collisions may occur, where different features share the same
indices, due to the use of the  function:modulo

5 mod 4 = 1
9 mod 4 =1

but these can be handled graciously with an extra hashing function (see e.g 
).en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_hashing

1.5 Vector sanitization

1.5.1 The Hashing trick

def feat_hash(featureV ,vecSize):
     outputV=numpy.array(vecSize)
     for f in range(0,len(featureV)):
         if featureV[f]==1:
             dim=hash_function(InverseLexicon[f])
             outputV[dim mod vecSize] += 1
     return outputV
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Vectors represent quantities in vector space. It is intuitive to think about vectors as arrows with
both magnitude (the length of an arrow) and direction (the angle of an arrow with respect to the
origin of the space they live in):

Figure 1.22 Vectors represented in 2D space.

The magnitude of a vector  can be computed using Pythagoras' theorem:v

Dividing every component of the vector  by its magnitude forces the magnitude of the vector tov
be exactly 1:

Vectors containing numeric information (like the tf-idf vectors we came across) can be 
. This means that they are squeezed into a subspace, reducing the variance across theirnormalized

dimensions. In the following picture, all vectors have been normalized to a magnitude of 1:

1.5.2 Vector normalization
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Figure 1.23 Normalized vectors: the unit norm.

In this picture, all vectors A,B, and C have been normalized by dividing all components of every
vector by their magnitude. For a vector , its normalized version can be expressed as:v

Any such normalized vector is called a . Why bother with normalization? Because itunit vector
forces vectors to lie in the same data range, aiding any machine learning algorithm that is
sensitive to outlier data.

In this chapter, you learned about

Different forms of NLP through a global tour addressing examples from 'deep linguistics'
and 'shallow linguistics'.
Machine learning methods relevant for NLP, such as kernel machines, memory-based
learning, perceptrons and statistical approaches to NLP. We implemented a perceptron
performing topic analysis.
Vector representations of language for machine learning purposes, including word2vec
models. You learned how to create simple binary vector representations of texts.

Now that we’ve gotten all of that out of our way, it is time we actually turn to deep learning. The
next chapter discusses the fundamental architectures of deep learning for NLP. We will return to
the topic of vector representations in Chapter 3, where we discuss operational vector
representations (embeddings) of texts.

1.6 Wrapping up
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In this book, we will sometimes draw pragmatic inspiration or re-use code snippets from public
domain open source code. Specific sources of inspiration include:

The Keras source code base, containing many examples addressing natural language
processing
The code accompanying the companion book  by Manning.Deep learning with Python
Popular open source websites like , adventuresinmachinelearning.com

, blogs like  and communities like machinelearningmastery.com karpathy.github.io
.StackOverflow

Since open source coding is much like an , with code being routinely re-used andecho chamber
shared, it is often impossible to trace back original contributions.

[Harris] Harris, Zellig. “Linguistic Transformation for Information Retrieval.” In: Proceedings of the International
Conference on Scientific Information, 1958. Washington DC: National Academy of Sciences. Volume 2, pages
937-950 (1959)

1.7 References
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2
This chapter covers:

After reading this chapter, you will have a clear idea of how deep learning works, why it is
different from other machine learning approaches, and what it brings to the field of natural
language processing. As a prerequisite, you should be familiar with the Keras (Python) library
for deep learning. This chapter will introduce you to some high-level Keras concepts and their
details through examples. A more in-depth tutorial on Keras in Appendix 1. This book does not
pretend to be a full and systematic introduction to Deep Learning. Such a thorough introduction
to Deep Learning can be found in the Manning book .Deep learning with Python

The following scheme shows the organization of this chapter.

Deep learning and language: the basics

The fundamental architectures of deep learning: multilayer perceptrons, and spatial
and temporal filtering.
Initial practical exposure to deep learning models for natural language processing.
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The prototypical deep learning networks is a multilayer perceptron or MLP. See the picture
below for a simple multilayer perceptron, which only has one single hidden layer.

Figure 2.1 A generic Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

Multilayer perceptrons consist of layers containing 'artificial neurons', which are basically

2.1 Basic architectures of deep learning

2.1.1 Deep multilayer perceptrons
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mathematical functions that receive input from weighted connections to other neurons. They
produce output values through a variety of mathematical operations. Deep neural networks have
lots of neurons, and lots of weights to manipulate. A typical deep network usually has "many"
hidden layers. But how many? Is there a magic threshold that demarcates the boundary between
shallow and deep learning? As you may guess, there is no such magic number, but, informally,
networks with more than 2 layers between its input and output layer may be deemed 'deep'.

We have come across a deep multilayer perceptron in Chapter 1, and we repeat it here. Let’s go
through its architecture step by step, omitting the processing of training data.

Listing 2.1 A 10-layer deep MLP: creating the model.

Our definition of the network starts by importing the relevant Keras facilities: a Sequential
model, which defines a container for a stacked set of layers, and facilities for defining layers. We
initialize such a container called "model". To this container, we add a Dense layer with an input
dimension of input_dim (a self-defined variable) and an output dimension of 128. This means
that the layer consumes input with dimension (*,input_dim), which is a tensor (a container for
numerical data) of size (batch_size,input_dim). The batch_size determines the grouping of data
points in batches that are handled collectively. Leaving the batch_size implicit is permitted; it
then defaults to 1.

This dense layer feeds into a next layer of dimension 128, by producing a tensor (*,128). The
following plot illustrates how the model is built up.

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.utils import np_utils
from keras.preprocessing.text import Tokenizer
from keras.layers.core import Dense, Activation, Dropout
# ... process data
model = Sequential()
model.add(Dense(128, input_dim=input_dim))
model.add(Activation('relu'))
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Figure 2.2 A plot of our deep model.

Every input unit (that is: every component of the input_dim sized input vector) feeds into every
one of those 128 next layer components. That is why it is called a Dense layer. Notice that you
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only need to specify the size of the data feeding into a Dense layer once: upon initialization. We
add a ReLU activation function, closing our layer and preparing its output to be sent to
subsequent layers.

Let’s add a couple of those layers to our network. Every one of those deploys a ReLU activation
function:

Listing 2.2 A 5-layer deep MLP: adding layers.

After devising our model, we "compile" it. This means that we prepare the model for training, by
specifying a , plus a numerical optimizer algorithm carrying out the gradient descentloss function
process, and an evaluation metric, which is used to perform intermediate evaluation of the model
during training. (Refer back to Chapter 1 if you need to refresh on gradient descent, or pick up
the  book.) The evaluation metric evaluates the performance duringDeep learning with Python
training on held-out test data, taken from the training dataset. In the "fit" step, we can determine
the size of this held-out portion of the training data (validation_split=0.1 meaning: use 10% of
the training data for testing), the number of training epochs (epochs=10), and the size of the
batches of training data that are taken into account at every training step (batch_size=32). You
can consult Appendix 1 for further details on Keras.

Listing 2.3 A 5-layer deep MLP: compilation and fitting the model to data.

This network is deep according to our informal definition; it has 5 layers. Its structure is quite
simplistic: it connects 5, similar-sized dense layers, in a standard feed-forward manner. Out deep
learning toolkit has more to offer though. Let’s take a look at two basic operators we have at our
disposal: spatial and temporal filters.

# ...
model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('relu'))

model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('relu'))

model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('relu'))

model.add(Dense(128))
model.add(Activation('relu'))

model.add(Dense(nb_classes))
model.add(Activation('softmax'))

model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',
              optimizer='adam',
              metrics=['accuracy'])

model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=10, batch_size=32, validation_split=0.1,
          shuffle=True,verbose=2)
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Deep learning networks often display the interplay between two types of information filtering:
spatial filtering and temporal filtering. Spatial filters address properties of the structure of input
data, weeding out irrelevant patches and letting pass the valuable ones. Temporal filters do
something similar, but work on sequences of memory states that store information 'from the
past'. They are typically used for processing sequences.

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is the driving force behind many of the big successes
in image processing. It can be applied to text analysis as well. A CNN applies a set of weighted
filters (called ) to input data, and learns the weights of these filters on the basis ofconvolutions
training data. The filters scan the data on multiple locations, and gradually become specialized
feature detectors, extracting (or rather ) important pieces of information). Stackingemphasizing
layers of these detectors recreates the marvel of deep learning, where we focus on increasingly
abstract representations of our data. We will see how this works in the context of texts, but the
use of convolutional filters is easiest to understand when applied to images. So let’s take a look
at those first. Images can be represented as three-dimensional objects (height, width, color
depth):

Figure 2.3 A 3D representation of an image.

A CNN applies a pre-specified number of filters to the grid of pixels that constitutes an image.
These filters are actually nothing more but weight matrices. Together, they emphasize certain
parts of the input image with respect to the classification task at hand. Picture such a filter as a
piece of paper of a smaller size than the image, shifted over the image from left to right, top to
bottom, visiting all possible arrangements one at a time, continuously shifting a certain fixed
number of pixels. This step size is called a . In the case of processing images, every filterstride
performs a weighted aggregation (a sum of products) on the  grid of pixel (RGB) valuesN x N x 3
it is visiting.

For every time the filter slides over the image, a separate value is computed based on all the

2.1.2 Two basic operators: spatial and temporal

SPATIAL FILTERING: CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
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pixels in the image it visits. This value is entered into a new result matrix, which will have a
dimension of , with  the number of horizontal moves the filter makes, and  the numberH x V N V
of vertical moves.

The following image shows a 2x2 filter being applied to the top-left corner of our 8x8x3 image

Figure 2.4 Filtering an image with
a convolutional filter.

In order to explain what’s going on here, let’s assume we’re dealing with grayscale images, with
just one channel rather than the three RGB channels in color images. This would be such an
image representation:

Figure 2.5 An image represented as a binary grid of numbers.

Assume we have a filter like

Figure 2.6 A convolutional filter.

Sliding the filter over the top-left corner of the grayscale image:
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Figure 2.7 Applying a filter to an image.

produces the following sum-product number:

1 x 1 + 0 x 0 + 0 x 1 + 1 x 1 = 2

Since we can shift maximally 3 times in horizontal direction and 3 times in vertical direction in
the source image, the filter creates a 3x3 output matrix, with in every cell the sum-product of the
filter output:

Figure 2.8 Filter output.

The crucial trick CNNs perform is to learn their filters from training data. So, rather than
pre-specifying the filter matrices by hand, we let CNNs start with random initializations of these
filters. Of course, we have a few specifications to make: the number of filters, the stride, and the
filter size. But after that, CNNs figure out during training better weights of their filters, and learn
to emphasize or de-emphasize certain parts of their data. While these weights will never be
optimal in a theoretical sense, they will be optimized using the training data and the parameters
of the training procedure, and certainly be better than the initial random weights.

In separate 'max pooling' layers, so-called 'max' filters perform a maximum selection over the
grids they visit. For instance, if a filter visits a 4x4 image, addressing 2x2 patches with values

[1,1;5,6]
[[2,4;7,8]
[3,2;1,2]
[1,0;3,4]
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then  would just take out the maximum value (6,8,3,4) from this array and send itmax pooling
through to the next layer in the network:

Figure 2.9 Max-pooling.

(Credits: Stanford CS231n.)

Max pooling can be interpreted as a form of downsampling. Notice how patches of images in our
example are converted into separate numbers by just picking out maximum values. This process
performs : it converts representations of adimensionality reduction of feature representations
certain dimension into lower dimensional representations. In our example, a 4x4 matrix was
turned into a 2x2 matrix.

A full-fledged CNN then, finally, may look like this:

Figure 2.10 Full-fledged CNN.

(Image: ;www.jessicayung.com/explaining-tensorflow-code-for-a-convolutional-neural-network/
rework to proprietary)
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CNNs can be applied to text as well. Textual objects like strings are typically 1-D objects:
streams of characters extending into one dimension, which, for strings, is a horizontal dimension
(it makes no real sense to discern also a vertical dimension of strings; it might make sense for
documents, though).

Figure 2.11 A 1D representation of a text.

What would be the meaning of the spatial sampling CNNs perform on texts? Recall that a regular
filter is nothing but a weight matrix that emphasizes or de-emphasizes its input. So, applied to
text, a CNN could detect interesting words or other features that are relevant for a certain NLP
task. This is -metaphorically- not unsimilar to a human scanning a document and marking certain
fragments as relevant. Let us again construct a sentiment analysis network, like we did in
Chapter 1. This time, we do not use dense layers, but convolutional layers. Let’s introduce the
code first, and then go through it below.

CNNS FOR TEXT
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Listing 2.4 A CNN for sentiment analysis.

We import the necessary modules.

Here, we read out tab-delimited input data and process it to become a pair of
numerical vectors (X) and associated labels (Y).

We split X and Y into training and test partitions.

Our model is declared and defined.

The first (input) layer is an embedding.

Three convolutional layers are stacked onto each other.

from keras.models import Sequential                                              
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.preprocessing.text import Tokenizer
from keras.preprocessing.sequence import pad_sequences
from keras.layers import Convolution1D, Flatten, Dropout
from keras.layers.embeddings import Embedding
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from keras.preprocessing import sequence
import pandas as pd
import sys
from keras.utils.vis_utils import plot_model

data = pd.read_csv(sys.argv[1],sep='\t')                                           
max_words = 1000
tokenizer = Tokenizer(num_words=max_words, split=' ')
tokenizer.fit_on_texts(data['text'].values)

X = tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(data['text'].values)
X = pad_sequences(X)
Y = pd.get_dummies(data['label']).values

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X,Y, test_size = 0.2,
                                                    random_state = 36)             

embedding_vector_length = 100

model = Sequential()                                                               
model.add(Embedding(max_words, embedding_vector_length, input_length=X.shape[1]))  
model.add(Convolution1D(64, 3, padding="same"))                                    
model.add(Convolution1D(32, 3, padding="same"))
model.add(Convolution1D(16, 3, padding="same"))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dropout(0.2))
model.add(Dense(2,activation='sigmoid'))

# Model inspection
model.summary()                                                                    
plot_model(model, to_file='model.png')

model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy', optimizer='adam', metrics=['accuracy'])  

model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=3, batch_size=64)

# Evaluation on the test set
scores = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, verbose=0)
print("Accuracy: %.2f%%" % (scores[1]*100))
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They are followed by a flattening operation, and a Dropout() action that randomly
deselects neurons, in order to prevent overfitting: a too tight fit to the training data,
preventing the model to cope successfully with new, unseen cases.

The model is compiled and prepared for fitting the data. It consumes its training
data in batches of size 64 during training.

The model we built is depicted in the following diagram that was generated by the plot_model
built-in function of Keras:

Figure 2.12 Our CNN model.

Let’s go through the code step by step. First, we read and split our data, our tab-separated file
with sentiment-labeled texts:

Listing 2.5 Reading and processing the training data.

X and Y together constitute our training data, with X the set of documents and Y the labels. Each

data = pd.read_csv(sys.argv[1],sep='\t') # tsv file
max_words = 1000
tokenizer = Tokenizer(num_words=max_words, split=' ')

tokenizer.fit_on_texts(data['text'].values)

X = tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(data['text'].values)
X = pad_sequences(X)
Y = pd.get_dummies(data['label']).values

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X,Y, test_size = 0.2, random_state = 36)
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document is represented by an array of integers referring to its words, padded to a uniform length
with the Keras function pad_sequences. This uniform length is the maximum length of the
documents in X, which in our case happens to be 65. We split up our data into 80% for training
and 20% for testing.

Subsequently, we produce an embedding of the words in our data, based on 100-dimensional
vector embeddings for every word. Embeddings are discussed in Chapter 3; they are procedures
for turning text into vector representations.

Listing 2.6 Creating an Embedding layer.

We go on to define our model. It contains 3 convolutional layers. Every layer specifies the
dimensionality of the output space (64,32,16) and the size of every filter (3), also known as the 

. The values (64,32,16) were chosen arbitrarily; good practice would be to estimatekernel size
these values ( ) on some held-out validation data. The stride (step size) is set to 1hyperparameters
per default, but this can be overridden.

Listing 2.7 Adding layers to the model.

The Dropout layer randomly resets a specified fraction (0.2 in our case) of its input units to 0
during training time, at every update step, in order to prevent overfitting. The longest document
in our texts contains 65 words.

Keras has a function model.summary() that generates the layout of a model. The architecture of
our model is

embedding_vector_length = 100

model = Sequential()

model.add(Embedding(max_words, embedding_vector_length, input_length=X.shape[1]))

model.add(Convolution1D(64, 3, padding="same"))
model.add(Convolution1D(32, 3, padding="same"))
model.add(Convolution1D(16, 3, padding="same"))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dropout(0.2))
model.add(Dense(2,activation='sigmoid'))

_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #
=================================================================
embedding_1 (Embedding)      (None, 65, 100)           100000
_________________________________________________________________
conv1d_1 (Conv1D)            (None, 65, 64)            19264
_________________________________________________________________
conv1d_2 (Conv1D)            (None, 65, 32)            6176
_________________________________________________________________
conv1d_3 (Conv1D)            (None, 65, 16)            1552
_________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten)          (None, 1040)              0
_________________________________________________________________
dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 1040)              0
_________________________________________________________________
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The Flatten layer coerces the 65x16 output of the final convolutional layer into a
1040-dimensional array, which is fed into Dropout and a final two-dimensional Dense layer
containing the binary representation of the output labels (subjective or objective sentiment).

Training the classifier for 3 iterations and running it on the 20% held out data gives

Each line represents the output from an epoch (3). An epoch represents a full sweep through the
training data. The "*s" indicates the amount of time spent on this epoch (which, of course, is
machine- and dataset dependent). The loss reported is the error obtained on the training data,
wehich, in our case, is measured with . Cross-entropy-based loss expressesbinary cross-entropy
how well a classification model producing probabilities (values between 0 and 1) performs. This
loss function produces larger values when the predictions deviate from the correct labels, so we
want to keep it as low as possible. The acc scores express accuracy of the model, obtained on the
training data during training.

Let’s see how this works from up close. The next diagram describes the process.

Figure 2.13 A convolutional network for sentiment analysis.

The words in our data are squeezed through an embedding of size 100, with 1000 x 100 x 1
(100,000) parameters. Its output matrix, padded for the maximum length of our input documents
(65), has a size of . So, every input document is represented by a matrix of size .65 x 100 65 x 100

dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 2)                 2082
=================================================================
Total params: 129,074
Trainable params: 129,074
Non-trainable params: 0
_________________________________________________________________

8000/8000 [==============================] - 4s - loss: 0.4339 - acc: 0.7729
Epoch 2/3
8000/8000 [==============================] - 3s - loss: 0.2558 - acc: 0.8948
Epoch 3/3
8000/8000 [==============================] - 3s - loss: 0.2324 - acc: 0.9052
Accuracy: 87.80%
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The rows (65) correspond to the original word order in the input document, which implements
some form of temporal structure. All this is fed to the first convolutional layer, which applies 64
convolution operations with kernel size  to the 65 100-dimensional entries of the input vector.3

Since the filter length (the kernel size) is 3, we start with the first 3 words (or rows in the matrix).
The first filter is applied to the 3 vector representations of these words. Then we shift 1 word (

), and apply the filter to the vectors of the words 2,3,4, and so on, until we reach thestride=1
final group (words 63,64,65).

So, for an example like

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

we would proceed like:

the quick brown
quick brown fox
brown fox jumps

and so on.

For every step, the filter creates a single value. The final list of values is padded to become the
same length as the input (in our case, we have  shifts, so we pad the result vector to 65).65-3=62
This produces one sequence of 65 numbers. Repeating this 64 times with different filters, we end
up with a matrix with  values.65 x 64

The second convolutional layer receives this 2-D matrix as input. Since it is a 1-D convolutional
layer, it applies its 32-fold convolution to the 65 64-dimensional entries. Like the first layer, it
works on groups of 3 word vectors at a time. This again produces 2-D output, now with
dimensions . And so on.65 x 32

Recurrent neural networks are another type of deep networks, with depth extending across the
horizontal direction of a timeline: once unfolded, a recurrent neural network becomes a sequence
of many dependent layers, and the dependencies between weights across these layers are exactly
what makes such a network deep.

Similar to CNNs, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) emphasize or de-emphasize certain aspects
of the information they process, in an end-to-end fashion, working in a temporal dimension
rather than a spatial dimension. Similarly to CNNs, this selection process boils down to learning
weight matrices. Crucially, RNNs can memorize their previous cognitive states and the decisions
they made in the past. This provides a facility for implementing a certain  into a neural net,bias
allowing it to carry out classifications that are in line with what it has done in the recent past.

TEMPORAL FILTERING: RECURRENT NETWORKS
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There are two main brands of these networks: simple RNNs, and LSTMs, or Long Short Term
. Let’s start with simple RNNs. A simple RNN is a neural network with a limitedMemories

amount of memory. At every time tick, it deploys the hidden memory state of a previous time
tick for producing a current output. At any time, an RNN memory state is determined by three
factors: * The memory state at the previous  (we assume time passes in a discretetime tick
fashion, one tick at a time). * A weight matrix weighting the previous memory state * A weight
matrix weighting the current input to the RNN.

This is illustrated by the following figure:

Figure 2.14 A simple RNN.

The memory state  is updated iteratively, for every time tick , as follows:S t

S =S  * W  + x  * Wx

Importantly, weights (W  and W ) are shared by all updates. Notice how this network has a
recurrent loop. It can be expanded ('unrolled') as

t t-1 t t x

t x
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Figure 2.15 A simple unrolled RNN.

Notice how there are as many states as inputs. Every new input transforms the RNN into a new
"cognitive" state.

The amount of time steps arising from this unrolling constitutes the 'depth' of the network across
the temporal dimension. By sharing and updating weights across all inputs (the x ) the network is
exposed to, we obtain a system that learns from previous experience, and which optimizes its
weights globally to minimize its training error.

Let’s directly dive into an example. We will build a simple RNN that learns to predict the next
character for a string, based on the characters that precede that character. The following diagram
describes the network.

t
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Figure 2.16 A simple RNN predicting characters (see Karpathy for a similar, less complex
example). Normally we would show this diagram top down, but they are usually presented
bottom-up in literature.

In this diagram, we start with a one-hot encoding of characters. The one-hot vectors are fed into
the hidden units of the RNN, that form a temporal chain, with every hidden unit feeding into a
next unit through time. Every time tick processes one character. We end with a reconstruction
step, where one-hot vectors are reconstructed from the hidden unit outputs.

Here is our code.
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Listing 2.8 Predicting one character at a time with a simple RNN.

Keras offers a dedicated RNN layer (SimpleRNN), and a facility for passing
weight information through time (TimeDistributed).

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import SimpleRNN, TimeDistributed, Dense  
from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder              
from sklearn.preprocessing import OneHotEncoder
import numpy as np

#data = ['character']

data = ['character']                                        

enc = LabelEncoder()                                        
alphabet = np.array(list(set([c for w in data for c in w]))) #
enc.fit(alphabet)
int_enc=enc.fit_transform(alphabet)
onehot_encoder = OneHotEncoder(sparse=False)
int_enc=int_enc.reshape(len(int_enc), 1)
onehot_encoded = onehot_encoder.fit_transform(int_enc)

X_train=[]
y_train=[]

for w in data:                                              
    for i in range(len(w)-1):
        X_train.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i]])]))
        y_train.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i+1]])]))

X_test=[]
y_test=[]

test_data = ['character']

for w in test_data:                                         
    for i in range(len(w)-1):
        X_test.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i]])]))
        y_test.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i+1]])]))

sample_size=256                                             
sample_len=len(X_train)

X_train = np.array([X_train*sample_size]).reshape(sample_size,sample_len,len(alphabet))
y_train = np.array([y_train*sample_size]).reshape(sample_size,sample_len,len(alphabet))
test_len=len(X_test)
X_test= np.array([X_test]).reshape(1,test_len,len(alphabet))
y_test= np.array([y_test]).reshape(1,test_len,len(alphabet))

model=Sequential()                                          
model.add(SimpleRNN(input_dim  = len(alphabet), output_dim = 100, return_sequences = True))
model.add(TimeDistributed(Dense(output_dim = len(alphabet), activation  =  "sigmoid")))
model.compile(loss="binary_crossentropy",metrics=["accuracy"], optimizer = "adam")
model.fit(X_train, y_train, nb_epoch = 10, batch_size = 32)

preds=model.predict(X_test)[0]                              
for p in preds:
    m=np.argmax(p)
    print(enc.inverse_transform(m)),

print(model.evaluate(X_test,y_test,batch_size=32))
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We use sklearn’s LabelEncoder and OneHotEncoder for vectorizing our data
(one-hot vectors for every character.

Our data is just the string 'character'.

We derive an alphabet from our data.

We create our training data.

We create our test data.

We generate 256 samples of our training data, to arrive at a sizable training set for
this toy problem.

The model is defined and fitted on the training data. It has a SimpleRNN layer,
feeding into a so-called TimeDistributed : a Keras facility forlayer wrapper
applying a layer (in our case a Dense layer) to every sample (corresponding to a
time step) in a received set of samples (in this case produced by the SimpleRNN
layer). The return_sequences=True setting in the SimpleRNN layer ensures the
SimpleRNN layer sends out predictions as characters.

We apply the model to our test data.

This produces the following output:

The network starts its work right after it has seen the initial 'c', and predicts every next character
in turn. From the output, we see that the network has generated the correct characters for its
(only) training sample. The two final numerical scores express loss and accuracy of the classifier

Epoch 1/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.5248 - acc: 0.8125
Epoch 2/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.2658 - acc: 0.9375
Epoch 3/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.1633 - acc: 0.9661
Epoch 4/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.1169 - acc: 0.9792
Epoch 5/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0913 - acc: 0.9922
Epoch 6/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0752 - acc: 1.0000
Epoch 7/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0637 - acc: 1.0000
Epoch 8/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0548 - acc: 1.0000
Epoch 9/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0474 - acc: 1.0000
Epoch 10/10
256/256 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0411 - acc: 1.0000

h
a
r
a
c
t
e
r

[0.037899412214756012, 1.0]
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for the test data; the 1.0 indicates a 100% accuracy score.

Despite this modest success, simple RNNs are rather crude temporal networks. They fail on long
sequences (meaning: they have small, limited capacity memories), and blindly re-use hidden
states in their entirety, without discriminating between information that is rubbish and
information that has value.

The LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) networks attempt to remedy the defects of simple
RNNs, by adding gating operations to the passage of historical network information into the
present.

Figure 2.17 An LSTM cell.

So, we have the following ingredients:

Input data
An input gate, weighting new input by applying a weight matrix to it
A State cell, the 'hidden state' of the network, which consumes the weighted input data,
and applies a forget gate which weights information from the previous State cell
A forget gate, selectively letting through old information from the previous State cell.
This gate also weights the input with a separate weight matrix.
An output gate, sending out selectively the information from the ciurrent State cell
Output, computed from what the output gate lets through.

The careful gating of information through a Long Short Term Memory cell takes place on the
basis of 9 weight matrices. These weight matrices play a role in an ingenious computation. We’ll
step through the equations describing it. While the details of these equations need not concern us
now, if you read these equations carefully, you’ll get a feel of how historical information
percolates through the network.

The 9 weight matrices are:

W : weights on the input gate, applied to the inputi
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W : weights on the output gate, applied to the input

W : weights on the forget gate, applied to the input

W : weights on the input, for computing the activity of the entire cell

H : input gate weights applied to the previous hidden state of the net h  (which is defined
in terms of its output at a previous time step, and its previous hidden state)
H : weights applied to the hidden state of the net, for computing the activity of the entire
cell
H : forget gate weights applied to the previous hidden state of the net

H : output gate weights applied to the previous hidden state of the net

V : weights applied to the cell activity

How are all these weight matrices used for computing a simple output of an LSTM cell? Let’s
work through the various gates, at a given time step  with an associated input  and every  at x b
vector of bias values. The network computes a candidate cell activation C', which is turned into
an actual cell activation based on the output of the input and forget gates. This cell activation is
then used for the final output computation.

Input gate: i =sigmoid(W  x  + H  h  + b )

Apply a sigmoid activation function to weighted input plus the weighted hidden state and
a bias term.

Forget gate: f =sigmoid(W  x  + H  h  + b )

Apply a sigmoid function to input weighted with forget gate weights plus forget gate
weighted hidden state and a bias term.

C' =tanh(W  x  + H  h  + b )

This auxiliary state cell variable (the candidate cell activation) is a tanh function of
weighted input, weighted hidden states and a bias term.

C =i  x C' + f  x Ct-1

The current cell activation is computed from the input weighted auxiliary state C' and the
forget gate weighted previous cell activation.

o =sigmoid(W  x  + H  h  + V  C +b )

The output gate produces the output of the sigmoid function applied to output gate
weighted input plus the output gate weighted hidden state plus the state call weighted cell
activation plus a bias term.

h =o tanh(C )

The hidden state at time  is a tanh function of the current state cell C .t

Notice the heavy use of addition in these equations. Avoiding multiplication is one way of
tackling the vanishing gradient problem. Using tanh ensures that values will be in the interval
[-1,1], effectively squashing large values. Similarly, the sigmoid function recasts values to the
interval [0,1].

The current cell activation C  combines incoming data (passed through the input gate) with the
forget gate applied to the previous state of the cell, which is a ledger of old information kept

o

f
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i t-1
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alive. Notice how much weighting and bias application is going on in this tiny memory structure.
In Keras, an LSTM layer incorporates exactly one such cell or memory state for every batch. So,
given a dataset of 1000 sequences, if we have a batch size of 100, with 20 sequences of length
10, we obtain 10 batches which each contain one memory state or instantiation of the LSTM cell
we presented above. Parameter updates are shared across batches during the training phase. After
each sequence has been processed during training or testing, the memory states are reset. The
memory states can be collected for all sequences, and be preserved across batches if desired, with
so-called 'stateful' LSTMs. More on that in Chapter 3.

Let us rework our previous example, migrating from a simple Recurrent Neural Network to a
full-fledged Long Short Term Memory network. After that, we will put both the RNN and the
LSTM to the test: memorizing parts of a string.

In Keras, an LSTM needs three-dimensional input of the form , and(samples, timesteps, features)
consumes its input data in batches. The  dimension is the amount of data blocks we feedsamples
to the LSTM, the  dimension refers to the number of observations in each batch, and thetimesteps

 dimension to the number of features in each observation.features
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Listing 2.9 Predicting one character at a time with an LSTM.

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import LSTM, TimeDistributed, Dense                
from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder
from sklearn.preprocessing import OneHotEncoder
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(1234)

data = ['xyzaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxyz',
       'pqraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapqr']

test_data = ['xyzaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxyz',
            'pqraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapqr']  

enc = LabelEncoder()
alphabet = np.array(list(set([c for w in data for c in w])))
enc.fit(alphabet)
int_enc=enc.fit_transform(alphabet)
onehot_encoder = OneHotEncoder(sparse=False)
int_enc=int_enc.reshape(len(int_enc), 1)
onehot_encoded = onehot_encoder.fit_transform(int_enc)

X_train=[]
y_train=[]

for w in data:
    for i in range(len(w)-1):
        X_train.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i]])]))
        y_train.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i+1]])]))

X_test=[]
y_test=[]

for w in test_data:
    for i in range(len(w)-1):
        X_test.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i]])]))
        print i,w[i],onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i]])])
        y_test.extend(onehot_encoder.transform([enc.transform([w[i+1]])]))

sample_size=512
sample_len=len(X_train)

X_train = np.array([X_train*sample_size]).reshape(sample_size,sample_len,len(alphabet))
y_train = np.array([y_train*sample_size]).reshape(sample_size,sample_len,len(alphabet))

test_len=len(X_test)
X_test= np.array([X_test]).reshape(1,test_len,len(alphabet))
y_test= np.array([y_test]).reshape(1,test_len,len(alphabet))

model=Sequential()                                                   
model.add(LSTM(input_dim  = len(alphabet), output_dim = 100, return_sequences = True))
model.add(TimeDistributed(Dense(output_dim = len(alphabet), activation  =  "sigmoid")))
model.compile(loss="binary_crossentropy",metrics=["accuracy"], optimizer = "adam")

n=1
while True:                                                          
        score = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, batch_size=32)
        print "[Iteration %d] score=%f"%(n,score[1])
        if score[1] == 1.0:
            break
        n+=1
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Keras has a separate Layer for LSTMs.

Our data, long strings.

The model setup is similar to the RNN.

We fit the model as long as it does not produce a 100% correct result.

The tricky task this LSTM is performing is, again like in the RNN example, the reconstruction of
a piece of training data, in this case the 52-character strings

xyzaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa- axyz

pqraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa- apqr

Take a close look at these strings. The final characters ( , in NLP lingo),  and suffixes -xyz -pqr

are conditioned on the start of the strings ( ),  and . Notice that the suffixes areprefixes xyz pqr-

not directly conditioned on the preceding  sequence; normally, an  is followed by an  ina…a a a

these strings. So, the task to be performed is to keep the remote prefixes ('xyz-','pqr-') in mind,
and do some counting of the intervening 'a' characters, in order to decide when to generate the
suffixes (which are exact copies of the prefixes). While such a task could be implemented much
easier with an explicit counter, the important takeway here is that the network figures out by
itself the moment when to produce the suffixes, and is able to condition the suffixes on old
information (the prefixes). This shows that the network has some memory capacity.

This seemingly simple task is actually quite complex in terms of bookkeeping, as you see. We
feed the training and test strings to our original RNN, increasing the number of samples from
256 to 512. This means we’re creating 512 batches of (in our case) 102 sequences (the size of
our training samples, based on two strings of 52 characters, minus the first character of each).

Running the RNN for 100 iterations does not fare well. The RNN produces the following output:

which shows that it misses the first character of both suffixes (the  in  and the  in ).x xyz p pqr

With an otherwise identical setup (100 iterations, 512 samples), the LSTM succeeds in
reconstructing both strings flawlessly in under 100 iterations.

        model.fit(X_train, y_train, nb_epoch = 1, batch_size = 32)

preds=model.predict(X_test)[0]
for p in preds:
    m=np.argmax(p)
    print(enc.inverse_transform(m))

print(model.evaluate(X_test,y_test,batch_size=32))

-yzaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayz
-qraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaqr

-yzaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxyz
-qraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapqr
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From a superficial point of view, deep learning appears to be a revamped, highly performant type
of machine learning. When applied to language, however, deep learning brings two novel and
useful ingredients to the table: temporal and spatial filtering. Language consisting of words
arranged in sequences, flowing from the past into the present, the combination of spatial and
temporal filtering opens up a whole range of new, interesting possibilities for NLP. The
important thing to realize here is that we are working on abstract representations. Spatial
processing of an abstract, intermediate layer representation is elusive to our imagination. Yet, it
is just another way of emphasizing of de-emphasizing parts of a complex data representation. In
a similar fashion, the temporal dimension allows us to gate historical data into this process of
abstraction, learning to forget or keep certain parts of these complex representation.

We demonstrated how to apply convolutional operations to vector representations of words,
pretending there was some spatial structure in the juxtaposition of those vectors. The RNN and
LSTM layers gate historical information into the present. There is nothing preventing us from
applying CNN layers to the output of LSTM layers, which would result in spatial filtering of
temporal, gated information. Or, vice versa, LSTM operations to CNN outputs. The
combinations for composing layers seem unbounded. In the image domain, some best practices
for layer composition have been proposed in the literature, based on myriads of experiments. Can
we come up with similar best practices for NLP? We will discover many such practices in the
remainder of this book.

Finally, language is not only sequential, it is also :recursive

John says that Mary says that Bill told Richard he was on his way.

The ability of handling these recursive structures by deep learning is an active topic of research,
and can be seen as one of the approaches to establish long-distance relations across words. We
will exploit the topic in later chapters.

2.2 Deep learning and NLP: a new paradigm
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In this chapter, you learned

The basic deep learning architectures: multilayer perceptrons, spatial (convolutional) and
temporal (RNN and LSTM-based) filters.
How to apply Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks, as well as Long Short
Term-based networks, and how to code them in Keras.

We have gone through a number of examples applied to language, from sentiment analysis to
character prediction.

Equipped with this background, we are now ready to get our hands dirty on a number of real-life
NLP problems. We will start in the next chapter with getting text into a deep learning model,
using text embeddings.

2.3 Wrapping up
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3
This chapter covers:

This diagram shows the organization of the chapter:

After reading this chapter, you will have a practical command of text embedding algorithms, and
you will have developed insight into how to use embeddings for NLP. We will go through a
number of concrete scenarios to reach that goal.

But first, let’s review the basics of embeddings.

Text embeddings

The preparation of texts for deep learning purposes, using word and document
embeddings.
Benefits and drawbacks of self-developed text embeddings and pre-trained
embeddings developed by others.
Word similarity with word2vec.
Document retrieval via document embeddings, using doc2vec.
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Embeddings are procedures for converting input data into vector representations. A vector is a
container (like an array) containing numbers. Every vector lives in a multidimensional vector
space, as a single point. Embeddings are systematic, well-crafted procedures for projecting
('embedding') input data into such a space.

We have seen ample vector representations of texts in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, such as one-hot
vectors (binary-valued vectors with one bit 'on' for a specific word), used for bag-of-word
representations, frequency-based vectors, and word2vec representations. All these vector
representations were created by embeddings.

Let us work our way up, from the simplest of embeddings to the more complex ones. Recall
from Chapter 1 that there are two major types of vectors encodings, depending on how they were
created: representational and operational. Representational vector encodings are designed by
hand, and operational encodings are learned from data. Let’s start with the representational type,
now from the perspective of embeddings.

The most simple representational embedding for mapping text to vectors is the one-hot
embedding. Given a lexicon of  entries (like characters or words), we represent every word as aN
vector of N-1 zeros and a single, distinct 'one':

3.1 Embeddings

3.1.1 Embedding by hand: representational embeddings

the cat sat on a mat

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
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This primitive embedding maps words to a binary, 6-dimensional vector space. Every word is
represented with a binary vector, like

cat: 010000
a: 000010

Ideally, words that are related together should lie close to each other in such a vector space.
'Close' means here: near each other, as measured by a distance function. One such function is the
Euclidean distance. This distance measure computes the length of a straight line between two
points in an Euclidean space, using the Pythagorean algorithm. Euclidean space is a space with a
finite number of dimensions. Points in Euclidean space are specified by coordinates, for every
dimension. So, a vector

(0,1,0)

is a unique coordinate of a point in three dimensions. The following figure displays a
3-dimensional Euclidean space. Notice how the 2  (8) different coordinates correspond to the
corners of the cube.

Figure 3.1 A three-dimensional Euclidean space.

Distances between vectors in our contrived 6-dimensional space do not make any sense from a
linguistic point of view: every vector has the same distance to every other vector, since they all
differ in just one bit. So, there is no apparent spatial relation between 'the' and 'a', even though
such words are related from a linguistic point of view (they are both 'articles'). This does not
necessarily mean these representations are too simple to be used. In fact, they are used a lot as
encodings of text where distance-based similarity does not come into play. For example, in
Chapter 2, they served as representations for our characters in the recurrent neural network

3
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(RNN) and long-short-term-memory (LSTM) examples. Now, let’s take a look at more advanced
embeddings that are learned from data.

Keras has its own facility, a layer-type called 'Embedding', for producing embeddings.

Keras Embeddings are trainable layers, and deploy a matrix of weights that is optimized during
training. As such, they are shallow (one-hidden layer) mini-networks. Embeddings minimize
implicitly a loss function. That is, they optimize the representations they create given a certain
criterion. The implicit, default criterion is: maximize the distinctiveness of the vector
representations, such that the confusability of any two vectors is kept to a minimum. As we will
see shortly, we can also drive them with other criteria.

The standard Embedding example from the Keras documentation is the following. This example
creates an embedding of random integers in an 8-dimensional vector space. So, every integer in a
random input sample becomes represented by an 8-dimensional numerical vector.

Listing 3.1 A standard Keras embedding.

Add an embedding for 100 integers to the model, arranged in blocks of 10. The
embedding vector size is set to 8.

Generate 100 random integers, arranged in 10 blocks of 10 integers.

Compile the model, setting the loss function to 'mean squared error', and using the
rmsprop optimizer. This step actually fires off the embedding, without explicit
training.

Generate embeddings for the random input data.

This embedding consumes a matrix of 10 x 10 integers, with maximum integer value 100 (10
'batches' of 10 integers). In this example this matrix was generated by the call to the randint
function of numpy. It looks like this:

3.1.2 Learning to embed: procedural embeddings

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Embedding
import numpy as np

model = Sequential()
model.add(Embedding(100, 8, input_length=10))        
input_array = np.random.randint(100, size=(10, 10))  
model.compile('rmsprop', 'mse')                      
output_array = model.predict(input_array)            

array([[17, 92, 74, 87, 60, 34,  8, 77, 16, 98],
       [99, 12, 83, 33, 98, 47, 55, 56, 28, 19],
       [97, 62, 88, 18, 13, 25, 39, 99, 62,  5],
       [38, 96, 11, 79, 67, 90, 66, 39, 52, 76],
       [12, 24, 79, 78, 15, 88,  1, 11, 43, 73],
       [45, 60, 26, 71, 44, 63, 69, 55, 28, 10],
       [89, 64, 63,  0, 13, 74, 96, 99, 10, 25],
       [90,  5, 98, 92, 11, 77,  4, 57, 61, 93],
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The embedding generates, for every array of 10 integers (a row in the matrix), a 10x8 matrix
consisting of 8-dimensional values, one for every integer in the integer array. These values
correspond to the trained weights of the Embedding layer, and are the embeddings of the input
integers. E.g. (for the final row of the input matrix):

So, in this row

[83, 79, 28, 40, 65, 87, 60, 71, 44, 41]

integer 83 was embedded as an 8-dimensional vector

Let’s apply this to text. Representing a set of documents as vectors of integers, we can create a
standard Embedding of these documents similar to the Embedding for random integers. We will
use the following schema:

Figure 3.2 Embeddings words with a standard Embedding.

       [ 7, 41, 80, 31, 74, 33,  3, 33, 55, 20],
       [83, 79, 28, 40, 65, 87, 60, 71, 44, 41]])

[[  1.28672235e-02   8.03406164e-03  -2.44486574e-02  -2.50550359e-03
    -1.29224174e-02   2.64333598e-02  -2.68703699e-02  -4.35554162e-02]

    ...

  [
     3.53093855e-02  -1.42144933e-02   3.14533599e-02  -5.73614985e-03]]

[1.28672235e-02   8.03406164e-03  -2.44486574e-02  -2.50550359e-03
  -1.29224174e-02   2.64333598e-02  -2.68703699e-02  -4.35554162e-02]
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Listing 3.2 Document pre-processing.

First, we lowercase our documents, stored in the 'docs' array.

Then, we 'fit' a CountVectorizer on the lowercased documents. The
CountVectorizer (a facility from sklearn) maps every word in a set of documents to
a unique and arbitrary integer. For example, 'children' is represented by 20, 'our' by
66, and 'we' by 96. These integer values have no special meaning.

We associate a tokenizer with the CountVectorizer: a function that tokenizes
documents (strings) by splitting (buy default) on whitespace.

We then create an input array for our Embedding similar to the integer example
above, but now consisting of arrays with integers referring to words (as created by
the CountVectorizer).

Once this has been done, we pad all documents using the Keras function
'pad_sequences' to the same length. This function pads an array of arrays up to a
specified maximum length, by adding zeroes at the end of each array
(padding='post'). Now we are ready to feed these arrays into the Embedding, such
that every integer in each array becomes represented by an 8-dimensional vector.

We can visualize the vector embeddings with the well-known visualization algorithm T-SNE (
). This algorithm maps high-dimensional vectors to lower-dimensional planes, likeMaatenTSNE

2D.

docs=["Chuck Berry rolled over everyone who came before him ? and turned up everyone who
       came after. We'll miss you",
      "Help protect the progress we've made in helping millions of Americans get
       covered.",
      "Let's leave our children and grandchildren a planet that's healthier than the one
       we have today.",
      "The American people are waiting for Senate leaders to do their jobs.",
      "We must take bold steps now ? climate change is already impacting millions of
       people.",
      "Don't forget to watch Larry King tonight",
      "Ivanka is now on Twitter - You can follow her",
      "Last night Melania and I attended the Skating with the Stars Gala at Wollman Rink
       in Central Park",
      "People who have the ability to work should. But with the government happy to send
       checks",
      "I will be signing copies of my new book"
      ]

docs=[d.lower() for d in docs]                                          

count_vect = CountVectorizer().fit(docs)                                
tokenizer = count_vect.build_tokenizer()                                

input_array=[]                                                          
for doc in docs:
    x=[]
    for token in tokenizer(doc):
        x.append(count_vect.vocabulary_.get(token))
    input_array.append(x)

max_len=max([len(d) for d in input_array])                              

input_array=pad_sequences(input_array, maxlen=max_len, padding='post')  
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Listing 3.3 Visualizing Keras embeddings with T-SNE.

Create a T-SNE model for dimensionality reduction, and let it run for 10,000
iterations on our data.

The T-SNE algorithm generates 2D-shaped data, which we can plot as (x,y)
coordinates.

Our embedding for random integers.

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Embedding
import numpy as np
from sklearn.manifold import TSNE
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

def tsne_plot(model,max_words=100):
    labels = []
    tokens = []

    n=0
    for word in model:
        if n<max_words:
            tokens.append(model[word])
            labels.append(word)
            n+=1

    tsne_model = TSNE(perplexity=40, n_components=2, init='pca', n_iter=10000,
    random_state=23)           
    new_values = tsne_model.fit_transform(tokens)

    x = []
    y = []
    for value in new_values:   
        x.append(value[0])
        y.append(value[1])

    plt.figure(figsize=(8, 8))
    for i in range(len(x)):
        plt.scatter(x[i],y[i])
        plt.annotate(labels[i],
                     xy=(x[i], y[i]),
                     xytext=(5, 2),
                     textcoords='offset points',
                     ha='right',
                     va='bottom')
    plt.show()

# ... The document preprocessing from Listing 3.2a.

model = Sequential()           
model.add(Embedding(100, 8, input_length=10))
input_array = np.random.randint(100, size=(10, 10))
model.compile('rmsprop', 'mse')
output_array = model.predict(input_array)

M={}
for i in range(len(input_array)):
    for j in range(len(input_array[i])):
        M[input_array[i][j]]=output_array[i][j]

tsne_plot(M)
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This produces pictures like the following, where the multidimensional vectors are cast into a 2D
space reflecting their distances. We can see that the embedding produces even-spaced vector
representations of the various words (represented by integers, each of which are embedded as
8-dimensional vectors), but the topology doesn’t make sense: e.g., word 96 ('we') is closer to
word 55 ('Melania') than to word 66 ('our') in this 2D space. That’s understandable: we did not
constrain the Embedding by any loss function specific to this data that computes the distances
between our data points in a sensible way.

Figure 3.3 T-SNE visualization of a Keras embedding.

Now, let us add a more interpretable criterion to creating an embedding: let’s train a word
embedding as part of sentiment labeling of restaurant reviews. This means we are after a word
embedding that is trained as part of a sentiment labeling task: words should be embedded in such
a way that they contribute maximally to discerning documents with positive sentiment from
documents with negative sentiment.

Scenario: You are creating word embeddings that are optimal for a given task at hand.
You happen to be working on a sentiment analysis task for restaurant reviews. The word
embeddings learned should be optimized in the context of this specific task.
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The following diagram shows what we have in mind:

Figure 3.4 Optimization of a Keras embedding.

Suppose we have a set of documents (restaurant reviews) represented by vectors of integers, with
each integer corresponding to a specific word identifier (an entry in a lexicon). Technically, this
is exactly the same representation as our random integer example above. Let’s add document
labels to the documents, like a '1' for positive sentiment and a '0' for negative sentiment. We can
now train a word embedding constrained by a loss function that aims for maximum separation of
the documents. So, the task the word embedding must learn is: find optimal embeddings for the
words such that the provided document labeling is learned with maximum accuracy:
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Figure 3.5 Optimization of a Keras embedding: procedure.

How do we proceed? First, we need to read in training and test data, which in our case consist of
sentiment labelled text data. We will use a public domain dataset of 1,000 Yelp restaurant
reviews ( ). This dataset looks like this:UCI

with every sentence being flagged as either positive (1) or negative (0) for sentiment. We split
this data into a training set of 700 cases (the first 700), and a test set with the remaining 300

Review Sentiment
score

Wow… Loved this place. 1

Crust is not good. 0

Not tasty and the texture was just nasty. 0

Stopped by during the late May bank holiday off Rick Steve recommendation and loved it. 1

The selection on the menu was great and so were the prices. 1

Now I am getting angry and I want my damn pho. 0

Honestly it didn’t taste THAT fresh.) 0

The potatoes were like rubber and you could tell they had been made up ahead of time being kept
under a warmer.

0

The fries were great too. 1

A great touch. 1

Service was very prompt. 1

Would not go back. 0
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sentences. The dataset contains 11,894 words (tokens) in total. When applied to this data, the
network quickly achieves (well under 100 iterations) a perfect score (100%) on the training data,
and a moderately good (given the small dataset and the simplistic network) score of 73.6%
accuracy on the test data.
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Listing 3.4 Learning an embedding as part of a sentiment labeling task.

from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Embedding,Dense,Flatten
import numpy as np
import random
import re
import sys
import codecs
from keras.preprocessing.sequence import pad_sequences

def save_embedding(outputFile, weights, vocabulary):                        
  rev = {v:k for k, v in vocabulary.iteritems()}
    with codecs.open(outputFile, "w") as f:
        f.write(str(len(vocabulary)) + " " + str(weights.shape[1]) + "\n")
                for index in sorted(rev.iterkeys()):
                        word=rev[index]
            f.write(word + " ")
                          for i in xrange(len(weights[index])):
                    f.write(str(weights[index][i]) + " ")
                    f.write("\n")

def getLines(f):                                                            
    lines = [line.rstrip() for line in open(f)]
    return lines

def create_vocabulary(vocabulary, sentences):                               
  vocabulary["<unk>"]=0
    for sentence in sentences:
        for word in sentence.strip().split():
        word=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",word.lower())
        if word not in vocabulary:
                vocabulary[word]=len(vocabulary)

def process_training_data(textFile,max_len):                                
    data=[]
    sentences = getLines(textFile)
    vocab = dict()
    labels=[]
    create_vocabulary(vocab, sentences)
    for s in sentences:
        words=[]
        m=re.match("^([^\t]+)\t(.+)$",s.rstrip())
        if m:
            sentence=m.group(1)
            labels.append(int(m.group(2)))
        for w in sentence.split(" "):
            w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
            if w!='':
                words.append(vocab[w])
        data.append(words)
    data = pad_sequences(data, maxlen=max_len, padding='post')

    return data,labels, vocab

def process_test_data(textFile,vocab,max_len):                              
    data=[]
    sentences = getLines(textFile)
    labels=[]
    create_vocabulary(vocab, sentences)
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A function for saving an Embedding to a file: every word is listed with its
embedding vector.

A helper function for returning an array containing all the lines for a given text file,
with trailing newlines stripped.

This function fills a vocabulary based on the sentences (lines) of the input text file.
The vocabulary maps every word to a unique integer. A special token for unknown
words is also created.

This function processes our training data, creating padded vectors of integers
corresponding to words, and arrays of labels (the sentiment labels in our case). The
vocabulary is filled in on the fly, and is later supplemented by the words in the test
data.

Similarly, this function processes our test data.

Notice how the training set vocabulary is passed on to the test data processing
function.

We generate an Embedding for the amount of words in our vocabulary, with a
vector length of 100.

We save our embedding to a text file, for later processing and inspection.

What about the word embedding that was learned during this sentiment labeling task? We can
inspect the embedding that is learned by finding nearest neighbors of the word vectors in the

    for s in sentences:
        words=[]
        m=re.match("^([^\t]+)\t(.+)$",s.rstrip())
        if m:
            sentence=m.group(1)
            labels.append(int(m.group(2)))
        for w in sentence.split(" "):
            w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
            if w!='':
                if w in vocab:
                    words.append(vocab[w])
                else:
                    words.append(vocab["<unk>"])
        data.append(words)
    data = pad_sequences(data, maxlen=max_len, padding='post')
    return data,labels

max_len=100
data,labels,vocab=process_training_data(sys.argv[1],max_len)                
test_data,test_labels=process_test_data(sys.argv[2],vocab,max_len)

model = Sequential()
embedding=Embedding(len(vocab), 100, input_length=max_len)                  
model.add(embedding)
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(1,activation="sigmoid"))
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])
model.fit(data,labels,epochs=100, verbose=1)

loss, accuracy = model.evaluate(test_data, test_labels, verbose=0)
print accuracy

save_embedding("embedding_labeled.txt", embedding.get_weights()[0], vocab)  
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model output file (embedding_labeled.txt), like so:

Listing 3.5 Inspecting embeddings: looking for nearest neighors of vectors
(list_vectors.py).

We load the gensim module, importing facilities for working with pre-fabricated
word vectors. They are loaded into a word2vec model.

Now that we have the model, we can call a similarity function, listing the 3 nearest
neighbors for every word, based on the embedding vector. Similarity scores are
listed as well (higher is better).

Notice that we deploy the gensim ( ) toolkit for finding nearest neighbors. This highlyGENSIM
optimized Python toolkit has facilities for working with (and deriving) word2vec models, and it
has a speedy nearest neighbor search for analyzing models. The format of our exported
embedding is compliant with that library, and we can deploy the nearest neighbor search of
gensim for finding matching word vectors. Our program lists the 3 nearest neighbors for every
word, based on its derived vector representation. Some of the results are:

with for every word ('waiter', 'waitress') the 3 nearest neighbors, sorted by (descending)
simularity. So, for 'waitress', 'bartender' is more similar than 'server'.

While these examples seem to suggest a certain semantic relation between input words and their
nearest neighbors, in general, the majority of the nearest neighbors is uninterpretable.
Apparently, this embedding was the best we could obtain for the choices (network structure,
data) we made. But what if we really want interpretable embeddings, that show meaningful
relations between words? Enter word2vec, the 'de facto' algorithm for doing just that.

import sys
import numpy as np
from gensim.models import KeyedVectors       
import gensim.models
import os

w2v = gensim.models.KeyedVectors.load_word2vec_format(os.path.join(sys.argv[1]),
      binary=False,unicode_errors='ignore')  

for w in  sorted(w2v.wv.vocab):
    print w,w2v.most_similar(w,topn=3)       

waiter [(u'terrible', 0.8831709027290344), (u'2', 0.8141345381736755),
        (u'rude', 0.8114627003669739)]
waitress [(u'breakfast', 0.8804935216903687), (u'bartender', 0.8568718433380127),
          (u'server', 0.8293911218643188)]
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The word2vec algorithm, discussed in Chapter 2, takes word context information into account
for establishing relations between words. The algorithm we implemented in the previous section
did not remotely do such a thing. It optimized the vector representation of words such that the
accuracy on the sentiment labeling task was maximized. But it did not care a bit about
establishing relations between words that shared similar contexts. The vector representations we
obtain with word2vec should, hopefully, express a more interpretable form of similarity between
words, based on shared contexts: according to word2vec, two words are more similar if they
share similar contexts, which is a modern incarnation of the tenet of the British linguist John
Rupert Firth:

You shall know a word by the company it keeps (J.R. Firth, 1957).

Scenario: You want to establish meaningful, synonym-like relations between words, based
on a large text corpus (a set of restaurant reviews) you have at hand. The relations you are
after should be based on the statistics of words co-occurring with each other. Two words
are more similar if they occur in the same contexts. You want to use these relations for
implementing an editor tool that suggests synonyms for words while you are editing a
document, and you obviously do not want to write out these relations by hand. How can
Embeddings help you out?

The following diagram displays what we are after: establishing meaningful relations between
words based on their vector embeddings.

3.2 From words to vectors: word2vec
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1.  
2.  

3.  

Figure 3.6 Word similarity based on word embeddings.

This is how we plan to make this happen. As you recall from Chapter 2, the word2vec algorithm
has two more or less equivalent implementations: predicting words from contexts, or contexts
from words. We implement the latter approach, the skipgram version of word2vec with negative
sampling. Let’s jump right in.

We will try to predict the validity of a certain context around a word, given that word. For
instance, given a string like

the restaurant has a terrible ambiance and the food is awful

we want to predict if the words 'terrible' for 'restaurant' and 'awful' for 'food' are valid context
words. Words with similar context predictions are judged to be similar by word2vec: they
produce comparable vector representations.

In order to set up context prediction in a practical manner, we must create both positive and
negative examples of contexts: valid contexts and invalid contexts. Doing this exhaustively is
impractical: there are way too many negative possibilities to consider. This is where 'negative
sampling' comes in. Negative sampling means that we do not gather just positive examples of
valid contexts, but also, randomly, negative examples of invalid contexts.

Here is what we do:

First, we create a dictionary for our data: a mapping from words to unique integers.
Using a random generator and a fixed context window size (which extends to both the
left and the right of an input word), we collect the valid context words in this window.
Then we sample arbitrary words in the dictionary that are out of scope of the input word.
Those words will generate negative contexts. For instance, given a window size of 3 and
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3.  

input word 'restaurant'
the restaurant has a terrible ambiance and the food is awful

words in 'has a terrible' are valid right context words for 'restaurant', and the word 'the' a valid
left context word. But the words 'and the food is awful' would not be valid context words for
'restaurant' if they would never occur in our dataset in the immediate left or right context of
'restaurant'.

As it turns out, Keras has a function generating positive and negative context samples:

skipgrams(sequence, vocabulary_size, window_size=n, ...)

This function generates a set of word pairs (input word, context word), linked to a corresponding
set of binary labels 0/1. These labels indicate whether in the data, for a certain word pair, the
context word has been observed in the immediate context of the input word.

The following diagram illustrates the process of negative sampling.

Figure 3.7 Skipgram labeling with negative sampling.

Let’s take a look again at our string

the restaurant has a terrible ambiance and the food is awful

Assume we have created a dictionary containing

The  1
restaurant  2
has  3
a  4
terrible  5
ambiance  6
and  7
food  8
is  9
awful  10

We set the window_size parameter of the skipgrams function to 3. For this example we need to
artificially set the vocab_size to a large enough size (100) for drawing random samples,
otherwise we run the chance of labeling valid context words as non-context words. First, we
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lookup the input string in our dictionary, replacing words with integers. We split up our sentence
in words (based on spaces) and lookup every word in our lexicon.

sequence=[vocab[w] for w in sentence.split(" ")]

This produces the bottom row of the following table:

Setting the variable "'sequence'" to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 8, 9, 10, we run

skipgrams(sequence, 100, window_size=3)

and obtain the following couples

and labels

So, for instance, for the couple [7,8], the label is a 1, since word 8 ('food') occurs in the context
of word 7 ('and'). For couple [3,85], the randomly chosen word 85 is not in the context of our
word 3 ('has'). Notice that our mini lexicon only has 10 words, and that the skipgrams function
randomly draws words from the lexicon for negative context words. For a large lexicon, the
chances of drawing incorrectly valid context words as negative context words should be
relatively small.

With this handy function at our disposition, let’s build our word2vec program. We first define a
function for processing our raw data, consisting of plain sentences. These sentences are
processed for skipgrams, and all skipgrams and their labels are collected for the entire dataset:

The restaurant has a terri- ble ambi- ance and the food is awful

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8 9 10

Couples:
[[7, 8], [2, 5], [3, 85], [3, 4],...
]

Labels: [1, 1, 0, 1, ...]
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Listing 3.6 Processing data for word2vec.

A special generator function will loop over these samples during the training phase of the model,
picking out random samples and labels and feeding them as batches to the model:

Listing 3.7 Function for generating batches.

Our network is a simple combination of two Embedding layers (one for the source words, and
one for their context words) feeding into a dense (i.e. a regular, fully connected) layer, to which
the output labels are fed (a 0 if the context word is not a valid context for the source word, and a
1 if it is). Notice that we restrict contexts here to just 1 word, which is being looked for in the
immediate neighborhood of a source word: with a window size of 3, extending in either
direction. The network learns to decide whether the chosen context words are valid contexts for
the target words. This is illustrated in the following diagram.

def process_data(textFile,window_size):
    couples=[]
    labels=[]
    sentences = getLines(textFile)
    vocab = dict()
    create_vocabulary(vocab, sentences)
    vocab_size=len(vocab)
    for s in sentences:
        words=[]
        for w in s.split(" "):
            w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
            if w!='':
                words.append(vocab[w])
        c,l=skipgrams(words,vocab_size,window_size=window_size)
        couples.extend(c)
        labels.extend(l)
    return vocab,couples,labels

def generator(target,context, labels, batch_size):
    batch_target = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_context = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_labels = np.zeros((batch_size,1))

    while True:
        for i in range(batch_size):
            index= random.randint(0,len(target)-1)
            batch_target[i] = target[index]
            batch_context[i]=context[index]
            batch_labels[i] = labels[index]
        yield [batch_target,batch_context], [batch_labels]
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Figure 3.8 Word2vec: predicting valid context words with negative sampling.

In our model, the input and target words share the same embedding, for practical reasons (this
limits the amount of weights the model needs to estimate). The vector representations this
embedding produces for inputs and target words are combined into one vector, by means of a dot
product. The weights of the trained embeddings, finally, produce the word2vec vectors for the
input words.

Here is the full code listing:
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Listing 3.8 Word2vec with negative sampling.

from keras.models import Model
from keras.layers import Input, Dense, Reshape, merge
from keras.layers.embeddings import Embedding
from keras.preprocessing.sequence import skipgrams
from keras.preprocessing import sequence

import numpy as np
import sys

import random
import re
import codecs

def save_embedding(outputFile, weights, vocabulary):
  rev = {v:k for k, v in vocabulary.iteritems()}
    with codecs.open(outputFile, "w") as f:
        f.write(str(len(vocabulary)) + " " + str(weights.shape[1]) + "\n")
    for index in sorted(rev.iterkeys()):
            word=rev[index]
                  f.write(word + " ")
            for i in range(len(weights[index])):
                   f.write(str(weights[index][i]) + " ")
              f.write("\n")

def getLines(f):
    lines = [line.rstrip() for line in open(f)]
    return lines

def generator(target,context, labels, batch_size):
    batch_target = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_context = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_labels = np.zeros((batch_size,1))

    while True:
        for i in range(batch_size):
            index= random.randint(0,len(target)-1)
            batch_target[i] = target[index]
            batch_context[i]=context[index]
            batch_labels[i] = labels[index]
        yield [batch_target,batch_context], [batch_labels]

def process_data(textFile,window_size):  
    couples=[]
    labels=[]
    sentences = getLines(textFile)
    vocab = dict()
    create_vocabulary(vocab, sentences)
    vocab_size=len(vocab)
    for s in sentences:
        words=[]
        for w in s.split(" "):
            w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
            if w!='':
                words.append(vocab[w])
        c,l=skipgrams(words,vocab_size,window_size=window_size)
        couples.extend(c)
        labels.extend(l)
    return vocab,couples,labels
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def create_vocabulary(vocabulary, sentences):
  vocabulary["<unk>"]=0
    for sentence in sentences:
        for word in sentence.strip().split():
        word=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",word.lower())
        if word not in vocabulary:
                    vocabulary[word]=len(vocabulary)

window_size = 3
vector_dim = 100
epochs = 1000

vocab,couples,labels=process_data(sys.argv[1],window_size)

vocab_size=len(vocab)

word_target, word_context = zip(*couples)  

input_target = Input((1,))  
input_context = Input((1,))

embedding = Embedding(vocab_size, vector_dim, input_length=1)  
target = embedding(input_target)
target = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(target)
context = embedding(input_context)
context = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(context)

dot_product = merge([target, context], mode='dot', dot_axes=1)  
dot_product = Reshape((1,))(dot_product)
output = Dense(1, activation='sigmoid')(dot_product)
model = Model(input=[input_target, input_context], output=output)
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])

print model.summary()

epochs=int(sys.argv[2])

model.fit_generator(generator(word_target, word_context,labels,100),

                    steps_per_epoch=100, epochs=epochs)             
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This function processes our input dataset (a text corpus). It generates the context
data (valid/invalid contexts) and the corresponding labels.

We split up the generated couples into the target words (the words for which we
predict valid or invalid context words) and the context words.

Both targets and contexts consist of one-dimensional Input layers.

Our embedding accepts Inputs of size 1, and maps them to vectors of size
vector_dim, for a total of vocab_size different words. We embed both Inputs
(targets and contexts) in the same Embedding, reshaping them to the desired vecor
length.

The dot product of the target and context vectors is the intermediate representation
upon which the final classification (valid context word or not, for given target
word) is based.

Our generator feeds random batches of target words, context words and labels
(each batch containing 100 cases), for 1000 epochs. Every epoch carries out 100
optimization steps.

We extract the per-word weights from the shared embedding. These weights
constitute the word2vec embedding for the input words.

Running our word2vec implementation on the Yelp data, with 100 samples per batch, for 1000
training epochs, already produces more interesting results compared to our previous approach.
Here are the nearest neighbors of some input words in the produced embedding file, computed
with list_vectors.py:

waitresscashier
seasonal peach,fruit
indiannaan
cafécrema
babaganoush
bone marrow

In order to obtain truly meaningful and convincing results though, the model should be trained
on much larger amounts of data, for many more iterations.

We may wonder whether the classification task we used to create our word embedding on the fly
actually would benefit from a stronger embedding. From our small dataset, we were not able to
derive a very interpretable embedding, in terms of word relations. Fortunately, we can deploy
models that have been compiled by others, and load them into our classifiers. Let’s boost our
Yelp review labeling task with such a model.

Scenario: Rather than use an embedding that was trained for a certain task (like sentiment

                    steps_per_epoch=100, epochs=epochs)             

save_embedding("embedding.txt", embedding.get_weights()[0], vocab)  
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labeling), you want to use a pre-trained word2vec model which is based on other (better,
more) training data. Hopefully, it improves the results on your specific task. How do you
implement this?

This diagram describes the approach:

Figure 3.9 Leveraging pre-trained word embeddings for a sentiment labeling task.

We will test this idea in two steps. First, we replace the original embedding with the embedding
we just produced with our Word2vec implementation.

Then, we will go for a really large of-the-shelf word2vec model compiled by Stanford University
on 6 billion words (with a vocabulary of 400K words), and see how that pans out.

The Keras documentation has a good example for loading existing, pre-trained embeddings into
an Embedding layer. We will use this approach, and first load our word2vec embedding into our
sentiment classifier. We just read the saved embedding line by line into a dictionary, mapping
words to vectors. Then we create a matrix of size

(number of words in vocabulary,embedding vector size)

and fill that matrix with the vectors for every word index (the integer value for a word) in the
vocabulary:
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Listing 3.9 Loading existing embeddings for a classification task.

Notice that we do not train the Embedding after loading the pre-trained embedding, since that
process has been delegated to the external process generating our Embedding.

Listing 3.10 Initializing an Embedding with a pre-trained model.

Settting the trainable parameter to True may be helpful, though: it amounts to  anseeding
Embedding with a pre-trained model, and fine-tuning it for the specific task at hand.

Our code remains the same as Listing 3.3, with the exception of loading an embedding from file
and loading it into our model:

Listing 3.11 Using existing embeddings for a classification task.

Load an embedding from file (specified on the command line).

Initializing the weights of an Embedding with the weights from the embedding file.

When we run this, feeding it the saved embedding produced by our word2vec implementation,
we are unpleasantly surprised: the reported accuracy on the test data appears to drop
significantly, to a measly 62%. How come? The most likely explanation is that the embedding

def load_embedding(f, vocab, embedding_dimension):
    embedding_index = {}
    f = open(f)
    n=0
    for line in f:
        values = line.split()
        word = values[0]
        if word in vocab: #only store words in current vocabulary
            coefs = np.asarray(values[1:], dtype='float32')
            if n: #skip header line
                embedding_index[word] = coefs
            n+=1
    f.close()

    embedding_matrix = np.zeros((len(vocab) + 1, embedding_dimension))
    for word, i in vocab.items():
        embedding_vector = embedding_index.get(word)
        if embedding_vector is not None:
            embedding_matrix[i] = embedding_vector
    return embedding_matrix

embedding = Embedding(len(vocab) + 1,
                      embedding_dimension,
                      weights=[embedding_matrix],
                      input_length=max_len,
                      trainable=False)

embedding_matrix=load_embedding(sys.argv[3],vocab,embedding_dimension)  
embedding = Embedding(len(vocab) + 1,
                            embedding_dimension,
                            weights=[embedding_matrix],
                            input_length=max_len,
                            trainable=False)  
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created by our first classifier was geared towards its classification task, apparently superseding
the weak word2vec model we induced from the smallish data sample.

So, let’s move to a much stronger model, then.

We will load a model consisting of 100-dimensional word embeddings of 400k words, based on
a 2014 version of English Wikipedia. The embeddings were created by GloVe, a word
embedding tactic based on statistical word co-occurrences ( ). This time, we willStanford NLP
use a different loading function, specialized for processing large zip files (the GloVe vector file
is over 820 MB):

Listing 3.12 Loading a pre-trained zipped embedding.

We restrict the import of the model to the words that are in our training and test data. A quick
inspection of a fragment of the model with TSNE shows interpretable clusterings of words:

def load_embedding_zipped(f, vocab, embedding_dimension):
    embedding_index = {}
    with zipfile.ZipFile(f) as z:
        with z.open("glove.6B.100d.txt") as f:
            n=0
            for line in f:
                if n:
                    values = line.split()
                    word = values[0]
                    if word in vocab: #only store words in current vocabulary
                        coefs = np.asarray(values[1:], dtype='float32')
                        embedding_index[word] = coefs
                n+=1
    z.close()
    embedding_matrix = np.zeros((len(vocab) + 1, embedding_dimension))
    for word, i in vocab.items():
        embedding_vector = embedding_index.get(word)
        if embedding_vector is not None:
            embedding_matrix[i] = embedding_vector
    return embedding_matrix
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Figure 3.10 T-SNE visualization of a GloVe embedding.

T-SNE has cast the various GloVe vectors into a 2-D space, as points with 2 coordinates. The
scale of the X- and Y-axis was determined automatically by T-SNE (apparently, the X-axis
ranges from -1 to 8, and the Y-axis from -3 to 4), and need not concern us. Notice how words
like 'championship','race' and 'round', or 'international' and 'global' are put close to each other.
This makes sense, since these words are near-synonyms. But notice also how 'small' and 'large'
are lumped together. This demonstrates that the type of synonymy vector-based models like
GloVe (and, for that matter, word2vec) deduce is basically 'distributional similarity': two words
obtain vector representations that are more similar if those words share more contexts in the
training data.

As it turns out, the GloVe model also does not fare well, albeit slightly better. It produces an
accuracy of 66%.
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What happens when we re-train the pre-trained embeddings, by setting the trainable parameter of
Embedding to True? The following diagram shows how we re-train a pre-trained word
embedding as part of a sentiment labeling task.

Figure 3.11 Re-training a pre-trained word embeddings for a sentiment labeling task.

Both our word2vec embedding and the GloVe model produce accuracies in the range of 72% on
the test data, close to the original result (73.6%) produced by our first classifier. 3

Apparently, there is not a lot to be gained here. The contribution of the general external
word2vec models does not bring any advantages to our task. This could be due to the fact that
our data is a quite specific domain, as compared to the much broader Wikipedia domain of the
GloVe model. Regardless, a lesson we can take away from this small experiment is that
task-specific embeddings, optimized for a certain task, may under specific circumstances be
superior to pre-trained word embeddings. Testing the benefits or drawbacks of external word
embeddings is fortunately quite easy with the pattern we implemented above.
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Embeddings are not restricted to the word level. We can embed (vectorize) larger linguistic units,
like sentences, paragraphs or even entire documents. Let’s just refer to all of those as documents.
Why would we do such a thing? Some useful applications are matching questions with answers,
or document retrieval (looking for similar documents for an input document). By representing
documents with vectors, we can look for similarity in the derived vector space, just like semantic
similarity between words.

Scenario:

Given a certain document like a restaurant review complaining about the food (e.g. the
fish), you want to find reviews with similar complaints (e.g. about seafood). Can you
establish similarity using document embeddings?

Repeating our diagram:

3.3 From documents to vectors: doc2vec
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Figure 3.12 Document similarity based on document embeddings.

The original paper by  on 'paragraph vectors' ( ) proposes an elegantLeMikolov2014 par2vec
extension of word2vec to entire documents. Their approach has become known as 'doc2vec'.

The idea is quite simple. First, we assign to every document a unique identifier, like a file name,
or an integer. Then, the idea is to jointly embed these document identifiers in a separate
embedding, together with a word-based embedding of their content.

The following diagram, from , illustrates the process:LeMikolov2014

Figure 3.13 Doc2vec (from LeMikolov2014). A paragraph (or document) identifier is
embedded in a separate matrix, which is used in combination with a separate word
embedding.

We create a sliding window over the words in the documents, generate word n-grams of a
pre-specified size (e.g. 3), with a separate embedding for every word in the n-grams. For every
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combination of an n-gram and a document identifier, we generate a target, which is to be
predicted. These targets consist of the first word beyond the current n-gram. The document
identifiers become associated with many n-grams during training (but, importantly, only the
n-grams in their text). The identifiers form a type of memory, encoding the missing information
from the local n-grams to predict a next word. Once trained, the document identifiers become
associated with vectors that describe the aggregation of this missing information for predicting
next words, for all sequences. This missing information is an approximation of the topic of a
document.

For instance, given the following document '127':

127 My first visit to Hiro was a delight!

we generate the following n-grams, where we arbitrarily set n to 3 (so we are generating
'trigrams'):

my first visit
first visit to
visit to Hiro
to Hiro was
Hiro was a
was a delight

with respective target words

to
Hiro
was
a

So, for the trigram 'my first visit', the target word is 'to', since 'to' is the first word to the right of
this trigram in document 127.

For the last n-gram, , we may opt for generating an 'end of sentence' pseudotokenwas a delight
(in our code, we just ignore it).

Our data is set of Yelp reviews we used earlier. Every line consists of a sentence containing a
review statement:

Took an hour to get our food only 4 tables in restaurant my food was Luke warm,
Our server was running around like he was totally overwhelmed.
There is not a deal good enough that would drag me into that establishment again.
Hard to judge whether these sides were good because we were grossed out by the melted
styrofoam and didn't want to eat it for fear of getting sick.
On a positive note, our server was very attentive and provided great service.
Frozen pucks of disgust, with some of the worst people behind the register.
The only thing I did like was the prime rib and dessert section.
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First, let’s define a function for turning our data (consisting of a file with one document per line)
into integer-valued arrays for the document identifiers, context arrays of word n-grams, and
target words:

Listing 3.13 Processing data for doc2vec.

This function uses the ngrams function of sklearn for generating word n-grams, where  is set ton
the parameter value window_size. For every line in our data file, a unique, ascending document
identifier is generated. A context array is built up, containing the document identifier, and the
numerical representations (integers) of the words in every n-gram. The function also generates a
legenda file consisting of combinations of document identifiers (integers) and raw document
content (in our case, our documents are single-line text files). We will use the legenda file later
for interpreting the results. The following diagram illustrates the gist of the process:

def process_data(textFile,window_size):
    docs = getLines(textFile)
    vocab = dict()
    create_vocabulary(vocab, docs)
    docid=0
    contexts=[]
    docids=[]
    targets=[]

    f=open("docs.legenda","w")
    for s in docs:
        f.write("%d %s\n"%(docid,s))
        docids.append(docid)
        ngs=list(ngrams(s.split(), window_size))
        for i in range(len(ngs)-1):
            cs=[docid]
            ng=ngs[i]
            for w in ng:
                w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
                cs.append(vocab[w])
            contexts.append(cs)
            target_word=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",ngs[i+1][0].lower())
            targets.append(vocab[target_word])
        docid+=1
    f.close()
    return np.array(contexts),np.array(docids),np.array(targets),vocab
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Figure 3.14 Document processing for doc2vec.

We next define a  that deploys these arrays for generating batches of traininggenerator function
data, based on random selections:

Listing 3.14 Generating training batches for doc2vec.

This function will be called during training, and will generate random batches consisting of 2-D

def generator(contexts, targets, batch_size):
    w1 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    w2 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    w3 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    docid = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_targets = np.zeros((batch_size,1))

    while True:
        for i in range(batch_size):
            index= random.randint(0,len(targets)-1)
            batch_targets[i] = targets[index]
            docid[i]=contexts[index][0]
            w1[i] = contexts[index][1]
            w2[i] = contexts[index][2]
            w3[i] = contexts[index][3]
        yield [w1,w2,w3,docid], [batch_targets]
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arrays (with size (batch size,1)) harboring the words in the contexts generated by collect_data,
the corresponding document identifiers, and the target words.

With all this in place, let’s look at our model.

Listing 3.15 Model definition for doc2vec.

We have 4 Inputs in our model: 3 words and 1 document identifier. Targets for the next word
prediction task that drives our model are computed by our process_data function. The words and
document identifiers all share the same embedding, the outputs of which are combined by mere
concatenation into one context vector.

This concatenation of vector representations is flattened and fed into a Dense output layer.
Notice how we are predicting a numerical value for a target word (the word following a trigram
in our data). Using Keras' sparse_categorical_crossentropy as loss function caters for this type of
output. Our generator function takes care of providing our model with fresh and random samples
of contexts and corresponding targets during training. The document identifier embedding gets
trained 'on the fly' during the process of training the word embeddings with this 'next word
prediction' objective.

The results of this system, when trained on the Yelp data, display a number of interesting results.

input_w1 = Input((1,))
input_w2 = Input((1,))
input_w3 = Input((1,))
input_docid=Input((1,))

# Embeddings
embedding = Embedding(vocab_size, vector_dim, input_length=1, name='embedding')

vector_dim_doc=vector_dim
embedding_doc=Embedding(len(docids)+1,vector_dim_doc)

docid=embedding_doc(input_docid)
docid = Reshape((vector_dim_doc,1))(docid)

w1 = embedding(input_w1)
w1 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w1)

w2 = embedding(input_w2)
w2 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w2)

w3 = embedding(input_w3)
w3 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w3)

context_docid=concatenate([w1,w2,w3,docid])
context_docid=Flatten()(context_docid)
output = Dense(vocab_size,activation='softmax')(context_docid)
model = Model(input=[input_w1, input_w2, input_w3, input_docid], output=output)
model.compile(loss='sparse_categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])

print model.summary()

epochs=int(sys.argv[2])

model.fit_generator(generator(contexts,targets,100), steps_per_epoch=100, epochs=epochs)
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Below, some of the matches produced by the nearest neighbor search with gensim are listed
(here, we use the legenda file generated by our data processing function to reason back from
nearest neighbors (document identifiers) to texts). These texts are quite similar in terms of
content (without taking into account their sentiment polarity).

Here is the full code:

In the summer, you can dine in a charming outdoor patio - so very delightful.
I liked the patio and the service was outstanding.

Will never, ever go back.
Won't ever go here again.

The nachos are a MUST HAVE!
It sure does beat the nachos at the movies but I would expect a little bit more coming
    from a restaurant

The Greek dressing was very creamy and flavorful.
My side Greek salad with the Greek dressing was so tasty, and the pita and hummus was
    very refreshing.

This place is two thumbs up....way up.
2 Thumbs Up!!

Service was slow and not attentive
Waitress was a little slow in service.
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Listing 3.16 Doc2vec.

from keras.models import Model
from keras.layers import Input, Dense, Reshape, merge, concatenate, average, Flatten
from keras.layers.embeddings import Embedding
from keras.preprocessing import sequence
import numpy as np
import sys
import random
import re
from keras.utils import to_categorical
from nltk.util import ngrams
import codecs

def save_embedding(outputFile, weights, nb_docs):
    with codecs.open(outputFile, "w", "utf-8") as f:
        f.write(str(nb_docs) + " " + str(weights.shape[1]) + "\n")
                for index in range(nb_docs):
            f.write("doc_"+str(index) + " ")
                        for i in xrange(len(weights[index])):
                    f.write(str(weights[index][i]) + " ")
                    f.write("\n")

def getLines(f):
    lines = [line.rstrip() for line in open(f)]
    return lines

def create_vocabulary(vocabulary, docs):
        vocabulary["<unk>"]=0
    for doc in docs:
        for word in doc.strip().split():
                        word=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",word.lower())
                        if word not in vocabulary:
                    vocabulary[word]=len(vocabulary)

def generator(contexts, targets, batch_size):
    w1 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    w2 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    w3 = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    docid = np.zeros((batch_size, 1))
    batch_targets = np.zeros((batch_size,1))

    while True:
        for i in range(batch_size):
            index= random.randint(0,len(targets)-1)
            batch_targets[i] = targets[index]
            docid[i]=contexts[index][0]
            w1[i] = contexts[index][1]
            w2[i] = contexts[index][2]
            w3[i] = contexts[index][3]
        yield [w1,w2,w3,docid], [batch_targets]

def process_data(textFile,window_size):
    docs = getLines(textFile)
    vocab = dict()
    create_vocabulary(vocab, docs)
    docid=0
    contexts=[]
    docids=[]
    targets=[]

    f=open("docs.legenda","w")
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    for s in docs:
        f.write("%d %s\n"%(docid,s))
        docids.append(docid)
        ngs=list(ngrams(s.split(), window_size))
        for i in range(len(ngs)-1):
            cs=[docid]
            ng=ngs[i]
            for w in ng:
                w=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",w.lower())
                cs.append(vocab[w])
            contexts.append(cs)
            target_word=re.sub("[.,:;'\"!?()]+","",ngs[i+1][0].lower())
            targets.append(vocab[target_word])
        docid+=1
    f.close()
    return np.array(contexts),np.array(docids),np.array(targets),vocab

window_size = 3
vector_dim = 100
epochs = 1000

contexts,docids,targets,vocab=collect_data(sys.argv[1],3) # trigrams
vocab_size=len(vocab)

input_w1 = Input((1,))
input_w2 = Input((1,))
input_w3 = Input((1,))
input_docid=Input((1,))

# Embeddings
embedding = Embedding(vocab_size, vector_dim, input_length=1, name='embedding')

vector_dim_doc=vector_dim
embedding_doc=Embedding(len(docids)+1,vector_dim_doc)

docid=embedding_doc(input_docid)
docid = Reshape((vector_dim_doc,1))(docid)

w1 = embedding(input_w1)
w1 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w1)

w2 = embedding(input_w2)
w2 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w2)

w3 = embedding(input_w3)
w3 = Reshape((vector_dim, 1))(w3)

context_docid=concatenate([w1,w2,w3,docid])
context_docid=Flatten()(context_docid)
output = Dense(vocab_size,activation='softmax')(context_docid)
model = Model(input=[input_w1, input_w2, input_w3, input_docid], output=output)
model.compile(loss='sparse_categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])

print model.summary()

epochs=int(sys.argv[2])

model.fit_generator(generator(contexts,targets,100), steps_per_epoch=100, epochs=epochs)

save_embeddings("embedding_doc2vec.txt", embedding_doc.get_weights()[0], len(docids))

exit(0)
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We have gone through quite a bit of details in this chapter. Starting from random word
embeddings, we went into on-the-fly embeddings that were trained during the course of learning
a specific NLP task, in our case sentiment labeling of restaurant reviews. We contrasted these
embeddings with special-purpose embeddings like word2vec and GloVe, and went into the
details of word2vec and doc2vec.

In this chapter you learned

How embeddings can be optimized as a side effect of a certain objective like training a
sentiment classifier.
You have gone through the inner workings of two major embedding algorithms:
word2vec and doc2vec.
We have seen how to use pre-trained embeddings, and we have learned that using these is
not per definition beneficiary. Instead, sometimes it makes sense to use an on-the-fly
embedding that arises while attaining a secondary objective, such as document
classification.

Now, let us move from these representational issues to linguistic analysis: textual similarity, the
topic of the next chapter.

The code written in this chapter was partially inspired by the following external resources:

The Keras github examples

3.4 Wrapping up

3.5 External resources
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4
One of the most common applications in NLP is to determine whether two texts are similar.
Common applications include

document retrieval (query-result similarity)
topic labeling (assigning a topic to an unlabeled text based on similarity with a set of
labeled texts), and
authorship analysis (determining whether a text is written by a certain author, based on
texts attributed to that author).

We will approach the topic of text similarity from the perspective of authorship analysis. There
are two main topics in authorship analysis:

Authorship attribution: the problem of assigning a text to one of many authors.
Authorship verification: the problem of deciding whether a certain text of unknown
origin is written by the known author of another text.

In this chapter, you will learn:

The following scheme depicts the setup for the chapter:

Textual similarity

How to represent data for authorship analysis with deep learning: you will learn
about segmenting your data, and representing it with words, word n-grams and
character n-grams. You will experience some of the consequences of different text
representations for authorship analysis.
How to apply classifiers to authorship attribution, based on the various data
representations you will develop. You will learn about the merits of MLPs and CNNs
for authorship attribution.
How to apply Siamese networks for implementing authorship verification. Siamese
networks consist of two networks working hand in hand to determine the similarity of
two inputs, with a third component judging whether their response to their inputs
indicates similarity or not.
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Figure 4.1 Chapter organization.

Main scenario (authorship analysis): Suppose you are tasked with detecting textual
plagiarism. Maybe you are working at a publishing house, judging incoming manuscripts.
You are on the lookout for copied work. Skimming through your texts, you focus on
characteristic features, such as writing style, choice of words, etcetera. This task quickly
becomes impractical. Luckily, you have in your possession a dataset with texts written by
verified authors. Create a system that automatically detects whether a text presented by
one author has actually been written by another author.

We will decompose the scenario into two sub-scenarios:

Scenario 1 (Authorship attribution): You want to find out who of your authors wrote a
specific anonymous document. This entails that you create author profiles from named
documents expressing writing style. You will do the same for the unnamed document at
hand, and the best match of the document profile with one of your author profiles reveals
who has written the document.

Scenario 2 (Authorship verification): You receive a document with an author name on it,
but you are doubtful whether this author has written the document. Create a system that
decides if the author wrote this specific piece of text.

Let’s first take a look at our data.

4.1 The problem
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For both types of authorship analysis, we will use public domain data from the well-known
academic PAN network for digital text forensics. This network fosters the analysis of texts by
organizing challenges: scientific competitions aimed at advancing the state of the art for a certain
application of NLP. The data that we will use can be found at .pan.webis.de/data.html
Specifically, we will use the PAN12 dataset for both authorship attribution and verification.

The PAN data consist of a zipped training and a test dataset.

Unzipping the authorship attribution data creates separate folders holding 74 training and 78 test
documents, including a ground truth file for the test data. The ground truth file contains the real
author labels for the unlabeled test documents:

For training documents, the ground truth author label is part of the file name:

4.2 The data

4.2.1 Authorship attribution and verification data

file 12Atest01 = B  #(author=B)
file 12Atest02 = A  # (etc)
file 12Atest03 = A
file 12Atest04 = C
file 12Atest05 = C
file 12Atest06 = B

....

12CtrainC1.txt
12CtrainC2.txt
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These are two documents representing one author, 'C'. There are 14 different authors in total in
the training data.

Each document contains text snippets representing one specific author, and the task is to label the
test documents with the correct author names. In our authorship experiments (both attribution
and verification), we will use the training data of PAN only, and split it into training-test
partitions. For authorship verification, we will create pairs of documents belonging to either the
same author or two authors, and train a network on predicting whether the two documents belong
to the same author.

With our data in place, let’s now get to work. We will start by creating vector representations of
our data: word-based features, character n-gram features and linguistic features (representational
features) and word2vec representations (operational vectors).

There are roughly two approaches to representing text for authorship analysis. Both approaches
aim at deriving textual profiles for authors, in order to compare new texts with unknown
authorship to author-labeled documents. As you can imagine, style is determined by both lexical
choices and stylistic parameters dealing with word combinations. Further, there are subtle
parameters at play, such as choices of grammatical categories like parts of speech, regular typos,
abbreviations and other peculiarities. Summarizing, style is expressed by

Word choice

4.3 Data representation
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Word order and other grammatical choices
Low-level characteristics like typos and abbreviations.

Presenting these stylistic markers to an algorithm can be done with consecutive sequences of
characters or words, like

'o n t h e n i g h t' and
'On the night'

Also, linguistic features such as parts of speech, and other stylistic markers can be used. For
instance, the use of adjectives and adverbs is indicative of certain sentiments, which can be
author-specific: * I am totally crazy about this cool phone

We can represent this information in different types of vectors (for instance one-hot or numerical
vectors), which subsequently can be used in embeddings within the networks. In this chapter, we
will limit ourselves to embeddings of words and subwords (character n-grams), and we will not
address other linguistic features. The following diagram shows what we have in mind.

Figure 4.2 Turning document segments into vectors for author analysis.

Let’s flesh out the necessary data pre-processing tools we need in this Section.

First of all, it makes sense to chop up documents into fixed size blocks of a number of words,
and represent each of those blocks with a vector, rather than generating one vector for each
document: it is unlikely that one single vector can express a stylistic profile of an author. For
instance, while a doc2vec-based vector of 300 dimensions may represent the contents of the
underlying document in a global ('semantic') manner, it will not represent word order or other
personal style indicators.

4.3.1 Segmenting documents
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Here is how to segment documents, based on a specified block size (the desired number of words
per block).

Listing 4.1 Segmenting documents into blocks of words.

Split a line into tokens.

Append token to array.

Store token in a dictionary.

Segment the word array into segments of length nb_words_per_segment.

Return the segments and the size of the dictionary for further processing.

Calling this function on file 12AtrainA2.txt in our dataset, with a segment size of 20 words,
produces a list of word-based segments, the first of which is:

Single word- (unigram-) based document representations would only go so far for determining
authorship. Lexical choice may be an important stylistic trait, but the combination of words
seems even more important. Yet, we will give unigram-based (word-based) vectors a fair try.
Let’s dig up a Keras procedure from Chapter 2 for generating such vectors, a bag-of-words
representation with the , now applied to our document segments. Remember that thehashing trick
hashing trick creates vectors of a specified length by hashing its vector input data, and using the
hashed values as indices of the result vector. This gives us exact control over the length of our
vectors.

First, let’s extract a dictionary of labels from our data. Recall that our training data resides in
files with names like 12AtrainB.txt. The 'B' is the unique single-character identifier of the author.
We will use a dictionary to hold all labels. First, we convert every author identifier into a number
by subtracting 65 (the ascii value of 'A') from the ascii value of the identifier. This creates a 0 for

def segmentDocumentWords(filename, nb_words_per_segment):
    wordsDict={}
    words=[]
    with open(filename, "r") as f:
         for line in f:
            tokens=line.rstrip().split(" ")    
            for token in tokens:
                if token!='':
                    words.append(token)        
                    wordsDict[token]=1         

    f.close()
    segments=[words[i:i+nb_words_per_segment] for i in
    xrange(0,len(words),nb_words_per_segment)] 
    return segments, len(wordsDict)            

['Victor', 'Dolor', 'went', 'to', 'the', 'diner', 'because', 'two', 'months', 'ago', 'a', 'man',
 'killed', 'five', 'people', 'there.', 'The', 'man', 'was', 'Hugo']

4.3.2 Word-level information
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'A', a 1 for 'B', etc. Since we do not know if labels are missing in our data, we store these values
in the dictionary, which maps every subtraction result to a unique index. This is done by the
following procedure createLabelDict, that inspects both training and test data for labels.

Listing 4.2 Creating a label dictionary.

Extract the author label with a regex from the file name.

Convert the string label to a number.

Store the label in a dictionary.

Return the dictionary.

Next, we define a procedure for vectorizing documents using the segmentDocumentWords() and
createLabelDict() functions. This procedure will generate word-based vectors for segmented
documents.

def createLabelDict(pathTraining, pathTest):
    filesTraining = [join(pathTraining,filename) for filename in listdir(pathTraining)
    if isfile(join(pathTraining, filename))]
    filesTest = [join(pathTest,filename) for filename in listdir(pathTest)
    if isfile(join(pathTest, filename))]
    files=filesTraining+filesTest

    labelDict={}

    for file in files:
        match=re.match("^.*\/?12[A-Z][a-z]+([A-Z]+).+",file) 
        if match:
            label=ord(match.group(1))-65                     
        else:
            print('Skipping filename:%s'%(file))
            continue
        if label not in labelDict:
            labelDict[label]=len(labelDict)                  
    return labelDict                                         
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Listing 4.3 Vectorizing documents using bag-of-words.

We define a global dictionary for storing the collected vocabulary of the various
documents.

We turn character-based author identifiers into numbers: they become the numeric
labels we want to predict.

We segment the current document into segments of nb_words_per_segment length,
and obtain the vocabulary for the document.

We merge the document-based vocabulary with the global vocabulary (see below
for the function).

We store the segments just created.

The vocabulary size is computed from the global dictionary.

The hashing trick is applied to create hashed vectors, of the size of the segments.

We pick up the vocabulary length for later usage (see below).

def vectorizeDocumentsBOW(path, labelDict, nb_words_per_segment):
    files = [filename for filename in listdir(path) if isfile(join(path, filename))]
    segments=[]
    labels=[]
    globalDict={}                                         

    for file in files:
        match=re.match("^.*12[A-Z][a-z]+([A-Z]+).+",file)
        if match:
            label=ord(match.group(1))-65                  
        else:
            print('Skipping filename:%s'%(file))
            continue

     (segmented_document,wordDict)=segmentDocumentWords
     (join(path,file),nb_words_per_segment)               

        globalDict=mergeDictionaries(globalDict,wordDict) 

        segments.extend(segmented_document)               

        for segment in segmented_document:
            labels.append(label)

    vocab_len=len(globalDict)                             

    labels=[labelDict[x] for x in labels]
    nb_classes=len(labelDict)

    X=[]
    y=[]

    for segment in segments:
        segment=' '.join(segment)
        X.append(pad_sequences([hashing_trick(segment, round(vocab_len*1.3))],
        nb_words_per_segment)[0])                         

    y=np_utils.to_categorical(labels, nb_classes)

    return np.array(X), y, vocab_len                      
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Here is our helper function for merging two dictionaries:

Listing 4.4 Merging dictionaries.

Similarly, a procedure for generating word n-gram (with n>1) vectors copies virtually all of the
above, with a little change: we now chop up sentences into word n-grams of a specified size (like
2 for bigrams, or 3 for trigrams), using the nltk function ngrams(). First, we segment documents
based on word n-grams:

Listing 4.5 Segmenting documents using word n-grams.

Generate word n-grams from the current line.

Convert the n-grams (lists of words) back to strings.

Store every n-gram in a list.

Store every n-gram in a dictionary.

Segment the list of n-grams derived from the input line into segments of size
nb_words_per_segment.

Return the segments and the dictionary for further processing.

The vectorization procedure for word n-grams is then exactly the same as for separate words
(Listing 4.3), with a small difference: we use segmentDocumentNgrams() rather than
segmentDocumentWords() and we specify an additional ngram_size parameter:

def mergeDictionaries(d1, d2):
    d = d1.copy()
    d.update(d2)
    return d

from nltk.util import ngrams

def segmentDocumentNgrams(filename, nb_words_per_segment, ngram_size):
    wordsDict={}
    words=[]
    with open(filename, "r") as f:
         for line in f:
            ngrams_list=ngrams(line.rstrip(),ngram_size) 
            for ngram in ngram_list:
                joined='_'.join(ngram)                   
                words.append(joined)                     
                wordsDict[joined]=1                      
    f.close()
    segments=[words[i:i+nb_words_per_segment] for i in
    xrange(0,len(words),nb_words_per_segment)]           
    return segments, wordsDict                           
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Listing 4.6 Vectorizing documents using character n-grams.

Recall that CNNs are applying filters to their input, and that these filters usually address more
than one piece of information at a time. Feeding plain words to a CNN will result in
data-specific, weighted word n-gram extraction. If we preprocess our data explicitly by
generating word n-grams ourselves, a CNN will be able to detect higher-order n-grams from
these n-grams: n-grams of n-grams. Effectively, a CNN would combine ('filter') n-grams into
ordered lists of n-grams: it aims to detect interesting patches in the linear sequence of items it
receives, and it does not care whether these items are words or word n-grams. For instance,

John+went, went+to,to+the,the+dinner  [John+went, went+to], [to+the, the+dinner]

The grouped word bigrams would be detected by the CNN as interesting, informative patches.
Alternatively, when fed plain words, the CNN might figure out that

John+went and went+to

are interesting patches.

def vectorizeDocumentsNgrams(path, ngram_size, labelDict, nb_words_per_segment):
    files = [filename for filename in listdir(path) if isfile(join(path, filename))]
    segments=[]
    labels=[]
    globalDict={}

    for file in files:
    match=re.match("^.*12[A-Z][a-z]+([A-Z]+).+",file)
    if match:
            label=ord(match.group(1))-65
    else:
            print('Skipping filename:%s'%(file))
            continue
    (segmented_document,wordDict)=segmentDocumentNgrams(join(path,file),nb_words_per_segment,
    ngram_size)

    globalDict=mergeDictionaries(globalDict,wordDict)

    segments.extend(segmented_document)
    for segment in segmented_document:
            labels.append(label)

    vocab_len=len(globalDict)

    labels=[labelDict[x] for x in labels]
    nb_classes=len(labelDict)

    X=[]
    y=[]

    for segment in segments:
    segment=' '.join(segment)
    X.append(pad_sequences([hashing_trick(segment,
    round(vocab_len*1.5))], nb_words_per_segment)[0])

    y=np_utils.to_categorical(labels, nb_classes)

    return np.array(X),y, int(vocab_len*1.5)+1
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We will see in our experiments how that works out and if it brings any advantages.

Interestingly, a lot of research in authorship analysis (like "Stamatatos 2009: A survey of modern
) has found that  like character n-grams alsoauthorship attribution methods" subword information

bears authorship-revealing information. A bag-of-character n-grams representation can be
computed pretty much the same as our word based n-gram generator, with one difference: the
use of the Python built-in function list(), which splits a string into characters rather than words:

produces

The following list comprehension builds character trigrams from the output of list().

Listing 4.7 Generating character tri-grams.

gives

Here is a procedure for segmenting documents based on character n-grams. A suitable choice for
the parameter ngram_size would be 3 (trigrams), but the exact choice is open to experimentation,
which also holds for the parameter nb_words_per_segment.

Listing 4.8 Segmenting documents based on character n-grams.

We define a dictionary for the 'words' we encounter (in this case: character n-grams
of size ngram_size).

4.3.3 Subword-level information

list("Victor went to the diner")

['V', 'i', 'c', 't', 'o', 'r', ' ', 'D', 'o', 'l', 'o', 'r', ' ', 'w', 'e', 'n', 't', ' ', 't',
 'o', ' ', 't', 'h', 'e', ' ', 'd', 'i', 'n', 'e', 'r']

[''.join(ngram) for ngram in ngrams(list("Victor Dolor went to the diner"),3)]

['Vic', 'ict', 'cto', 'tor', 'or ', 'r D', ' Do', 'Dol', 'olo', 'lor', 'or ', 'r w', ' we', 'wen',
 'ent', 'nt ', 't t', ' to', 'to ', 'o t', ' th', 'the', 'he ', 'e d', ' di', 'din', 'ine', 'ner']

def segmentDocumentCharNgrams(filename, nb_words_per_segment, ngram_size):
    wordsDict={}                                           
    words=[]
    with open(filename, "r") as f:
         for line in f:
            line=line.rstrip().replace(' ','#')            
            char_ngrams_list=ngrams(list(line),ngram_size) 
            for char_ngram in char_ngrams_list:
                joined=''.join(char_ngram))
                words.append(joined)                       
                wordsDict[joined]=1                        
    f.close()
    segments=[words[i:i+nb_words_per_segment] for i
    in xrange(0,len(words),nb_words_per_segment)]          
    return segments, wordsDict                             
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We replace every space with a separate symbol, #, in order to be able to keep track
of word transitions.

Generate character n-grams from the current line of text.

Collect every n-gram into a list, for generating segments later on.

Store every n-gram in the dictionary.

Create segments fro the collected words, with length nb_words_per_segment.

Return segments and dictionary for further processing.

The vectorization procedure for character n-grams is the same as for separate words (Listing
4.3), with a small difference: we use segmentDocumentCharNgrams() rather than
segmentDocumentWords(), and we specify the ngram_size parameter:

Listing 4.9 Vectorizing documents based on character n-grams.

Let’s conclude with an overview of our main data preprocessing routines.

def vectorizeDocumentsCharNgrams(path, ngram_size, labelDict, nb_words_per_segment):
    files = [filename for filename in listdir(path) if isfile(join(path, filename))]
    segments=[]
    labels=[]
    globalDict={}

    for file in files:
    match=re.match("^.*12[A-Z][a-z]+([A-Z]+).+",file)
    if match:
            label=ord(match.group(1))-65
    else:
            print('Skipping filename:%s'%(file))
            continue

   (segmented_document,wordDict)=segmentDocumentCharNgrams(join(path,file),nb_words_per_segment,
    ngram_size)

    globalDict=mergeDictionaries(globalDict,wordDict)

    segments.extend(segmented_document)
    for segment in segmented_document:
            labels.append(label)

    vocab_len=len(globalDict)

    labels=[labelDict[x] for x in labels]
    nb_classes=len(labelDict)

    X=[]
    y=[]

    for segment in segments:
    segment=' '.join(segment)
    X.append(pad_sequences([hashing_trick(segment, round(vocab_len*1.5))],
    nb_words_per_segment)[0])

    y=np_utils.to_categorical(labels, nb_classes)

    return np.array(X),y, (vocab_len*1.5)+1
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In this section, we investigate our classification-based perspective on textual similarity.

4.4 Models for measuring similarity

Routine description Reference

Segmenting documents based on words Listing 4.1

Vectorizing documents using bag-of-words Listing 4.3

Segmenting documents using word n-grams Listing 4.5

Segmenting documents based on character n-grams Listing 4.7

Vectorizing documents based on character n-grams Listing 4.8
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Let us return to our scenario for authorship attribution:

Scenario 1 (Authorship attribution): You want to find out who of your authors wrote a
specific anonymous document. This entails that you create author profiles from named
documents expressing writing style. You will do the same for the unnamed document at
hand, and the best match of the document profile with one of your author profiles reveals
who has written the document.

First, we train a deep multilayer perceptron and a CNN on the authorship attribution task. The
two models are evaluated for our three types of data representation: word unigrams, word
n-grams, and character n-grams, on the PAN data.

Under the multiclass approach to authorship attribution, we train a classifier on the authors in the
PAN dataset for task A. Every author constitutes a class, so we have as many classes as authors,
and we treat the problem as a regular classification problem. We assign every test documents to
exactly one author.

We start with processing our data. We will be using just the training data of PAN, and split it up
into a 66-33% split, with 66% for training, and 33% for testing. We therefore do not need a label
dictionary based on both training and test data, which is why we use a createLabelDictOneFile()
variant of createLabelDict():

4.5 Authorship attribution

4.5.1 Multilayer perceptrons
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Listing 4.10 Create a single-file label dictionary.

Extract the author label from the file name with a regex.

Convert the string label to a numerical value.

Store the label in a dictionary.

Return the dictionary.

Our data processing then becomes the following:

Here is our model. As you see, it is quite simple. It has a proprietary Embedding for representing
the word indices of our 500-word blocks as 300-dimensional vectors. The Embedding connects
to a Dense layer which feeds into a Dropout layer. Dropout layers randomly deactivate neurons
in their (in our case 300-dimensional) input in order to omit over-fitting. The 0.3 value is a
parameter governing the random selection of neurons. Following this, we flatten our 500*300
layer, and feed it into a Dense output layer with nb_classes dimensionality (the number of
authors in our dataset).

def createLabelDictOneFile(path):
    files = [join(path,filename) for filename in listdir(path) if isfile(join(path, filename))]
    labelDict={}

    for file in files:
        match=re.match("^.*\/?12[A-Z][a-z]+([A-Z]+).+",file) 
        if match:
            label=ord(match.group(1))-65                     
        else:
            print('Skipping filename:%s'%(file))
            continue
        if label not in labelDict:
            labelDict[label]=len(labelDict)                  

    return labelDict                                         

train="/data/pan12-authorship-attribution-training-corpus-2012-03-28/"

labelDict=createLabelDictOneFile(train)

input_dim = 500

X, y, vocab_len = vectorizeDocumentsBOW(train,labelDict,input_dim)

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.33, random_state=42)

nb_classes = len(labelDict)
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Listing 4.11 MLP for authorship attribution.

Running this MLP on the single-word based representation of PAN data results in score of
around 65% accuracy. This is to be expected from a single-word-based approach that blissfully
ignores word combinations.

Can we do better? First let’s take a look at subword information. We apply the same model to
5-character n-grams by generating X,y (vectors and labels) with

Unfortunately, the performance drops significantly, to scores in the realm of 55% (54.17 in our
run). Apparently, we loose a lot of valuable lexical information in this word-based approach.

If we want to apply the explicit word n-grams approach, where we restructure documents as
sequences of n-grams, like bigrams

using our segmentDocumentNgrams() , we run into another kind of trouble: our lexicon explodes
to a much higher size, because of the fact that there is far less repetition of unique n-grams than
for unigrams. For our data split, the vocabulary size for unigram words is 278,000, and for
5-word n-grams it becomes over 660,000. This has unpleasant ramifications for the size of our
Embedding, that now has to cater for 3 times as many word indices. The model summary we
have for unigrams is

model = Sequential()
model.add(Embedding(vocab_len, 300, input_length=input_dim))
model.add(Dense(300, activation='relu'))
model.add(Dropout(0.3))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(nb_classes, activation='sigmoid'))

model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])

print model.summary()

nb_epochs=10

model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=nb_epochs, shuffle=True,batch_size=64,validation_split=0.3,
          verbose=2)
loss, accuracy = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, verbose=0)

print('Accuracy: %f' % (accuracy*100))

X, y, vocab_len = vectorizeDocumentsCharNgrams(train,5,labelDict,input_dim)

'Victor_Dolor', 'Dolor_went', 'went_to', 'to_the', ...]

_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #
=================================================================
embedding_1 (Embedding)      (None, 500, 100)          27801500
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 500, 100)          10100
_________________________________________________________________
dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 500, 100)          0
_________________________________________________________________
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Now, comparing this to 5-grams, we observe an increase from 28 million parameters to over 66
million parameters.

Let’s see what happens when we switch to 10-grams (sequences of 10 words):

We see that the parameter space derails to a dazzling 1.2 billion parameters. It is clear that is not
a fruitful approach: generating longer n-grams leads to dramatic increases of lexical entries,
because there is less repetition. This is like going from 26 characters to words: if you split all
words in a document into alphabetic characters, you end uop with 26 different characters, and if
you were to build a lexicon from those, it would just have 26 entries. But if you were to split
your words into character bigrams, your lexicon would be much bigger, since there are in theory
26*26 different bigrams in your data. The same observation carries over to the word level.

dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 500, 50)           5050
_________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten)          (None, 25000)             0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 14)                350014
=================================================================
Total params: 28,166,664
Trainable params: 28,166,664
Non-trainable params: 0

Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #
=================================================================
embedding_1 (Embedding)      (None, 500, 100)          66251800
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 500, 100)          10100
_________________________________________________________________
dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 500, 100)          0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 500, 50)           5050
_________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten)          (None, 25000)             0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 14)                350014
=================================================================
Total params: 66,616,964
Trainable params: 66,616,964
Non-trainable params: 0

_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #
=================================================================
embedding_1 (Embedding)      (None, 500, 100)          1261507700
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 500, 100)          10100
_________________________________________________________________
dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 500, 100)          0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 500, 50)           5050
_________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten)          (None, 25000)             0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 14)                350014
=================================================================
Total params: 1,261,872,864
Trainable params: 1,261,872,864
Non-trainable params: 0
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How about a CNN that -by its nature- takes into account sequences of words or character
n-grams, without this parameter expansion?

CNNs have been frequently applied to authorship attribution. The motivation is simply that
authorship is expressed by many features scattered across a document, and that CNNs are good
at picking up these features. Recall from Chapter 2 that CNNs apply a filtering process to the
data they process. In the textual domain, these filters address combinations for words. Just for
comparison reasons, for keeping the model as similar as possible to our previous MLP, and apply
it to word unigrams, for a segment size of 500 words, like before. We insert an extra
Convolution1D layer after the Dense layer, with 32 filters of size 30 words. These numbers were
chosen arbitrarily, and can (and should) be carefully tuned when optimizing a real-world
application.

Here is the model (again, the preprocessing of the data remains the same as for the MLP):

Listing 4.12 CNN for authorship attribution.

Running this model produces accuracy results in the eighties (87.1% for our run), which is
significantly better than our MLP. Apparently, and understandably, sequences of word reveal
much more about authorship and textual similarity than just bare words.

Likewise, running the model on character n-grams sequences (the 5-grams we used before)
produces better results, but still below the word-based sequences (74.70% in our run). Notice
that in this case, the CNN spots combinations of character 5-grams.

The take-way from these small experiments is, first of all, that lexical information only is not
sufficient for establishing textual similarity. Style is expressed both lexically and formally, in
terms of word combinations. CNNs are the natural tools for emphasizing sequential information,
which also carries lexical information, and they consistently outperformed a simple MLP in our
experiments. Subword information (character n-grams) produced a reasonable baseline. We have
seen that certain choices for feature representations (word n-grams for MLPs) have a direct
bearing on model complexity and resource demands. These choices can be balanced with

4.5.2 CNNs for text

model = Sequential()
model.add(Embedding(vocab_size, 300, input_length=input_dim))
model.add(Dense(300, activation='relu'))
model.add(Convolution1D(32, 30, padding="same"))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(nb_classes, activation='softmax'))

model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='adam',metrics=['acc'])

print model.summary()

model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=nb_epochs, shuffle=True,batch_size=16,
      validation_split=0.3, verbose=2)
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alternatives that implicitly use similar representations with less resources (like CNNs for word
sequences). In general, models with fewer parameters are preferable to more complex models (

). But the exact merits of alternatives will have to be established throughOccam’s razor
experimentation.

Let 's now focus on implementing a method for determining authorship similarity using an
LSTM-based Siamese network. Recall our scenario for authorship verification:

Scenario 2 (Authorship verification): You receive a document with an author name on it,
but you are doubtful whether this author has written the document. Create a system that
decides if the author wrote this specific piece of text.

Siamese networks are the natural choice for determining similarity between two pieces of data.
Let’s find out how they work.

4.6 Authorship verification
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Siamese networks are networks with (usually two) sister subnetworks and an arbiter. The two
sister networks share the same weights. They are applied to pairs of inputs that are labeled for
similarity: binary classes (0 or 1) that express whether the paired inputs are similar (according to
some definition of similarity). Their latent representations (the weight activations of their final
hidden layer, usually) are used by the arbiter as follows: the arbiter computes a distance (called 

) between these representations, and the overall network learns a threshold tocontrastive loss
decide whether the measured distance for two inputs indicates textual similarity or not.

The following diagram depicts a typical Siamese network.

Figure 4.3 A Siamese network.

In order to prepare our data for training such a network (which must be trained on pairs of
similar (same author) or dissimilar (unrelated) texts), we take random samples (of a pre-specified
size) from the vectorized documents in our dataset. So, we start from the stage where we have
already turned our documents into vectors, labeled with one-hot class labels (we will use the
output from vectorizeDocumentsBOW())

We next create a data splitter that randomly samples pairs of documents from the output from
vectorizeDocumentsBow() (the X (vectors) and y (labels corresponding to authors), and label the

4.6.1 Siamese networks: network twins

...
labelDict=createLabelDictOneFile(train)

input_dim = 500

X, y, vocab_size=vectorizeDocumentsBOW(train,labelDict,input_dim)
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pairs with a '1' if both members of the pair belong to the same author, and with a '0' if not. Our
data splitter is called splitData(), and the code is as follows:

Listing 4.13 A data splitter for authorship verification.

We gather the documents written per author and store them as a list in a dictionary.

Here, the sampling starts. We draw two authors (they can be the same), and
randomly sample documents from both authors.

We label the drawn samples. If the two authors happen to be the same, we generate
a label 1, otherwise a 0.

We return the labeled data as two input arrays (X_left,X_right) and one array of
associated labels.

In order to teach the network something about similarity, we need a distance function. We can
use pretty much anything we like, here, but an exponentiated negative sum of differences is a
good choice since it produces values in the range [0,1].

def splitData(X,y, max_samples_per_author=10):
    X,y=shuffle(X,y,random_state=42)
    AuthorsX={}

    for (x,y) in zip(X,y):                                   
            y=np.where(y==1)[0][0]
            if y in AuthorsX:
                    AuthorsX[y].append(x)
            else:
                    AuthorsX[y]=[x]

    X_left=[]
    X_right=[]
    y_lr=[]

    Done={}
    for author in AuthorsX:
        nb_texts=len(AuthorsX[author])
        nb_samples=min(nb_texts, max_samples_per_author)
        left_docs=np.array(AuthorsX[author])
        random_indexes=np.random.choice(left_docs.shape[0], nb_samples, replace=False)
        left_sample=np.array(AuthorsX[author])[random_indexes]
        for other_author in AuthorsX:                        
            if  (other_author,author) in Done:
                    pass
            Done[(author,other_author)]=1

            right_docs=np.array(AuthorsX[other_author])

            nb_samples_other=min(len(AuthorsX[other_author]), max_samples_per_author)
            random_indexes_other=np.random.choice(right_docs.shape[0],
                                 nb_samples_other, replace=False)
            right_sample=right_docs[random_indexes_other]

            for (l,r) in zip(left_sample,right_sample):      
                    X_left.append(l)
                    X_right.append(r)
                    if author==other_author:
                            y_lr.append(1.0)
                    else:
                            y_lr.append(0.0)
    return np.array(X_left),np.array(X_right),np.array(y_lr) 
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This function measures the difference between two numerical vectors (in our case: the latent
space embeddings of the two documents we’re comparing). Differences close to 0 produce
values near to 1:

and large differences produce outcomes close to zero:

which is exactly what we want, since we label similar document pairs as 1 and different pairs as
0.

To summarize, here is the code for processing our data.

Now, let’s take a look at our network. We can use any architecture we like for the two sister
networks, bur we opt for a simple LSTM architecture. The structure is displayed in the following
picture.

Figure 4.4 Siamese network architecture.

def exp_neg_manhattan_distance(x, y):
        return K.exp(-K.sum(K.abs(x-y), axis=1, keepdims=True))

exp(-0.001)=0.999

exp(-100)=3.720075976020836e-44

train=...

labelDict=createLabelDict(train)

input_dim = 500 # word chunks

X, y, vocab_size=vectorizeDocumentsBOW(train,labelDict,input_dim)

nb_classes = len(labelDict)

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.33, random_state=42)

X_train_left, X_train_right, y_train_lr=splitData(X_train,y_train,20)
X_test_left, X_test_right, y_test_lr=splitData(X_test,y_test,20)
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Listing 4.14 Siamese network for authorship verification.

The two sister networks share the same embeddings, so the same weights.

We define the number of units for our LSTM.

The two networks share the same LSTM layer as well, which is used as an
encoder: it encodes the inputs into similar, latent representations.

A Lambda layer in Keras can be used to apply a function to an arbitrary layer, and
send the output to a following layer. In our case, that function is the
exp_neg_manhattan_distance() function.

The model consumes two inputs, and maps them to the distance between the latent
representations of that input. It is constrained by our ground truth: a binary label
stating if the two inputs are from the same author or not.

This Siamese network, when run on a similar training-test split as before (66%-33%), with the
training data based on 20 sample document segments per author (each one comprising 500
words), produces results in the range of 86% accuracy (86.86% on our run). SO, for 33% of this
data, consisting of paired 500-word segments (which are labeled with a 1 if two segments
originate from the same author, and with a 0 if not), it makes an error in just under 14% of the
cases.

It is possible to adjoin multiple sister networks (not just two), and an interesting idea is to
combine multiple feature representations of the same data. For instance, we could have two sister
networks working on BOW features, two on character n-grams, etcetera, and combine all of them
into one Siamese network.

left_input = Input(shape=(input_dim,), dtype='int32')
right_input = Input(shape=(input_dim,), dtype='int32')

embedding = Embedding(vocab_size, 300, input_length=input_dim)
encoded_left = embedding(left_input) 
encoded_right = embedding(right_input)

nb_units=10                          

lstm = LSTM(nb_units)                
left_output = lstm(encoded_left)
right_output = lstm(encoded_right)

model_distance = Lambda(function=lambda x: exp_neg_manhattan_distance(x[0],
    x[1]),output_shape=lambda x: (x[0][0], 1))([left_output, right_output]) 

model = Model([left_input, right_input], [model_distance])                  

model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam', metrics=['accuracy'])

model.fit([X_train_left, X_train_right], y_train_lr, batch_size=64, nb_epoch=nb_epochs,
                            validation_split=0.3, verbose=2)
model.evaluate([X_test_left, X_test_right], y_test_lr)

loss, accuracy = model.evaluate([X_test_left, X_test_right], y_test_lr, verbose=0)
print('Accuracy: %f' % (accuracy*100))
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In this chapter, you have seen two approaches to textual similarity, illustrated by two different
use cases: authorship attribution and authorship verification. We found out that representational
choices can have hefty ramifications for model complexity, and that some models may bypass
that burden by their intrinsic organization (like MLPs compared to CNNs). We investigated
Siamese networks, and checked their applicability to textual similarity.

Summarizing, in this chapter you learned:

How to preprocess your data (segmentation, vectorization) in a variety of ways.
The pros and cons of using a multilayer perceptron versus a convolutional neural network
for authorship attribution.
The relative merits of word-based and character-based presentations of texts, and the
consequences for model complexity and performance.
How to apply Siamese networks for determining textual similarity.

In the next chapter, we will turn to sequential NLP tasks and the use of memory.

4.7 Wrap up
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5
In this chapter, you will learn about the use of memory for
analyzing sequential NLP tasks. Specifically, this chapter
covers

The central task in this chapter is Question Answering: answering a question on the basis of a
number of facts. This task involves using memory: facts are stored in memory, and the question
refers back to past information. How do the various models for sequential processing stack up to
this task?

We will demonstrate the difference between "flat memory" approaches like RNNs and LTSMs,
and "responsive memory" approaches like end-to-end memory networks in the context of
Question Answering, and we will assess the benefits of memory networks for question
answering. In the next chapter ( ), we will proceed with applyingEpisodic Memory for NLP
end-to-end networks to a number of other sequential NLP tasks.

The organization of the chapter is as follows:

Sequential NLP and memory

How RNNs, LSTMs, and the newly introduced end-to-end memory networks
(memory networks for short) handle memory
How these approaches differ in performance and memory capacity
How to apply these techniques to a shared task: Question Answering.
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Figure 5.1 Chapter organization.

Language is a sequential, contextual phenomenon, and often addresses long range dependencies,
which must be kept in memory when emerging, and be available at later time steps for analysis.
Examples are part-of-speech tagging, syntactic parsing, sentiment and topic analysis and
semantic role labeling. For example, in order to assign the correct part of speech (a verb, not a
noun) to 'man' in the following confusing, so-called  sentence , the use of contextgarden path 4

(both to the left and right of 'man') is crucial:

The old man the boat

Another memory-intensive task is Question-Answering: answering a question on the basis of a
preceding sequence of facts.

5.1 Memory and language
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Question Answering involves matching answers (like factual statements) to questions. In a
machine learning context, this means teaching a machine to associate answers to questions.
Especially in the case of having several independent pieces of information available that may or
may not be relevant for answering a question, this task becomes dependent on memory: keeping
information in memory and being able to revert to that stored information.

An example of such a case would be:

SIDEBAR
Mary moved to the bathroom.

John went to the hallway.

Where is Mary? bathroom

The answer to the question in sentence 3 depends on fact 1. Facts 1 and 2 together are called a 
 or a . Fact 2 is an irrelevant fact for answering the question. A machine learningstory context

model learning these relations must have the capacity to store both facts, since, at encountering
these facts, it does not know the upcoming question.

We will make Question Answering the central theme of this chapter, and address it with a
number of sequential, memory-based approaches:

RNNs and LSTMs
End-to-end memory networks.

5.1.1 The problem: Question Answering
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Let’s address the problem we are trying to solve by means of a scenario.

Scenario: You are working on a language understanding module for a chatbot. The chatbot
must be able to answer questions about historical facts you hand it through a chat window:
it must be able to refer back to older information in order to answer a question.
Specifically, every question can be answered by exactly one statement that occurred in the
past. You have at hand a large dataset of hand-annotated questions linked to supporting
facts, and a set of candidate architectures that allow you to reason about memory. Using
RNN, LSTM, and end-to-end memory networks, how can you implement this chatbot
module?

So, the problem boils down to this: given a sequence of sentences, and a question that can be
answered by one (and only one) of the sentences, how can we retrieve the necessary information
for answering the question? Clearly, we have no idea what specific fragment of which sentence
is holding the answer. So, we need to store all information in these sentences (the ) and bestory
able to get back to that information when the question pops up. The limitation to one sentence
holding the answer to our question means we address 'single-fact question-answering' as apposed
to . The approaches we will work out are applicable to multi-factmulti-fact question-answering
question-answering, but we will not do so in this chapter.

We will use data produced by Facebook, called the bAbI dataset . This dataset consists of5

sequences of facts, linked to questions. One or more of the facts hold the answer to the question.

5.2 Data and data processing
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The dataset comprises a set of question-answering tasks, where, often, the link between the facts
holding the answers and the question is remote: typically, many irrelevant facts intervene
between question and answer. See below for typical data. A list of facts (numbered sentences) is
followed by a question, an answer to that question (just one word), and the identifier of the
sentence holding the answer.

In the first case (line 3), the sentence holding the answer to the question is sentence 1.

A sequence like this is called a  in bAbI nomenclature. Storing all intervening contextstory
between a question and the sentence holding its answer clearly poses a burden on the memory
capacity of models. We will investigate the performance of our models under two conditions:

Only using a question and the supporting fact.
Using all facts in a story, also non-relevant ones for answering a particular question.

The first condition can be used to assess question-answer matching in a restricted manner, and
the second condition addresses picking out an answer from a large heap of unrelated data,
demanding much more memory storage. How well do our models stack up to these conditions?
Let’s first develop procedures for getting the bAbI data ready for our models, by turning it into
vector representations.

We will convert stories into ordered lists of vectors and train a network to learn the relationship
between a question and a word in one of the facts. This means we are modeling a (possibly
long-distance) dependency. The actual deep learning part of this procedure is outlined in the next
sections, where we discuss different models. Here, we will concern ourselves with the
vectorization part, following the standard Keras bAbI example in figure below.

1 Mary moved to the bathroom.
2 John went to the hallway.
3 Where is Mary?     bathroom    1
4 Daniel went back to the hallway.
5 Sandra moved to the garden.
6 Where is Daniel?     hallway    4
7 John moved to the office.
8 Sandra journeyed to the bathroom.
9 Where is Daniel?     hallway    4
10 Mary moved to the hallway.
11 Daniel travelled to the office.
12 Where is Daniel?     office    11
13 John went back to the garden.
14 John moved to the bedroom.
15 Where is Sandra?     bathroom    8
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Figure 5.2 Data preparation: vectorizing stories.

We will need to create three lists of vectors, the reasons for which will become apparent soon.

First, we need a list holding all facts as vectors.
Secondly, we need a list of vectorized questions. A
Thirdly, we need a list of labels: word indices referring to the word that is the answer to a
question.

We will lump together all facts into one long vector. These vectors will be linked to questions
(also vectors) and labels (pointers to words: our answers consist of just one word). We
incorporate a switch (see below) that allows us to remove irrelevant ('noisy') facts from a
facts-question pair, or keep them. If we keep them we stress our model with a lot more
(irrelevant) data, but it is interesting to see how much trouble this causes.

For starters, we need a procedure for converting the bAbI stories to vectors. The first step in this
process is to create a tokenizer, a concept that should by now be familiar to you (see Chapter 2):
a lookup facility that converts words into numerical indices. This tokenizer is fitted on a
vocabulary, and here, we use all words in both training and test data:
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Listing 5.1 Tokenizing stories.

After open the training data file, read a fact: a line starting with a number and
closed with a period. Pick up the text from the fact.

Similarly, read a question and pick up the text.

Read a fact from the test data file and store the text.

Read a question from the test data file and store the text.

Create a vocabulary from the collected texts: a set of words.

Declare a tokenizer. Keras offers a Tokenizer class in keras.preprocessing.text.

Fit the tokenizer on the vocabulary. The fitted tokenizer converts words into unique
numbers.

With the generated tokenizer at hand, we can process our bAbI stories. We represent every list of
facts (either including intervening, irrelevant facts or just the fact(s) holding the answer to the
question) as one big vector. So, we basically concatenate the entire list of facts to one big string,
and tokenize that string (convert it to a numerical vector). This is a rather crude data
representation, but it turns out to work out well on average, as we will see shortly.

The following diagram explains what’s going on here in a bit more detail. A use_context flag,
passed on as a boolean parameter, indicates ro either use the entire story (all facts) or just the one
fact holding the answer to the question. Te diagram below generalizes this to a situation where

def create_tokenizer(trainingdata, testdata):
    f=open(trainingdata, "r")
    text=[]

    for line in f:
        m=re.match("^\d+\s([^\.]+)[\.].*",line.rstrip())                    
        if m:
            text.append(m.group(1))
        else:
            m=re.match("^\d+\s([^\?]+)[\?]\s\t([^\t]+)",line.rstrip())      
            if m:
                text.append(m.group(1)+' '+m.group(2))
    f.close()

    f=open(testdata, "r")
    for line in f:
        m=re.match("^\d+\s([^\.]+)[\.].*",line.rstrip())                    
        if m:
            text.append(m.group(1))
        else:
            m=re.match("^\d+\s([^\?]+)[\?].*",line.rstrip())                
            if m:
                text.append(m.group(1))
    f.close()

    vocabulary=set([word for word in text])                                 
    max_words = len(vocabulary)
    tokenizer = Tokenizer(num_words=max_words, char_level=False, split=' ') 
    tokenizer.fit_on_texts(text)                                            
    return tokenizer, max_words
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multiple facts may be holding the answer to the question, but in our case it’s always just one fact
versus all facts. After the relevant facts for answering the question have been determined, we
vectorize the facts, the question, and the answer, and append results to designated output
variables for the entire training and test data sets (X for facts, Q for questions, and y for
answers).

Figure 5.3 Story vectorization in detail.
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Listing 5.2 Processing stories.

The flag use_context is a boolean flag (True or False) that indicates whether to use
all facts (the entire story) for answering the question (True) or just the facts (in our
case: a single fact) holding the answer to the question.

Read a fact.

If the fact number is 1, then start a new story (implemented as a dictionary).

Store the text of the fact at an index that matches the fact number.

Read a question. Notice that a question ends a story. Questions list their answer
and the numbers referring to the fact(s) holding the answer.

The fact(s) holding the answer to the question are collected in one array.

If no additional context should be used, vectorize only the fact(s) holding the
answer.

Otherwise, collect all facts ()the entire story), ane vectorize that.

Vectorize the question.

Vectorize the answer.

def process_stories(filename,tokenizer,max_story_len,max_query_len,vocab_size,use_context=False): 

    f=open(filename,"r")
    X=[]
    Q=[]
    y=[]
    n_questions=0

    for line in f:
        m=re.match("^(\d+)\s(.+)\.",line.rstrip())                     
        if m:
            if int(m.group(1))==1:                                     
                story={}
            story[int(m.group(1))]=m.group(2)                          
        else:
            m=re.match("^\d+\s(.+)\?\s\t([^\t]+)\t(.+)",line.rstrip()) 
            if m:
                question=m.group(1)
                answer=m.group(2)
                answer_ids=[int(x) for x in m.group(3).split(" ")]     
                if use_context==False: 
                    facts=' '.join([story[id] for id in answer_ids])
                    vectorized_fact=vectorize(facts,tokenizer)
                else: 
                    vectorized_fact=vectorize(' '.join(story.values()),tokenizer)
                vectorized_question=vectorize(question,tokenizer)      
                vectorized_answer=vectorize(answer,tokenizer)          
                X.append(vectorized_fact)     
                Q.append(vectorized_question) 
                answer=np.zeros(vocab_size)   
                answer[vectorized_answer[0]]=1
                y.append(answer)
    f.close()

    X=pad_sequences(X,maxlen=max_story_len)    
    Q=pad_sequences(Q,maxlen=max_query_len)

    return np.array(X),np.array(Q),np.array(y) 
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Append the vectorized fact(s) to X.

Append the vectorized question to Q.

Create an answer vector: a one-hot vector of size vocab_size, with one bit on.
Append it to y.

Pad X and Q to uniform lengths.

Return X,Q,y.

For vectorizing a string, we implement the following function:

Listing 5.3 Vectorization.

This function produces an array of numbers for a string, by assigning each word a unique integer,
like

Mary moved to the bathroom  [8, 19, 1, 2, 10]

The process_stories() function produces a triple consisting of an array of vectorized facts, an
array of vectorized questions, and an array of one-hot vectors representing the answer word. So,
for the following story

this produces

Notice how these three arrays are in a one-to-one correspondence: X[i],Q[i], y[i] represent the
facts for a specific question at index , with its corresponding answer label.i

We are done with turning our bAbI stories into something we can feed to a sequential model.
Let’s proceed with that.

def vectorize(s, tokenizer):
    vector=tokenizer.texts_to_sequences([s])
    return vector[0]

Mary moved to the bathroom
John went to the hallway
Where is Mary? bathroom

[8, 19, 1, 2, 10, 6, 5, 1, 2, 12] (Mary moved to the bathroom
John went to the hallway)

[3, 4, 8] (Where is Mary)

[0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 0. 0. 0. 0.] (bathroom)
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Deep learning provides a number of sequential mechanisms for handling sequences. We have
seen a couple of those in previous chapters: LSTM’s and RNN’s were discussed in Chapters 2
and 3. How can we deploy these models for handling question answering? We will start with an
approach using RNNs, and we base our model on the ideas from implementation in the Keras
demo repository  for processing bAbI with RNNs.6

We will implement a branching model, with two RNNs  The two RNNs handle respectively the7

facts (stories) and the question. Their output is merged by concatenation, and sent through a
Dense layer that produces a scalar of the size of our answer vocabulary, consisting of
probabilities. The model is seeded with answer vectors with one bit on (one-hot), so the highest
probability in the output layer reflects the most probable bit, indicating a unique answer word in
our lexicon.

The model is depicted in the following figure:

5.3 Question Answering with sequential models

5.3.1 RNNs for Question Answering
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Figure 5.4 RNN for Question Answering.

The idea behind the branching model is that we combine two temporal processes: one for
analyzing a story, and one for analyzing a question. The questions are uniformly short sequences
in the bAbI task (they consist of just 3 words); the stories can be quite long: up to 58 words in
this task. We will use a single embedding for embedding both stories and questions; you can also
experiment with separate embeddings .8

Listing 5.4 Create a model and prepare the data.

def create_model(trainingData, testData, context=False):
    tokenizer,vocab_size, max_story_len,
                  max_query_len=create_tokenizer(trainingData,testData)         

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr=process_stories(trainingData,tokenizer,max_story_len,
                  max_query_len,vocab_size,use_context=context)                 

    X_te,Q_te,y_te=process_stories(testData,tokenizer,max_story_len,
                  max_query_len,vocab_size,use_context=context)                 

    embedding=layers.Embedding(vocab_size,100)                                  

    story = layers.Input(shape=(max_story_len,), dtype='int32')                 
    encoded_story = embedding(story)                                            
    encoded_story = SimpleRNN(30)(encoded_story)                                

    question = layers.Input(shape=(max_query_len,), dtype='int32')              
    encoded_question = embedding(question)                                      
    encoded_question = SimpleRNN(30)(encoded_question)                          

    merged = layers.concatenate([encoded_story, encoded_question])              
    preds = layers.Dense(vocab_size, activation='softmax')(merged)              

    model = Model([story, question], preds)                                     
    model.compile(optimizer='adam',
                            loss='categorical_crossentropy',
                            metrics=['accuracy'])

    return X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,X_te,Q_te,y_te,model
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We fit a tokenizer on the training and test data.

We process the stories in the training data. The parameter use+context specifies the
amount of irrelevant facts we factor in.

Similarly, we process the test data stories.

We define an embedding, that produces 100-dimensional vectors for the word
indices coming out of the tokenizer. We will use the same embedding for encoding
stories and questions.

We define an input layer for the stories.

We embed the input story.

The embedded story is passed on to a SimpleRNN layer, the output of which has a
dimensionality of 30.

An input layer for questions is defined.

We embed the question, using the embedding defined earlier.

The encoded question is passed on to a SimpleRNN layer with output
dimensionality 30.

The output of both SimpleRNN layers is combined through concatenation.

We define a Dense output layer. This layer has an output dimensionality of
vocab_size: it produces a tensor of probabilities (through its softmax activation);
the most probable component in that vector reflects the bit that is 'on' for the output
(answer) word.

We compile the model and return the model plus the processed data.

We summarize the model with the Keras procedure model.summary():

The following procedure trains the model and evaluates it on test data.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)                     Output Shape          Param #     Connected to
==================================================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)             (None, 58)            0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
input_2 (InputLayer)             (None, 3)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
embedding_1 (Embedding)          multiple              14800       input_1[0][0]
                                                                   input_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
simple_rnn_1 (SimpleRNN)         (None, 30)            3930        embedding_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
simple_rnn_2 (SimpleRNN)         (None, 30)            3930        embedding_1[1][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
concatenate_1 (Concatenate)      (None, 60)            0           simple_rnn_1[0][0]
                                                                   simple_rnn_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)                  (None, 148)           9028        concatenate_1[0][0]
==================================================================================================
Total params: 31,688
Trainable params: 31,688
Non-trainable params: 0
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Listing 5.5 Train and evaluate the model.

We will run the model on the following data, in the unzipped bAbI folder (you will find the
zipped data in the data folder for this chapter.) This data consists of 10,000 training items, and
1,000 test items.

Training data: /tasks_1-20_v1-2/en-10k/qa1_single-supporting-fact_train.txt
Test data: /tasks_1-20_v1-2/en-10k/qa1_single-supporting-fact_test.txt

Recall that we have a binary switch for either using or discarding irrelevant context sentences.
Also, recall that 'irrelevant sentences' are sentences not contributing to the answer; there is only
one such sentence for every story in our task. This switch will allow us to (crudely) estimate the
memory performance of our model: can it handle a certain amount of irrelevant data? Let us first
investigate this, before turning to a more fine-grained analysis where we plot the performance of
the model as a function of the amount of stored irrelevant data.

We start off with training the model without intervening irrelevant context. This works out
perfectly. The RNN, simple as it is, learns the association of the single fact vector, the question
vector , and the single-word answer index without an error. Notice that the model has no
knowledge about linguistic structure whatsoever. It learns to associate two numerical vectors
(holding word indices) with a one-hot vector representing the answer word. Here is the system
log of training and evaluation:

def run_evaluate(trainingData, testData, context=False):

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,X_te,Q_te,y_te,model=create_model(trainingData,testData,context)

    print('Training')
    model.fit([X_tr, Q_tr], y_tr,
              batch_size=32,
              epochs=10,
              verbose=1,
              validation_split=0.1)

    print('Evaluation')
    loss, acc = model.evaluate([X_te,Q_te], y_te,
                               batch_size=32)
    print('Test loss / test accuracy = {:.4f} / {:.4f}'.format(loss, acc))

Train on 9000 samples, validate on 1000 samples
Epoch 1/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.9990 - acc: 0.8367
                                           - val_loss: 0.0493 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 2/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0236 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 0.0118 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 3/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0082 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 0.0057 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 4/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0044 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 0.0034 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 5/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0028 - acc: 1.0000
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As you see, we obtain already in the second iteration a perfect training accuracy and held out
validation data score. The final accuracy score on the test data is 100%.

Let’s see what happens if we take into account the intervening facts as well. Now, the model is
stressed much harder. For instance, the training data contains patterns like

In line 15, we observe that the answer to the question 'Where is Sandra' can be found 7 facts
back. This is a lot of context to take into account. Here is what we get:

This 51% accuracy is a very significant drop in performance. Our RNN is clearly not equipped to
store this amount of data.

Let’s implement a procedure for incrementally adding context to our model, rather than the 'no
context' or 'all context' of our binary switch.

                                           - val_loss: 0.0023 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 6/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0020 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 0.0017 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 7/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0014 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 0.0012 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 8/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 0.0011 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 9.5678e-04 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 9/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 8.5059e-04 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 7.5578e-04 - val_acc: 1.0000
Epoch 10/10
9000/9000 [==============================] - 0s - loss: 6.7765e-04 - acc: 1.0000
                                           - val_loss: 6.0739e-04 - val_acc: 1.0000
Evaluation
  32/1000 [..............................] - ETA: 0sTest loss / test accuracy = 0.0006 / 1.0000

1 Mary moved to the bathroom.
2 John went to the hallway.
3 Where is Mary?        bathroom        1
4 Daniel went back to the hallway.
5 Sandra moved to the garden.
6 Where is Daniel?      hallway 4
7 John moved to the office.
8 Sandra journeyed to the bathroom.
9 Where is Daniel?      hallway 4
10 Mary moved to the hallway.
11 Daniel travelled to the office.
12 Where is Daniel?     office  11
13 John went back to the garden.
14 John moved to the bedroom.
15 Where is Sandra?     bathroom        8

Test loss / test accuracy = 1.2145 / 0.5100
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Listing 5.6 Incremental context.

We pass a use_context flag (see (4) below) that specifies the amount of irrelevant
facts we tolerate.

We encounter a fact. If the fact identifier equals 1, we open up a new story
(encoded as a Python dictionary). The dictionary maps fact identifiers to the
accompanying text.

def process_stories_n_context(filename,tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=0): 
    f=open(filename,"r")
    X=[]
    Q=[]
    y=[]
    max_story_len=0
    max_query_len=0

    for line in f:
        m=re.match("^(\d+)\s(.+)\.",line.rstrip())                          
        if m:
            if int(m.group(1))==1:
                story={}
            story[int(m.group(1))]=m.group(2)
        else:
            m=re.match("^\d+\s(.+)\?\s\t([^\t]+)\t(.+)",line.rstrip())      
            if m:
                question=m.group(1)
                answer=m.group(2)
                answer_ids=[int(x) for x in m.group(3).split(" ")]
                facts=' '.join([story[id] for id in answer_ids])
                all_facts=' '.join([story[id] for id in story])
                facts_v=vectorize(facts,tokenizer)
                all_facts_v=vectorize(all_facts,tokenizer)

                if use_context==0:                                          
                    vectorized_fact=facts_v
                elif use_context==-1:
                    vectorized_fact=all_facts_v
                else:
                    x=min(use_context, len(story))
                    facts=' '.join([story[id] for id in answer_ids])+' '
                    n=0
                    for id in story:
                        if n<x and id not in answer_ids:
                            facts+=story[id]+' '
                            n+=1
                    vectorized_fact=vectorize(facts,tokenizer)
                l=len(vectorized_fact)
                if l>max_story_len:
                    max_story_len=l
                vectorized_question=vectorize(question,tokenizer)           
                l=len(vectorized_question)
                if l>max_query_len:
                    max_query_len=l

                vectorized_answer=vectorize(answer,tokenizer)               

                X.append(vectorized_fact)                                   
                Q.append(vectorized_question)
                answer=np.zeros(vocab_size)
                answer[vectorized_answer[0]]=1
                y.append(answer)
    f.close()

    return np.array(X),np.array(Q),np.array(y), max_story_len, max_query_len
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We encounter a question. Questions indicate the end of a story in our task. We
vectorize the story we gathered up to this point.

We use the following switches: a 0 for using no context; a -1 for using all context;
an integer for using a specified number of (irrelevant) facts. These facts are
appended to the fact holding the answer, effectively pushing that fact leftwards in
the context window.

We vectorize the question.

We vectorize the answer (this produces an array with one number, a word index).

We accummulate the vectorized story, question and answer and proceed.

The correspondence between the numbers of irrelevant facts we test and the amount of words
these facts cover is:

Context size=1 fact: story length=max. 12 words
Context size=2 fact: story length=max. 18 words
Context size=4 fact: story length=max. 30 words
Context size=6 fact: story length=max. 41 words
Context size=8 fact: story length=max. 52 words
All facts: story length=max. 58 words

Now, the use_context parameter has turned from a boolean (True or False) into a number. The
results we obtain with this procedure are more accurate than with the previous boolean-valued
procedure. The new procedure puts the answer facts first in the list, and then adds extra irrelevant
facts. This ensures that, for every increment of use_context, we increase the distance between the
answer and the question. The previous procedure concatenates, for 'use_context=True', all facts
in the story to one string. But the answer can be closer to the question in one case, and further
away in another case, given how the bAbI data is organized. This means that the 51% accuracy
score reported above is actually an optimistic score.

Our procedure for creating a model changes now into the following (the difference being the
processing of the stories, so we only list that part):
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Listing 5.7 Create RNN model - new story processing.

We obtain the following results when training our model for 100 iterations, and testing it on our
test data:

Context size=0, test accuracy=100%
Context size=2 fact (story length=max. 18 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=4 fact (story length=max. 30 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=6 fact (story length=max. 41 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=8 fact (story length=max. 52 words): test accuracy = 80.4%
All facts (story length=max. 58 words): test accuracy = 51%

From these results, we can conclude that RNNs have limited capacity for storing large pieces of
information. The performance drops signficantly after 41 words. Recall from Chapter 2 that
RNNs blindly pass on all historical information, imposing a heavy memory burden upon
themselves.

What about LSTMs? Would a more careful gating of historical (temporal) information boost
performance?

LSTMs come in either  or  mode. In both modes, an LTSM processes a batch ofstateless stateful
labeled training vectors. An LSTM works itself one step ( ) at a time through an inputfeature
vector, updating its cell state at each step. In stateless mode, after a sequence has been processed,
the weights of the surrounding network layers are updated through backpropagation, and the cell
state of the LSTM is reset. This means the LSTM will have to learn from a new sequence
(vector) its gating weights (the various weights controlling which information is passed along,
and which is forgotten) all over again; it’s notion of time is limited to one sequence.

def create_model(trainingData, testData, context):

    tokenizer,vocab_size=create_tokenizer(trainingData,testData)

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,max_story_len_tr,
        max_query_len_tr=process_stories_n_context
        (trainingData,tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)
    X_te,Q_te,y_te, max_story_len_te,
        max_query_len_te=process_stories_n_context
        (testData,tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)

    max_story_len=max(max_story_len_tr, max_story_len_te)
    max_query_len=max(max_query_len_tr, max_query_len_te)

    X_tr, Q_tr=pad_data(X_tr,Q_tr,max_story_len, max_query_len)
    X_te, Q_te=pad_data(X_te,Q_te,max_story_len, max_query_len)

    (...)

5.3.2 LSTMs for Question Answering
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TIP Keras presupposes no specific order in a batch. If your batch consists of
labeled vectors, Keras will -in the default setting for any model- blindly
shuffle your batches of training data (validation data is never shuffled), so
any temporal order you put in your batch is destroyed. You can override
this default setting by setting shuffle=False in the model.fit() function.

Let’s quickly recap some issues pertaining to getting data into an LSTM layer. An LSTM
expects triples of data:

(number of samples, time steps, features per timestep).

Simply put:

number of samples: the number of samples in your data
time steps: the length of the sequences fed to an LSTM. If we are feeding sentences to an
LSTM, time steps addresses the words in every (length-padded) sentence.
features: the dimensionality of the objects at every position of a sequence. For example:
vectors of a certain dimension if we’re embedding words (see below)

Luckily, LSTMs can figure out these parameters themselves from a preceding input layer. Let’s
go a little bit in details.

Assume we have input data consisting of 10 features:

f~1~,f~2~,f~3~,f~4~,f~5~,f~6~,f~7~,f~8~,f~9~,f~10~

Suppose we apply a sliding window of two features over this sequence (treating it as a time
sequence, with two features for each time tick), we obtain 10-2+1=9 subsequences:

[f~1~,f~2~]
[f~2~,f~3~]
[f~3~,f~4~]
[f~4~,f~5~]
[f~5~,f~6~]
[f~6~,f~7~]
[f~7~,f~8~]
[f~8~,f~9~]
[f~9~,f~10~]

A simple model where an LSTM is the first layer, like in

would need a specification of the data in terms of time ticks and features; the batch size (set by

model=Sequential()
model.add(LSTM())
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the model.fit() function) is deduced automatically:

Assuming our data is initially represented as a nested array like

X=array([[1,2],[2,3],[3,4],[4,5],[5,6],[6,7],[7,8],[8,9],[9,10]])

with shape

X.shape: (9,2)

an explicit reshape() action is needed to recast the data into the required (number of samples,
time steps, features) format:

X=X.reshape\((1,9,2))

resulting in

X.shape: (1,9,2)

However, if we have another input layer preceding our LSTM layer, as in

Define an embedding with a vocabulary size of vocab_size, producing
100-dimensional vectors for inout words represented as integers.

Define an input layer, accepting inputs of size max_len.

Embed the input.

Send the input through an LSTM layer, producing 30-dimensional output.

the LSTM layer, yielding an output vector of dimension 30, will deduce that it will receive
batches of some unspecified size, consisting of a matrix of (max_len, 100) vectors: the
embedding embeds a total of vocab_size vectors in a 100-dimensional vector space, and the
input layer accepts input of size max_len. So, our LSTM layer cleverly assumes we have
arranged our data in slices of max_len windows, with each cell of the windows containing a
vector of dimension 100, and no further input shape specification is necessary at this point.

Returning to batches, in stateful mode, vectors across batches are synchronized, in such a way
that when a new batch is processed by the LSTM, every vector proceeds with the cell state for a
corresponding vector in the previous batch. Now, what does  mean here? It meanscorresponding
that in stateful mode, batches contain  vectors: a vector  in batch  istemporally linked v Bi j

model=Sequential()
model.add(LSTM(input_shape=(9,2)))

embedding=layers.Embedding(vocab_size,100)            
input = layers.Input(shape=(max_len,), dtype='int32') 
embedded_input= embedding(input)                      
lstm_input = LSTM(30)(embedded_input)                 
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proceeded with a vector  in batch , in such a way that vector  picks up the cell state leftv B v
behind by vector . So, we might say that  is a continuation of the observation formed byv v
vector . This allows for analyzing temporal patterns, like repeated measurements, each of whichv
contributes to a global decision. Let’s make this clear with an example.

Imagine you are inspecting a Twitter feed of a set of persons, consisting of consecutive
tweets ordered on a timeline. A batch in stateful mode would connect a tweet of a separate
user to the next tweet on the timeline in the next batch. Suppose you are assigning a
sentiment polarity score (positive or negative) to such twitter feeds per user, maybe around
a certain topic. Then, knowledge of previous tweets on the timeline, for that user, would
contribute to the overall sentiment score of the entire Twitter feed.

Stateful batches do not play a role in our present approach to Question-Answering. We predict a
word index referring to an answer based on a long, unstructured vector. Under this approach, it
does not make sense to go through the facts one by one, and collect separate predictions over
time, since we do not predict an outcome per fact, and since only one fact contains the answer to
the question, all other facts do not bear any useful information.

Our LSTM model is similar to the RNN model. It has two LSTM layers processing stories and
questions, and the results (the output layers) are merged by concatenation. The following picture
depicts its structure:

Figure 5.5 LSTM for Question Answering.

i+1 j+1 i+1

i i+1

i
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Listing 5.8 Model creation and data preparation.

We fit a tokenizer on the training and test data.

We process the stories in the training data. The parameter use+context specifies the
amount of irrelevant facts we factor in.

Similarly, we process the test data stories.

We define an embedding, that produces 100-dimensional vectors for the word
indices coming out of the tokenizer. We will use the same embedding for encoding
stories and questions.

We define an input layer for the stories.

We embed the input story.

The embedded story is passed on to an LSTM layer, the output of which has a
dimensionality of 30.

An input layer for questions is defined.

We embed the question, using the embedding defined earlier.

The encoded question is passed on to an LSTM layer with output dimensionality
30.

The output of both LSTM layers is combined through concatenation.

def create_model(trainingData, testData, context):

    tokenizer,vocab_size, max_story_len,
    max_query_len=create_tokenizer(trainingData,testData)           

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr=process_stories_n_context(trainingData,tokenizer,max_story_len,
        max_query_len,vocab_size,use_context=context)               
    X_te,Q_te,y_te=process_stories_n_context(testData,tokenizer,max_story_len,
        max_query_len,vocab_size,use_context=context)               

    embedding=layers.Embedding(vocab_size,100)                      

    story = layers.Input(shape=(max_story_len,), dtype='int32')     
    encoded_story = embedding(story)                                
    encoded_story = LSTM(30)(encoded_story)                         

    question = layers.Input(shape=(max_query_len,), dtype='int32')  
    encoded_question = embedding(question)                          
    encoded_question = LSTM(30)(encoded_question)                   

    merged = layers.concatenate([encoded_story, encoded_question])  

    preds = layers.Dense(vocab_size, activation='softmax')(merged)  

    model = Model([story, question], preds)                         
    model.compile(optimizer='adam',                                 
                            loss='categorical_crossentropy',
                            metrics=['accuracy'])
    model.summary()

    return X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,X_te,Q_te,y_te,model
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We define a Dense output layer. This layer has an output dimensionality of
vocab_size: it produces a tensor of probabilities (through its softmax activation);
the most probable component in that vector reflects the bit that is 'on' for the output
(answer) word.

We compile the model and return the model plus the processed data.

Using Keras' model.summary() procedure, the model is summarized as:

We apply LSTMs in a stateless mode to our data, with the same single-vector approach for
RNNs. Training the model for 100 iterations for context sizes (number of irrelevant sentences
separating the answer from the one relevant fact) 0,2,4,6,8 yields uniform 100% accuracy on the
test data. But running the model on all context (leading to a maximum of 58 intervening words)
produces a poor score: 48.5 accuracy.

Context size=0, test accuracy=100%
Context size=2 fact (story length=max. 18 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=4 fact (story length=max. 30 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=6 fact (story length=max. 41 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=8 fact (story length=max. 52 words): test accuracy = 100%
All facts (story length=max. 58 words): test accuracy = 48.5%

We see that LSTMs push the boundary a bit further compared to RNNs. But, similar to RNNs,
they fail on long sequences, displaying an abrupt decline in accuracy.

We conclude that neither LSTMs or RNNs are adequate tools for handing very long sequences of
facts for Question Answering. LSTMs outperform RNNs for moderately long contexts, but fail
on extensive sequences.

Let’s now take a look at end-to-end memory networks.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)                     Output Shape          Param #     Connected to
==================================================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)             (None, 58)            0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
input_2 (InputLayer)             (None, 3)             0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
embedding_1 (Embedding)          multiple              14800       input_1[0][0]
                                                                   input_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
lstm_1 (LSTM)                    (None, 30)            15720       embedding_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
lstm_2 (LSTM)                    (None, 30)            15720       embedding_1[1][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
concatenate_1 (Concatenate)      (None, 60)            0           lstm_1[0][0]
                                                                   lstm_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)                  (None, 148)           9028        concatenate_1[0][0]
==================================================================================================
Total params: 55,268
Trainable params: 55,268
Non-trainable params: 0
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End-to-end memory networks embody responsive memory mechanisms. In the context of our
Question-Answering task, rather than just teaching a network to predict an answer word index
from a combined vector of facts and a question, these networks produce a  of amemory response
series of facts (a story) to the question posed, and use that response to weigh the facts vector.

Only after this weighting has been carried out, the question is recombined with the weighted fact
vector, and is used for predicting a word index, as before. So, we might say facts are weighted by
the question prior to prediction.

While looking like a modest step, this actually makes quite a difference. For one thing, explicit
information about the match between question and facts is now being used for prediction. Recall
that in our previous approaches, we merely lumped together facts and questions, without
addressing the match between the two.

How is this matching done, and why does it make a difference? Let’s take a look at the following
picture, from :"Sukhbaatar2015"

Figure 5.6 End-to-end memory networks (from Sukhbaatar et al. (2015)).

Facts (here called 'sentences') are embedded with an embedding . The question  is embeddedA q
with an embedding . Simultaneously, facts are embedded with a separate embedding . TheB C
'response' of the memory bank consisting of the embedded facts is computed by first deriving an
inner product of the embedded facts with the embedded question, after which a softmax layer
produces probalities based on the inner product. Notice that these are trainable probabilities that
will be tuned during training through backpropagation. Finally, the probabilities are combined
with the fact embedding produced by embedding  with a weighted sum operation. ThisC

5.3.3 End-to-end memory networks for Question Answering
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operation just adds the weights (probabilities) to the fact vector produced by . At this point, theC
embedded question is combined through concatenation with the weighted sum. The result of this
is sent to a final weights layer feeding into a dense output layer, encoding the word index of the
answer.

We adopt the original formalization of  closely in our code, and by doing so"Sukhbaatar2015"
largely follow the implementation in the Keras demo repository , with one difference: we will9

use, like in the paper of , a weight matrix in the final steps of the algorithm,"Sukhbaatar2015"
rather than an LSTM (see the implementation in the Keras demo folder for comparison). We
found this yields a better performance on our Question-Answering task. One thing to keep in
mind is that, contrary to the original paper, this implementation treats the story (the facts) as one
unstructured block. So, we may dub it "block-based memory networks". The individual
responses of separate facts to questions are not taken into account. This will be re-addressed in
Chapters 6 and 7.

For data processing, we use exactly the same procedure as before. Our model and data are
created as follows. As before, we allow the specification of a context parameter which specifies
the amount of non-answer facts (an integer) we allow in our fact vector.

Here is how we create our model, processing our data on the fly.
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Listing 5.9 Create a memory network model.

We create a tokenizer from our training and test data. We report back the length of
the vocabulary of the tokenizer, which will be needed later on for our embeddings.

Using the tokenizer, we vectorize our training and test data, reporting back on the
maximum length of training and test stories (fact sequences) and queries.

We determine the maximum story and query length.

Training and test data is padded to a uniform length.

def create_model(trainingData, testData, context):

    tokenizer,vocab_size=create_tokenizer(trainingData,testData)   

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,max_story_len_tr, max_query_len_tr=process_stories_n_context
    (trainingData,tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)        
    X_te,Q_te,y_te, max_story_len_te, max_query_len_te=process_stories_n_context
    (testData,tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)

    max_story_len=max(max_story_len_tr, max_story_len_te)          
    max_query_len=max(max_query_len_tr, max_query_len_te)

    X_tr, Q_tr=pad_data(X_tr,Q_tr,max_story_len, max_query_len)    
    X_te, Q_te=pad_data(X_te,Q_te,max_story_len, max_query_len)

    input = Input((max_story_len,))                                
    question = Input((max_query_len,))

    A= Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                              output_dim=64)                       
    C=Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                              output_dim=max_query_len)
    B=Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                               output_dim=64,
                               input_length=max_query_len)

    input_A = A(input)                                             
    input_C = C(input)
    question_B = B(question)

    input_question_match = dot([input_A, question_B], axes=(2, 2)) 
    Probs = Activation('softmax')(input_question_match)            

    O = add([Probs, input_C])                                      
    O = Permute((2, 1))(O)                                         

    final_match = concatenate([O, question_B])                     

    size=keras.backend.int_shape(final_match)[2]                   
    weights = Dense(size, activation='softmax')(final_match)       

    merged=merge([final_match, weights], mode='mul')               
    answer=Flatten()(merged)

    answer = Dense(vocab_size)(answer)                             
    answer = Activation('softmax')(answer)

    model = Model([input_sequence, question], answer)              
    model.compile(optimizer='rmsprop', loss='categorical_crossentropy',
              metrics=['accuracy'])

    return X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,X_te,Q_te,y_te,model
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Here, the model definition starts. We specify two input layers, one for stories and
one for questions.

Next, the three embeddings A,B,C are defined.

The story (input_A, input_C) and query input (input_B) are sent through their
embeddings, converting word indices to the specified output_dim dimensions.
Notice how B has much lower dimensionality output than A and C.

The match between story (input_A) and question (question_B) is computed
through a dot product. Recall that input_A has dimension (max+story_len,64), and
+question_B has dimension (max_query_len,64). So, the dot product (see the
Appendix on matrix algebra) has dimension (max_story_len, max_query_len), with
every entry of this matrix consisting of the dot product of two vectors (scalars).

A probability layer is computed from the dot product, with dimension
(max_story_len, max_query_len). I

The probabilities are added to input_C, leading to O.

O will have to be permuted in order to enter the next concatenation step, turning
into a (max_query_len, max_story_len) matrix.

O is concatenated with the embedded question, producing a final
story-question-pair.

We determine the size of the next weight layer, based on the resut of this
concatenation. We need one weight for every entry in the stories-question scalar.

The weight matrix uses softmax as activation, meaning these weights are in the
range [0,1]. The final_match result is sent through this layer.

The weights are multiplied with the final_match values. The result is flattened to
one vector.

A final Dense layer produces a vector of size vocab_size. This vector will be
instantiated with answer vectors once we invoke the model with labeled data.

The input and output to the model are specified, and the model is compiled.

The following picture shows the model.
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Figure 5.7 A memory end-to-end network for Question-Answering.

This model is summarized by Keras (model.summary()) as follows:

Layer (type)                     Output Shape          Param #     Connected to
==================================================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)             (None, 12)            0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
input_2 (InputLayer)             (None, 3)             0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
embedding_1 (Embedding)          (None, 12, 64)        9472        input_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
embedding_3 (Embedding)          (None, 3, 64)         9472        input_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
dot_1 (Dot)                      (None, 12, 3)         0           embedding_1[0][0]
                                                                   embedding_3[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
activation_1 (Activation)        (None, 12, 3)         0           dot_1[0][0]
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Running our model first of all produces the following picture for context sizes (number of
intervening, irrelevant facts) 0, 2, 4 and 6. In this graph, the training accuracies per epoch (for a
maximum of 30 epochs), as reported by Keras during training, are presented. We observe a clear
effect of context size on training performance: the shorter the context, the better. But we also
observe that contexts 2 and 4 quickly reach 100% accuracy during training.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
embedding_2 (Embedding)          (None, 12, 3)         444         input_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
add_1 (Add)                      (None, 12, 3)         0           activation_1[0][0]
                                                                   embedding_2[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
permute_1 (Permute)              (None, 3, 12)         0           add_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
concatenate_1 (Concatenate)      (None, 3, 76)         0           permute_1[0][0]
                                                                   embedding_3[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)                  (None, 3, 76)         5852        concatenate_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
merge_1 (Merge)                  (None, 3, 76)         0           concatenate_1[0][0]
                                                                   dense_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
flatten_1 (Flatten)              (None, 228)           0           merge_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)                  (None, 148)           33892       flatten_1[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
activation_2 (Activation)        (None, 148)           0           dense_2[0][0]
==================================================================================================
Total params: 59,132
Trainable params: 59,132
Non-trainable params: 0
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Figure 5.8 Training performance (30 epochs) on held-out data for a number of context
sizes of the memory end-to-end network.

The accuracies obtained per context size on the actual test data, with a 100 epochs for training,
are the following :10

Context size=0, test accuracy=100%
Context size=2 fact (story length=max. 18 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=4 fact (story length=max. 30 words): test accuracy = 100%
Context size=6 fact (story length=max. 41 words): test accuracy = 99.8%
Context size=8 fact (story length=max. 52 words): test accuracy = 99%
All facts (story length=max. 58 words): test accuracy = 67.7%

These results are much better than for RNNs. For contexts up to 8, they are on a par with the
LSTM results. Even though all models reach 100% accuracy on the zero context case, memory
networks show a less steep degree in performance when context size is increased, and reach a
better score in the all-facts situation. While not perfect, end-to-end memory networks perform
much better on our Question-Answering task.

Here is a graph that shows the aggregated differences between RNNs, LSTMs and memory
networks on our data. It demonstrates better performance of memory networks on long contexts.
The context size listed corresponds with the number of irrelevant facts:
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1 irrelevant fact: maximum context length = 12 words
2 irrelevant facts: maximum context length = 18 words
4 irrelevant facts: maximum context length = 30 words
6 irrelevant facts: maximum context length = 41 words
8 irrelevant facts: maximum context length = 52 words
all facts: maximum context length = 58 words

Figure 5.9 Test performance (100 training epochs) for RNNs, LSTMs and memory
end-to-end networks.

In this chapter, we have gone through three approaches to Question Answering, a prototypical
sequential NLP task. We observed that RNNs perform worse than LSTM in remembering long
sequences of words, and that memory end-to-end networks outperform LSTMs.

In this chapter, you learned

How to implement branching models of RNNs and LTSMs
How to implement a memory end-to-end network, and how these networks work
internally.
The relative merits of RNNs, LTSMs and end-to-end memory networks in terms of
memory capacity and accuracy.

5.4 Conclusion
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How to evaluate empirically different models.

Memory networks provide interesting perspectives on NLP. Recent work demonstrates that most
NLP problems can be cast into a question-answer formalization. Acting on our decent
Question-Answering results with memory networks, we will apply memory networks in the next
chapter to a set of well-known other sequential NLP problems, and see how that works out.

S. Sukhbaatar, A. Szlam, J. Weston, R. Fergus. End-To-End Memory Networks.
Proceedings NIPS, 2015.

The bAbI data set can be found in the Chapter 5 data folder. The three scripts (RNN, LSTM,
memory network) can be found in the code folder of Chapter 5.

5.5 Further reading

5.6 Data and software resources
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6
This chapter covers:

For the data we use, we will find that strongly supervised memory networks easily produce
above-baseline results with very little effort. Semi-supervised memory networks produce better
accuracies in a number of cases, but not consistently.

The following picture displays the chapter organization:

Figure 6.1 Chapter organization.

Episodic memory for NLP

How strongly supervised end-to-end memory networks can be applied to other
sequential NLP problems than just standard Question Answering.
How to implement a multi-hop memory network that allows for semi-supervised
training.
How strongly supervised memory networks compare to semi-supervised memory
networks.
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When was the last time you stroked a cat? If not too long ago, you will recall specific details of
the situation. In addition, based on previous experience and knowledge, you will have a general
understanding of what it means to stroke cats, and what cats are in the first place. The American
neuroscientist Larry Squire hypothesized that humans store experiences (concepts, facts, events)
in a heterogeneous type of memory called , as opposed to declarative memory procedural

, which stores skills or behavorial patterns (like the muscle memory when riding a bike).memory
According to fellow cognitive neuroscientist Endel Tulving [Tulving89], procedural memory
consists of a  component and an  component. Semantic memory is used to storesemantic episodic
generic, more abstract conceptual information, like prototypical information about what makes
up a cat. Episodic memory stores specific memories and personal experiences (facts, events,
timestamps) related to concepts, such as the memory about that last time you stroked a cat.

6.1 Memory networks for sequential NLP
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Figure 6.2 The memory model of Squire and Tulving (,).

While many things are unclear about the exact organization of episodic memory (for one thing,
whether it is localized in a specific location in the brain, or whether it is a distributed type of
memory ([Chen2017])), the general concept of episodic memory comes closest to the memory
we implemented in the memory networks of Chapter 5. We worked with descriptions of specific
'events' (which we called 'facts'), combined together into . The Question-Answeringstories
mechanism of memory networks implements a form of memory access of retrieval: memory
networks address a memory base of stored facts in order to carry out an analysis, by asking for
the relevant facts in memory.

The end-to-end memory networks of Chapter 5 apply a form of supervised attention during
processing. When confronted with a story, a question and an answer during training, they learn to
hone in on an informative part of the story that holds the answer to the question posed. Those
informative parts are specified in the training data, which, as you will recall, looks like

This supervised learning mechanism can serve as a metaphor for a lot of NLP problems: most of
NLP is about picking out contextual information from a sequence of sound or text, in order to
make a step towards interpretation.

In this chapter, we will apply our own memory networks to NLP data represented as a question
answer task.

The first approach we implement in this chapter, in line with the approach of Chapter 5, is based
on : we indicate explicitly which facts contribute to answering a question instrong supervision
the training data of our models, plus the labels (outcomes) associated with the stories.

1 Mary moved to the bathroom.
2 John went to the hallway.
3 Where is Mary?        bathroom        1
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NOTE Alternatively, and this is the approach taken by Dynamic Memory Networks
([Kumar2016]), we can let the network work out the relevant facts for
answering questions by itself using  mechanisms. These attention

 networks zoom in on certain information and leave other,semi-supervised
irrelevant information unused. Attention is the topic of Chapter 7, where we
shall return to Dynamic Memory Networks and other forms of neural
attention. As a precursor to Chapter 7, we address semi-supervised
memory networks later in this chapter, based on multiple hops over
memory. Such memory access can be interpreted as an attention
mechanism as well.

To give you a first flavor, suppose we encode a part of speech tagger as a Question Answering
module. In part of speech tagging, the parts of speech of the words in the context of an
ambiguous word, together with lexical properties, determine the part of speech of that word. In
the following sentence

I took a random walk through the park

the following words are ambiguous:

walk (noun or verb)
park (noun or verb)

Given the presence of  (which is unambiguous, it’s a determiner), and the adjective , thea random
word  cannot be a verb - it has to be a noun. Similarly, the presence of  disambiguates walk the

 to be a noun. A Question Answering representation of this  could be:park story

Notice how we turned a sequential NLP task into a Question-Answer task. We applied a moving
window over a part-of-speech tagged text. We regenerate ambiguities on the basis of a lexicon
derived from this data (in the example, we assume 'walk' and 'park' have both been tagged as
nouns and verbs in the data). The questions we pose address the disambiguation of these
ambiguities in their context:

Which part of speech should a noun/verb ambiguity get in this context?

Under such an approach, we need to make sure the exact order of the facts is preserved, since
this is crucial for strictly sequential tasks. Our vectorization procedure (see Chapter 5, repeated

1 pronoun verb determiner           "I took a"_
2 verb determiner adjective         "took a random"
3 determiner adjective noun_verb    "a random walk"
4 adjective noun_verb preposition   "random walk through"
5 pos noun_verb ? noun 3 4
6 noun preposition determiner       "walk through the"
7 preposition determiner noun_verb  "through the park"
8 determiner noun_verb              "the park"
9 pos noun_verb ? noun 7 8
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below) actually already does just that, using the Keras built-in Tokenizer procedure
texts_to_sequences (see ):keras.io/preprocessing/text/

Listing 6.1 Vectorization.

This produces an ordered vector of integers, corresponding to the original word sequence of its
input, like

for " ".the (1) cat (2) jumped (3) over (4) the (1) lazy (5) dog (6)

Now, let’s see how we can transform arbitrary NLP data to the native format of memory
networks: Question-Answer data.

We will use the following data in our experiments:

Data for PP-attachment (prepositional phrases)
The Dutch diminutive formation data we used earlier
Spanish part-of-speech tagging data.

Let’s see how we can massage this data into the required format for memory networks: data
organized as Question-Answer tasks, consisting of facts and questions.

6.2 Data and data processing

def vectorize(s, tokenizer):
    vector=tokenizer.texts_to_sequences([s])
    if vector[0]!='':
        return vector[0]

[1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 5, 6]
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In natural language, prepositional phrases (phrases consisting of a preposition and a noun phrase)
are used as  of other words: they restrict ( ) the meaning of those other wordsmodifiers specify
(usually nouns or verbs). For instance, in

He ate a pizza with anchovies

the prepositional phrase with anchovies modifies the noun pizza rather than ate: it says
something about the pizza, and not about the act of eating it.

[Ratnaparkhi94] has put forward a well-known benchmark dataset for PP-attachment. A typical
entry of this data, here presented as a 5-column CSV file, is

eats,pizza,with,anchovies,N

where the (simplified) prepositional phrase "with anchovies" modifies the noun (N) "pizza".
Notice the rigid format of this data: every entry invariably consists of a verb, a noun, a
preposition and a noun, plus a label N (noun) or V (verb).

In

dumped,sacks,into,bin V

the PP "into bin" modifies the verb (V) "dumped".

Another example would be

gives,authority,to,administration,V

where "to administration" modifies the verb "gives" rather than the noun "administration".

Let’s convert this data to the Question-Answer format a memory network needs. First, we need
to use only the first two 'facts': not all four features are relevant for predicting the outcome.
Recall that the facts will be encoded as 'memories'. We can supply the words in the question with
their parts of speech to obtain a bit richer facts. Recall that the first word in this data invariably is
a verb, and the second word a noun:

1 fetch V.
2 price N.

Secondly, our question needs to contain some information in order to arouse a response from
those memories. One way to do this is to list the prepositional phrase in the question:

attach of profit ? N 1 2

This reads as: to which part of speech should the prepositional phrase  be attached to?of profit

6.2.1 PP attachment data
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Answer: the noun (N), on the basis of facts 1 and 2.

So, the entire story for this example would be

Here is a function for performing this conversion.

Listing 6.2 Convert PP attachment data to bAbI format.

Open a file with PP-attach data.

Perform a regular expression match, looking for a sequence of a sequence of
comma-delimited words (like "fetch,price,of,profit").

Split the word string in separate words based on the comma. Also, assign the label
(the part of speech the PP should attach to).

Print the first two words as facts, together with their part of speech.

Print the question.

Recall the Dutch morphological diminutive formation task:

where we have 12 prosodic and morphological features.

1 fetch V.
2 price N.
3 attach of profit?     N    1 2

def babify_pp(fname):
    inp=open(fname,"r")                             
    for line in inp:
        m=re.match("^(.+),([^,]+)$",line.rstrip())  
        if m:
            features=m.group(1).split(",")          
            label=m.group(2)
            n=1
            print "1 %s V." %(features[0])          
            print "2 %s N." %(features[1])
            pp_str=features[2] +' ' + features[3]
            print "%d attach %s? \t%s\t%s" % (n,pp_str,label, ' '.join([str(x)
                   for x in range(1,3)]))           
    inp.close()

6.2.2 Dutch diminutive data

=,=,=,=,+,k,e,=,-,r,@,l,T    "kerel"=>"kereltje" (small man)
=,=,=,=,+,l,I,=,-,x,a,m,P     "lichaam=>lichaampje" (small body)
=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=,+,tr,A,p,J    "trap=>trapje" (small stairs)
...
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NOTE As stated in [TimblManual], these features indicate "whether the syllable is
stressed or not (values - or +), the string of consonants before the vocalic
part of the syllable (i.e. its onset), its vocalic part (nucleus), and its
post-vocalic part (coda). Whenever a feature value is not present (e.g. a
syllable does not have an onset, or the noun has less than three syllables),
the value ‘=’ is used. The class to be predicted is either E (-etje), T (-tje), J

"(-je), K (-kje), or P (-pje).

How can we turn this task into a Question-Answering task? A suitable representation for this
data turns out to be a single-fact representation, where we put all features in one fact.

SIDEBAR Exercise

Experiment with a number of other schemes, like creating windowed
representations. Which representation works best compared to the results
listed in the Experiments section below?

We must take special care of the special phoneme characters (like =,+,-,@,{,}) in the data, since
our tokenizer will ignore them and will not assign an integer value to them. In order to keep
these symbols from being erased by the tokenization process, we substitute surrogate labels for
these symbols:

+  plus
=  eq
-  dash
@  schwa (a phoneme symbol for sounds like the 'a' in )about
{  lbr (left bracket)
}  rbr (right bracket)

This leads to representations of the examples above like

For example, the first question

reads as: What is the suffix to be attached to "l", based on fact 1? Answer: T.

The following procedure performs the conversion:

1 eq eq eq eq plus k e eq dash r schwa l.
2 suffix l?     T       1

1 eq eq eq eq plus l I eq dash x a m.
2 suffix m?     P       1

1 eq eq eq eq eq eq eq eq plus tr A p.
2 suffix p?     J       1

2 suffix l? T 1
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Listing 6.3 Convert Dutch diminutive data to bAbI format.

We define an array for holding our substitutions.

The array gets filled with substitutions.

The (one) fact is printed.

The question is printed.

CoNLL, the annual SIGNLL Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (
), publishes annual NLP benchmarks with accompanying training and test datawww.conll.org/

sets. From CoNLL 2002, we use Spanish part-of-speech data from a named entity recognition
task ( ), which looks like this:www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2002/ner/

def babify_dimin(fname):
    f=open(fname,"r")
    for line in f:
        features=line.rstrip().split(",")
        label=features.pop()
        fA=[]                                             
        for feature in features:                          
            if feature=="=":
                feature="eq"
            elif feature =="-":
                feature="dash"
            elif feature=="+":
                feature="plus"
            elif feature=="@":
                feature="schwa"
            elif feature=='{':
                feature="lbr"
            elif feature=='}':
                feature="rbr"
            fA.append(feature)
        print "1 %s."%(' '.join(fA))                      
        print "2 suffix %s? \t%s\t%s"%(fA[-1],label,"1")  
     f.close()

6.2.3 Spanish part-of-speech data

l DA O
Abogado NC B-PER
General AQ I-PER
del SP I-PER
Estado NC I-PER
, Fc O
Daryl VMI B-PER
Williams NC I-PER
, Fc O
subrayó VMI O
hoy RG O
la DA O
necesidad NC O
de SP O
tomar VMN O
medidas NC O
para SP O
proteger VMN O
al SP O
sistema NC O
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Here, the second column consists of a part of speech label for the first column, and the last
column indicates phrasal information, like starting a named entity (B-PER, B for 'beginning'),
being part of a named entity (I-PER, I for 'inside'), or being none of those (O). We will only use
the first two columns of this data.

The following, rather involved procedure converts this data into bAbI format, with a window of
three parts-of-speech. It first builds a lexicon for storing ambiguities (one word receiving
multiple part of speech tags in the data), and then windows the data. For a designated focus
position (a fixed cell in the three-cell window, in our case the middle position), it lists the
eventual ambiguity and its resolution. Upon encountering an ambiguity, it composes a story
consisting of the current window and its predecessor, and starts a new story.

judicial AQ O
australiano AQ O
...
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Listing 6.4 Convert Spanish part-of-speech data to bAbI format.

def babify_conll02(fname):
    f=open(fname,"r")
    Lex={}                                                        
    for line in f:
        if re.match(".+DOCSTART.+",line):
            continue
        m=re.match("^([^\s]+)\s+([^\s]+)\s+(.+)$",line.rstrip())  
        if m:
            word=m.group(1)
            pos=m.group(2)
            if word in Lex:
                if pos not in Lex[word]:                          
                    Lex[word].append(pos)
            else:
                Lex[word]=[pos]
    f.seek(0)                                                     

    ngramsize=3                                                   
    focus=1                                                       
    story=""
    for line in f:
        if re.match(".+DOCSTART.+",line):
            continue
        if re.match("^\s*$",line.rstrip()):                       
            ngrs=ngrams(story,ngramsize)
            n=1
            ambig=False
            for ngr in ngrs:
                fact="%d"%(n)                                     
                i=0
                for w in ngr:
                    word_plus_pos=w.split("#")
                    word=word_plus_pos[0]
                    pos=word_plus_pos[1]
                    lex_pos='_'.join(Lex[word])
                    if i==focus:                                  
                        fact+=" %s"%(lex_pos)
                        if '_' in lex_pos:
                            ambig=True
                            unique_pos=pos
                            ambig_word=word
                            ambig_pos=lex_pos
                    elif i==ngramsize-1:  
                        fact+=" %s."%(lex_pos)
                        print fact
                    else:
                        fact+=" %s"%(lex_pos)
                    i+=1
                if ambig:                                         
                    n+=1
                    ambig=False
                    if n>2:
                        print "%d pos %s? \t%s\t%d %d"%(n,ambig_pos,unique_pos,n-2,n-1)
                    else:
                        print "%d pos %s? \t%s\t%d"%(n,ambig_pos,unique_pos,n-1)
                    n=0

                n+=1
            story=""
        else:
            m=re.match("^([^\s]+)\s+([^\s]+)\s+(.+)$",line.rstrip())
            if m:
                story+=m.group(1)+"#"+m.group(2)+" "
    f.close()
    exit(0)
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Define a dictionary, holding the assignment of parts of speech to words in our data.

Split up lines into words and parts of speech, and store the combination in the
lexicon

Keep track of ambiguities (words receiving more than one part of speech).

Rewind the input file; we’re making another pass of the data.

Define the ngram size (3).

Define a focus position: the word position that is addressed in the question. This
only happens when the word is an ambiguity; non-ambiguous words do not need to
be resolved.

Blank lines indicate the end of a sentence in our data. This is the trigger for
converting the current sentence into a story. We start by generating ngrams of the
specified size (3) for the story.

For every ngram in our story (a triplet of parts of speech), we start a new fact.

At the focus position, check if we have an ambiguity.

Print the fact.

If we encountered an ambiguity, print the question with the answer (the
disambiguated part of speech,unique_pos).

Sample output is

Notice how ambiguities are indicated with underscores. In this story, NC_AQ is disambiguated
to NC on the basis of the two facts 6 and 7.

1 DA NC AQ.
2 NC AQ SP.
3 AQ SP NC.
4 SP NC Fc.
5 NC Fc VMI.
6 Fc VMI NC_AQ.
7 VMI NC_AQ Fc.
8 pos NC_AQ?    NC      6 7
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We are now ready to run experiments with the strongly supervised memory networks of Chapter
5 on the transformed NLP data.

First, we will run the memory network from Chapter 5 on the processed PP-attachment data. We
train the network for 30 iterations, and, when applied to the test data, it produces

This accuracy is on a par with average and above baseline results obtained by much more
complex methods for this dataset (XREF Zavrel97). We can probably crank up these results by
resorting to external word embeddings like GloVe (Chapter 3) but we will not pursue this here.

SIDEBAR Exercise

Can you improve on our results, by using pre-trained or on-the-fly
embeddings?

Running our memory network on the single-fact diminutive bAbI data produces

This is not a spectacular result ; good results should be above 95% accuracy. Yet, on theper se
positive side: with little or no effort we obtain an above baseline result (baseline results are
around 86%, see [TimblManual]). As with the PP data, it seems a reasonable assumption that our
results can improve with properly tailored embeddings.

6.3 Strongly supervised memory networks: experiments and
results

6.3.1 PP-attachment

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.4298 / 0.8162

6.3.2 Dutch diminutives

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.1800 / 0.9137
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SIDEBAR Exercise

Can you improve on our results, by using on-the-fly embeddings based on
the training data? Specifically, create a word2vec embedding based on the
training data, by turning the comma-delimited sequences into
quasi-sentences, and combine all of these into a corpus. Apply the
word2vec code of Chapter 2 and derive an embedding. Use that
embedding in the memory network.

On the Spanish data, after 30 iterations of training, we obtain a score of

Our part of speech tagger is quite simplistic, only focusing on triples of parts of speech, and
ignoring lexical aspects altogether. The reported score of over 90% seems adequate from this
respect, and is open to improvement by incorporating linguistically richer facts.

Notice how, in general, the facts listed per story arise as a consequence from the automated data
generation routines. It is basically a design choice, since no manual intervention (explicit
labeling of facts) is part of the process. This may, of course, hamper performance in a number of
cases.

SIDEBAR Exercise

Push the performance of the model a bit higher, by also incorporating
lexical (word) information in the n-grams. Another option would be a model
with two input layers: one for parts of speech n-grams, and one for word
n-grams.

Concluding, in general, the memory network we implemented in Chapter 5 yields average
performance on our three NLP tasks, with virtually no processing cost.

6.3.3 Spanish part-of-speech tagging

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.3104 / 0.9006
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Up to now, our memory networks have used a single retrieval pass over the stored facts in the
episodic memory, and were provided explicitly with the relevant facts for answering a question.
Can we switch to a semi-supervised scenario, where the network figures out itself which facts are
important for predicting an outcome, only demanding facts, quetions and answers, but not
selections of facts relevant to answering the question? This would definitively alleviate the
burden of manual annotation of training data.

SIDEBAR Scenario

You like the approach of memory networks for NLP, but you are weary of
specifying relevant facts for a story, in addition to the necessary labels.
Can you resort to methods that only demand labels and no fact annotation?
This would save you quite some work: you would compose NLP stories
without specifying the crucial facts for answering the questions.

Recall that memory networks estimate a layer of probabilities that express the importance of a
certain fact for answering a question. In our current applications of these networks (see Chapter
5, and the figure below), we used a non-iterative approach for estimating these probabilities.

6.4 Semi-supervised memory networks
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Figure 6.3 End-to-end memory networks (from ).

Even though the probability layer p itself was trained during the entire training process for the
network, it would make sense to add an extra facility where the probabilities can be locally
estimated better by multiple exposures of facts to questions. These exposures are called 'hops':
we hop either once or more over the facts when collecting their response to an input question.
Multiple hops may lead to better estimates of probabilities, and, in the end, to better outcomes.
This idea was proposed in the paper by Sukhbaatar et al. ([Sukhbaatar2015]). The following
picture, taken from this paper, extends their original, 'single-hop' approach we used up to now to
a multi- (three) hop approach.

Figure 6.4 A three-hop memory network (from ).
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In this picture, starting from "Question q" and going upwards, we see how q is embedded by
embedding B. After that, the result is processed exactly like in the single-hop network (Figure 3),
only now not just once, but three times in a row:

The question is matched with the facts vector (through embedding A)
The result is turned into a probability vector p, which becomes added to the result of the
embedding C, also embedding the answer vector (refer to Chapter 5 for the details)
The final result o is computed three times.
The u variables (reflecting the match of the encoded question and the input) get
incremented (through the  symbol, which indicates addition) with the o variables, which
combine encoded input with probabilities (which are lacking from the picture, but refer to
the single-hop picture on Figure 3 to see how they are computed).
The p probabilities now become re-estimated during every hop, and every hop
implements the same matching steps as the single-hop version.

While the embeddings A and C have different subscripts in the picture, and indeed may be
different embeddings, the paper mentions that it is defendable to re-use the same A and C across
these steps. So, recapitulating: we expose a question q multiple times to a match with embedded
answers (facts), and

We implement this seemingly complex operation by inserting a loop into our network
construction procedure (create_model) that iteratively refines the probability layer . Refer top
Chapter 5 for the model creation code for memory networks; below we highlight the newly
added loop only.
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Listing 6.5 Implementing multi-hop memory networks.

def create_model(trainingData, testData, context):
    tokenizer,vocab_size=create_tokenizer(trainingData,testData)

    X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,max_story_len_tr, max_query_len_tr=process_stories_n_context(trainingData,
        tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)
    X_te,Q_te,y_te, max_story_len_te, max_query_len_te=process_stories_n_context(testData,
        tokenizer,vocab_size,use_context=context)

    max_story_len=max(max_story_len_tr, max_story_len_te)
    max_query_len=max(max_query_len_tr, max_query_len_te)

    X_tr, Q_tr=pad_data(X_tr,Q_tr,max_story_len, max_query_len)
    X_te, Q_te=pad_data(X_te,Q_te,max_story_len, max_query_len)

    input_facts = Input((max_story_len,))
    question = Input((max_query_len,))

    # A
    A= Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                              output_dim=64)
    # C
    C=Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                              output_dim=max_query_len)
    # B
    B=Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size,
                               output_dim=64,
                               input_length=max_query_len)

    input_A = A(input_facts)
    input_C = C(input_facts)
    question_B = B(question)

    input_question_match = dot([input_A, question_B], axes=(2, 2))
    Probs = Activation('softmax')(input_question_match)

    size=keras.backend.int_shape(input_C)[2]

    # Start of loop
    max_hops=2                                                          
    if max_hops==0:                                                     
        O = add([Probs, input_C])
    for i in range(max_hops):                                           
        input_C=Dense(size)(input_C)                                    
        O = add([Probs, input_C])                                       
        input_question_match = dot([input_A, question_B], axes=(2, 2))  
        input_question_match = add([input_question_match,O])            
        Probs = Activation('softmax')(input_question_match)             
    # End of loop

    O = Permute((2, 1))(O)
    final_match = concatenate([O, question_B])
    size=keras.backend.int_shape(final_match)[2]
    weights = Dense(size, activation='softmax')(final_match)
    merged=merge([final_match, weights], mode='mul')
    answer=Flatten()(merged)
    answer=Dropout(0.3)(answer) # ADDED 25.03
    answer = Dense(vocab_size)(answer)  # (samples, vocab_size)
    answer = Activation('softmax')(answer)
    model = Model([input_facts, question], answer)
    model.compile(optimizer='rmsprop', loss='categorical_crossentropy',
              metrics=['accuracy'])
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Here, we define the number of hops our model should be making.

If we opt for zero hops, we need to generate once the O result (see Chapter 5).

Otherwise, we loop over the max_hops_ variable.

We apply a linear map to the input encoded by embedding C (see
[Sukhbaatar2015] for details).

We add the current probaility layer to the encoded, linearly transformed input of
the previous step.

We match the question with the input, as in Chapter 5.

We add the O result to this match.

We compute new probabilities and iterate over the previous steps until termination.

The create_model procedure will now have to receive a value of "-1" for context in order to
blindly use all facts (see Chapter 5).

Let’s inspect the ramifications of this loop for the model structure. The following graph,
generated by Keras' plot_model routine, displays a standard single-hop model. Refer to Chapter
5 (Listing 5.10) for the source code of this model.

    model.summary()

    return X_tr,Q_tr,y_tr,X_te,Q_te,y_te,model
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Figure 6.5 A single-hop memory network.

As a point of reference, the add_1 node is where the probabilities p become combined with the
result of Embedding C. The concatenation node concatenates the embedded question with the
weighted sum of Figure 3.

Compare this to the two-hop version of our model:
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Figure 6.6 A three-hop memory network.

We clearly see the additional complexity displayed. For instance, the second model displays
iterated additions (3 rather than 1 in the single-hop model). The added complexity resides in the
area above the Concatenation node, and directly under the three Embedding nodes.
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SIDEBAR EXERCISE

Reason back from the three-hop graph to the diagram in Figure 4, and the
code listed in Listing 6.5. Can you relate the diagram to these?

First, let us apply the semi-supervised multi-hop model to bAbI data. We choose the "indefinite
knowledge" task, a reasoning task from the bAbI dataset ([bAbI]). This task describes inferences
on the basis of "indefinite" facts, which consist of disjunctions (involving ), and with answersor
including  for cases where a definite answer is not possible:maybe

When we train and run a three-hop network on this data (300 training iterations), we obtain an
accuracy of 77.10% for 1 hop:

and a significantly improved accuracy of 88.3% for 3 hops:

6.5 Semi-supervised memory networks: experiments and results

1 Fred is either in the school or the park.
2 Mary went back to the office.
3 Is Mary in the office?        yes     2
4 Bill is either in the kitchen or the park.
5 Fred moved to the cinema.
6 Is Fred in the park?  no      5
7 Fred is in the office.
8 Bill moved to the cinema.
9 Is Bill in the cinema?        yes     8
10 Bill is in the park.
11 Bill is either in the office or the kitchen.
12 Is Bill in the office?       maybe   11
13 Bill is either in the cinema or the park.
14 Mary moved to the park.
15 Is Bill in the park?         maybe   13

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.5571 / 0.7710
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This shows that there may be benefits in multiple hops over a memory. [Sukhbaatar2015] report
similar accuracy gains for a number of bAbI tasks.

Next, we turn to the bAbI task "two argument relations" ([bAbI]). This task models geographic
relations between two arguments (entities), like kitchen and office in the first story below:

For two hops, the network (trained for 100 iterations) produces

and for three hops we obtain

Applying the multi-hop network to our PP and diminutive data does not produce any
improvement, though, and sometimes even leads to degradation of accuracy. For the Spanish part
of speech data, we see an ever so slight improvement for three hops over the single-hop network
we tested earlier after 30 training iterations:

As [Sukhbaatar2015] note, in many cases, the semi-supervised approach performs (much) worse
than the strongly supervised approach, and in quite a number of cases, adding multiple hops does
not increase accuracy, and sometimes even leads to deteriorated performance.

IMPORTANT The multi-hop network, while offering the benefit of not relying on strong
supervision, does not produce consistent quality improvements per hop,
although in a number cases, performance is boosted compared to the
single hop network. Yet, in virtually all cases, performance of
semi-supervised memory networks is just not on a par with strongly
supervised networks.

In this chapter you learned

6.6 Summary

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.3221 / 0.8830

1 The office is north of the kitchen.
2 The garden is south of the kitchen.
3 What is north of the kitchen? office  1
1 The kitchen is west of the garden.
2 The hallway is west of the kitchen.
3 What is the garden east of?   kitchen 1
1 The garden is north of the office.
2 The bedroom is north of the garden.
3 What is north of the garden?  bedroom 2

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.3993 / 0.7510

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.3739 / 0.7950

Test loss / test accuracy = 0.2942 / 0.9023
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How to apply memory networks to different NLP tasks beyond question-answering, by
implementing the metaphor of Question-Answering as a transformation on feature
vectors.
How to produce baseline results with little effort using memory networks.
How to implement a multi-hop memory network.
That strongly supervised memory networks outperform semi-supervised memory
networks in general, but not consistently,

You have caught a glimpse of the trade-off between accuracy and lack of annotation through a
number of experiments comparing supervised memory networks with semi-supervised networks.
While our results are anecdotical, they are in line with the findings of [Sukhbaatar2015].

NOTE Semi-supervised memory networks are less accurate than (strongly)
supervised memory networks, but they may nonetheless offer low-complex,
reasonably accurate solutions in a number of cases.

Similarly, data for strongly supervised memory networks is relatively easy to generate from
already available NLP data. You have seen how to generate this data for a number of tasks. The
fact listing per story boils down to a design choice, with possible drawbacks for performance.
The performance of these networks may not always be state of the art, but can nonetheless be
acceptable in a number of practical application scenarios, where interpretability and maintenance
of NLP training data is important.

Factoring probabilities into a neural network implements a form of  that weightsattention
(emphasizes) aspects of our data. Neural attention is a widely researched topic. It is time we turn
to these techniques, in order to see whether we can benefit from them in terms of reducing
supervision effort. This will be the topic of the next chapter.
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6.7 Code and data

6.8 Further reading
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1.mNotice that this network is by no means : it just contains 3 hidden layers.deep

2.m

A similar idea - multi-level hierarchies of recurrent neural networks- was coined earlier (in 1992) by Jürgen
Schmidhuber . Sequential, recurrent models like LSTM’s have also been found to be relativelySCHMID1992
insusceptible to vanishing gradients.

3.m
These accuracies were obtained by running the code a couple of times in consecution; adding a
numpy.random.seed(1234) statement to the beginning of our code will reproduce consistent results.

4.mSee en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden-path_sentence

5.mresearch.fb.com/downloads/babi/

6.mgithub.com/keras-team/keras/blob/master/examples/babi_rnn.py

7.m
Several other options are open here; we could also have concatenated stories and questions to one vector, and
use a single RNN.

8.mThis will increase the amount of parameters of the model, and we found no significant gains in doing this.

9.mgithub.com/keras-team/keras/blob/master/examples/babi_memnn.py

10.mAs always, these numbers may fluctuate per run.

Notes
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